ABSTRACT
COACHING PASTORS OF FAITH EVANGELICAL CHURCH OF THE
PHILIPPINES CHURCHES FOR CHURCH GROWTH
by
Brent Hunter Burdick
Research has shown that one effective means of improving leader effectiveness in
business and education is coaching. Coaching involves asking questions, exploring
options, providing guidance, and training in skills. Ministry is enhanced by coaching.
This research explored the impact coaching six pastors in the Faith Evangelical Church of
the Philippines churches had on the numerical and spiritual growth of the churches they
pastor. The study focused on the key leadership factors of preaching, personal spiritual
maturity, and multiplication of small groups plus two survey-determined factors. The
hypothesis was that as the pastor advanced in leadership skills and effectiveness in these
factors through coaching, their churches would be influenced to grow spiritually and
numerically.
A leadership model that evaluates leaders and assigns a readiness level to the
coachees for accomplishing a task is the Situational Leadership model of Paul Hersey and
Ken Blanchard. Employing the Situational Leadership model guides the coach in
appropriate coaching responses corresponding to the readiness level of the coachee. This
study also examines the effectiveness to Situational Leadership to coaching the pastors.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact on church growth of a
spiritual maturity, preaching, and small group leadership coaching program for pastors in

churches planted by Faith Evangelical Church of the Philippines, Inc., (FECPI) using
Situational Leadership as a coaching strategy over a six-month period.
One finding of this study shows that coaching generally improves the specific
area in which the coachee was coached but does not produce overall growth in the
church. Evaluations after completion of the study suggest the lack of growth in the
statistical areas tracked is due to the time limitations of the project. A coaching program
longer than six months may produce different results.
Additional findings of the study show the value of coachee involvement in
deciding factors to be coached, that using Situational Leadership as a coaching strategy
contributes to increased focus and awareness in the coachee of needs in the church, and
that Situational Leadership created in the coachee the value of being discipled and
discipling others. Finally, while statistical growth did not occur in the six-month time of
the coaching project, data analysis revealed that attendees of the churches whose pastors
were coached obtained a positive perception of the effectiveness of the church and pastor
over the coaching time. The changes in perception are attributable to the coaching
process.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Faith Evangelical Church of the Philippines, Inc. (FECPI), is a group of churches
started by One Mission Society (formerly OMS International) in 1984. From then until
now, most FECPI churches struggled to grow to more than forty people in average
weekly attendance. Pastors and church planters frequently attended training sessions led
by missionaries in various popular leadership and church growth models. The trainings,
though well received, fell short of helping the churches grow beyond their average
attendance.
Since 1991 when I arrived in the Philippines, this phenomenon has continued.
Over the years, I participated in and led many of the trainings. I noted the lack of impact
and wondered why the results hoped for in the FECPI churches’ growth never
materialized.
One church did grow, however: the first church planted, Faith Fellowship Aurora,
founded and pastored by an American missionary. Faith Fellowship grew significantly
and did not have the financial and growth struggles that other FECPI churches did after
they started. By 2000, Faith Fellowship reached over one thousand in average weekly
attendance. The missionary pastor invested heavily in relationships and discipling the
Filipino pastoral staff. He implemented a multiplying small group structure. He also
preached in a warm style that the Filipino attendees seemed to like. Other less discernable
factors also contributed to growth.
The pastors of the other FECPI churches lacked these skills, resources, and
encouragements. I began to suspect that the lack of these factors contributed to the
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struggles of the churches. I wondered if the pastors and churches could be helped in ways
that would be more effective than attending seminars. Other denominations in the
Philippines did not seem to have similar challenges. This study is an attempt to find out
why the FECPI churches struggle so that they can overcome their difficulties, grow, and
ultimately reach more people in their communities for Christ.
The Philippines is the namesake of King Philip of Spain. King Philip, however, is
the namesake of Philip the evangelist in the Bible. The Philippines has been experiencing
the prophetic sense of Philip the evangelist’s name over the past forty years. In that time,
the number of evangelical churches in the Philippines has increased exponentially.
Bishop Efraim Tindero, head of the Philippine Council of Evangelical Churches, notes
that from the beginning of the Protestant era in 1898 up to 1968, five thousand churches
have begun. He goes on to observe that from the 1970s to the present, the total number
has grown to more than fifty thousand evangelical churches in the Philippines (Tendero;
Philippine Challenge). The Philippines is one of the most active places in terms of God’s
moving on the planet today.
Many of the churches have remained small, however, reaching only an average
attendance of twenty to thirty each week. Third world economic conditions are
challenging for churches that must support facilities, staff, and programs. Inadequately
trained or inexperienced leadership, frequent church splits, the pervasiveness of cultural
Catholicism, and the Filipino cultural trait of Ningas Cogon, which refers to a kind of
grass that catches fire and burns brightly for a few seconds then dies down, add to the
problem. Like the burning grass, one can easily start a church in the Philippines, but the
difficulty is keeping it going and getting it to grow.
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Small churches tend to meet in homes or garages. Churches that grow larger or
are subsidized by foreign entities rent storefront facilities for services and ministries. A
small church can rarely afford land for its own building. It can barely afford a rented one.
Frequently, small churches cannot afford full-time pastors because they struggle each
month to meet expenses. A lack of full-time leaders often limits the effectiveness of the
church in the community. Survival becomes the focus, rather than ministry and expansion
of the kingdom of God.
Churches like Faith Fellowship Aurora that foreigners or upper class Filipinos
pastor do not seem to struggle as much. These churches succeed in reaching middle- and
upper-class people who have more resources to give for church needs. Typically, a large
and wealthy church will have its own building. The success of these churches may be due
to the socioeconomic affinity of the pastor with the people whom they target, or to the
perceived leadership qualities a foreign pastor exudes. Filipinos often hold foreigners
from First World countries in high esteem. This perception attracts Filipinos to foreign
led churches and contributes to its growth.
The explosion in the number of churches planted in the Philippines starting in the
1970s came from a confluence of events beginning with the Holy Spirit’s move.
Churches report hundreds saved in Manila at revival services each night (Stephen 18).
Indeed, the Philippines is one of the most receptive and responsive nations to the gospel
today due to its Catholic religious foundation, grinding poverty, natural disasters, and the
personality of the Filipino people which is characterized by hospitality and warmth.
Missionary agencies, such as One Mission Society, have sent many advocates to start
new ministries. Soon, the exploding number of churches reached a critical mass, and
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brought awareness of the need to plant more churches. Dr. James Montgomery, a
missionary with Dawn Ministries, applied Donald A. McGavran’s Church Growth
principles to the Philippines through the Discipling a Whole Nation movement or
DAWN, adding strength to this phenomenon.
Additionally, missionary-sending agencies had an increasing awareness that the
Philippines were part of the 10/40 window with numerous unreached people groups. An
additional awareness that Filipinos themselves had a prophetic calling for missions
spurred interest, missionary arrival, and growth. The spiritual responsiveness of the
people had an influence, and the advent of multiplying small groups in homes contributed
to growth in the number of churches.
The influence of Roman Catholicism in the country since the sixteenth century
and the proliferation of evangelical churches in the twentieth century, especially among
the poor, has not necessarily equated to more effectiveness or fruitfulness in churches, or
to the transformation of Filipino society, however. The Philippines, although the most
corrupt, is one of two Christianized nations in Asia (Korea being the other). Fr. Jaime
Bulatao was the first to refer to this phenomenon as split-level Christianity (Bulatao 2).
Split-level Christianity comes from being Christian in name and culture but not living out
the values and lifestyle of holiness commanded in Scripture (Lev. 11:44). Historically, a
lack of shepherding by Roman Catholic leaders during Spanish colonization contributed
to syncretized faith (Tuggy 68). Paul G. Hiebert, R. Daniel Shaw, and Tite Tiénou in their
article note that syncretism also occurs because missionaries may not have obtained a
―deep understanding of the language and culture of a people‖ and therefore did not
communicate the gospel clearly (173). The evangelical church has not been immune to
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these attitudes. Steven Hobson notes that a major concern of the evangelical church in the
Philippines is spiritual leadership development (1). Missionaries must understand
leadership in the context of the culture and communicate it well for true effectiveness in
developing leaders.
Recognizing the weaknesses in the church, but also the responsiveness of the
Filipino people to the gospel, evangelical churches adopted new strategies for church
growth and community impact by harnessing the power of small groups. The
International Mission Board for the Southern Baptist Church, for example, implemented
a house church strategy in the 1990s and no longer defined church as a building (Garrison
46-47). This strategy pioneered a church planting movement where emphasis was on lay
leadership and multiplication of house churches. Met Castillo in The Church in Thy
House also notes the effectiveness of the church in the house. Multiplying small groups
has been the engine by which the church in the Philippines has grown in number.
Small groups provide a relational aspect to the church that is often missing in a
formalized, traditional church. New Testament examples show that small groups provide
accountability, fellowship, and a venue for ministry involvement that lead people to
Christian growth and maturity. They can also be evangelistic in nature and provide a
nurturing influence for the growth of young Christians in the faith.
The power and proliferation of small groups in the church has yet to make a
dynamic impact on Filipino society, however. As Hobson noted, lack of leadership
excellence, experience, skills, and vision seem to contribute most to this phenomenon.
Political and business leadership in the Philippines in recent decades has been
characterized by corruption, setting a poor example that sadly leadership in the church
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often emulates. Church splits, moral failure among pastors, and financial problems beset
many churches. Leadership and spiritual development among pastors is therefore the key
to significant growth and maturation of the church in the Philippines.
Leadership writers have observed that one of the most effective means of
producing personal and organizational transformation is coaching (Collins 31; Steffen
170-77; Ogne and Roehl 7; Forman, Jones, and Miller 100; Witherspoon and White 124;
Hendricks and Hendricks 146-53; Tichy and Cohen 141). Christian coaching is an
intentional relationship with a person that helps him or her improve in personal and
ministry effectiveness. The concept is similar to mentoring and discipleship. Some
writers often use these terms interchangeably (Engstrom 4; Collins 17, 33). Differences
exist, however. Coaching more specifically aids in accomplishing goals and objectives.
The goal of growth is what the FECPI churches needed. As a missionary in the
Philippines with One Mission Society, and integrally involved in leadership of FECPI, I
decided to explore how a coaching relationship and the application of coaching processes
with leaders of FECPI churches in the Philippines could help those churches overcome
leadership difficulties and grow.
Various coaching models exist that can be applied to helping pastors and churches
grow. I wanted to find one that would be flexible and adaptable enough to address and
help the needs and circumstances found in FECPI pastors and churches. My dissertation
mentor, Dr. Leslie Andrews of Asbury Theological Seminary suggested the Situational
Leadership model designed by Ken Blanchard and Paul Hersey. After reading about this
method, I decided to apply it as a coaching model for pastors in FECPI with the goal of
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strengthening them so they could lead their church to growth, regardless of personal or
church circumstances.
The future of a church rests heavily on the ability of the pastor to lead the church
to growth in spite of difficult conditions, lack of experience, or demographics. The pastor
must therefore become an excellent leader if the church is to grow and become a viable
part of the kingdom of God. With sufficient guidance, a pastor may address leadership
issues that keep the church from growing. A coach, who provides guidance, helps the
pastor evaluate options, discuss plans, and provides suggestions for growth strategies that
can make that difference. This study attempts to demonstrate that coaching FECPI
pastors helps them grow spiritually, preach effectively, lead their churches, and multiply
leaders and small groups, resulting in spiritual and numerical growth of the church.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact on church growth of a
spiritual maturity, preaching, and small group leadership coaching program for pastors in
churches planted by Faith Evangelical Church of the Philippines, Inc., using Situational
Leadership as a coaching strategy over a six-month period.
Research Questions
The following research questions guided this study.
Research Question #1
How does the coaching of a pastor’s preaching, personal spiritual maturity, and
multiplication of small groups seem to relate to church growth in FECPI?
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Research Question #2
What additional leadership factors do FECPI church attendees perceive as
needing coached in the pastor to affect growth of their church?
Research Question #3
How does the Situational Leadership model contribute to the effectiveness of the
coaching process?
Definition of Terms
The following are terms defined in this study.
Coaching
Gary R. Collins defines coaching as ―the art and practice of guiding a person or
group from where they are toward the greater competence and fulfillment that they
desire‖ (16). Coaching, as defined in this study, is an intentional relationship between two
people, a coach (me, as researcher) and a coachee (a pastor of an FECPI church) to help
the coachee improve in key leadership areas so that the FECPI church will grow.
The key leadership areas I coached were personal spiritual maturity, preaching,
and small group multiplication, along with two additional areas determined from a survey
of FECPI members who attend the pastors’ churches. I initiated the relationship with six
pastors of FECPI churches by inviting them to participate. A coaching agreement set the
parameters of the coaching relationship. I met every other week over a six-month period
with each coachee to assist and guide the coachee in the development and improvement
of the key leadership areas. In the coaching sessions, I asked questions, discussed
options, helped the coachees set goals, tracked progress, and facilitated thinking in the
coachee so he could discover, decide upon, and implement the best options for
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improvement in himself and the church. I used the Situational Leadership model as a
guide for coach behavior depending on coachee readiness levels for implementing
changes and attempting to grow in the leadership factors.
Coaching is not giving advice or telling the coachee what to do. Through a
guiding relationship, I assisted and empowered the coachee to develop new strategies and
use current resources in previously unthought-of ways so that personal and church growth
could occur. Steve Ogne and Tim Roehl note that the coaching process is more for the
individual than for the church, but by coaching the pastor, the church is influenced (26).
Church Growth
Church growth in this study refers primarily to statistical growth over time in
three areas of an FECPI church: average weekly attendance, total weekly giving, and
total number of small groups. Many factors affect church growth, but the focus here is on
how coaching leaders in their personal spiritual maturity, preaching, and leadership of
small group multiplication affect the most obvious signs of church growth. Spiritual
growth is difficult to quantify. The assumption is that if a church is growing spiritually, it
will also grow numerically.
I determined numerical and financial growth in the FECPI churches whose
pastors were coached, by collecting the average weekly attendance at worship services,
the average of total weekly offerings, and the average of the total number of small groups
in the church for the twelve months prior to the beginning of the coaching program. I
computed the average for each of the three areas during this period to get a baseline
figure by which to determine growth. During the six months of the coaching program, I
collected the same statistics each month. At the end of the six months, I averaged and
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compared the totals for each month to the baseline. Within the parameters of this study, if
at least a 10 percent increase appeared in each of the three areas over the six-month
period, church growth occurred.
Situational Leadership
Situational Leadership is a model for leadership designed by Paul Hersey and Ken
Blanchard in which a coach adapts the leadership style used to the readiness level of the
follower or coachee. Four coach behavior responses correspond to four coachee stages of
leadership readiness. The coach’s behavior choices are from low directive to high
directive and low supportive to high supportive.
Directive leadership behavior means the leader provides specific instructions to
the follower. Supportive behavior means the coach provides emotional encouragement
and guidance to the coachee. When put on a graph, directive behavior is on the horizontal
arm of the graph and supportive behavior is on the vertical arm of the graph. A fourquadrant graph results. The four quadrants are low-supportive/low directive, or
delegating behavior (lower left quadrant), high supportive/low directive or supporting
behavior, (upper left quadrant), high supportive/high directive, or coaching behavior
(upper right quadrant), and low-supportive/high directive, or directing behavior (lower
right quadrant; see Figure 2.1).
Each quadrant represents adaptive coaching behavior choices. The coachee has a
corresponding state of readiness based on commitment to the task. The coachee readiness
levels are unable and insecure, unable and willing, able but unwilling, and able and
confident (Hersey 12). The coach adapts the leadership style used according to the
development readiness of the coachee. For the unable and insecure coachee, the coach
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would choose a directing style of leadership. For the unable and willing coachee, the
coach would choose a coaching style of leadership. On an able but unwilling coachee, the
appropriate coach behavior is supporting, and for an able and confident coachee, the
coach would use a delegating style.
Hersey and Blanchard do not specifically identify the Situational Leadership
model as a coaching model. However, for the purposes of this study, the method lends
itself well to a coaching relationship. In application of the model to a relationship with a
pastor, the model provides guidance to the coach on how to best help the pastor move
forward in an area of weakness or need by identifying the readiness level of the pastor.
The readiness level of a pastor determines the appropriate coaching action that will most
likely result in church growth and leadership multiplication.
Leadership Factors or Aspects for Coaching
Leadership factors are the character qualities, skills, and attitudes in which a
leader needs to be effective so a church will grow. John C. Maxwell says, ―Everything
rises and falls on leadership‖ (304). Similarly, George Barna notes that ―nothing is more
important than leadership‖ (18). Barna also observes two main categories of effective
Christian leadership: first, Christlike character qualities such as honesty, loyalty, spiritual
depth, and discernment; and, second, competencies of a Christian leader such as effective
communication, resolving conflict, and modeling (23-24). Without adequate development
and implementation of both character and competence in a leader, leaders and the
organizations they lead may fail. However, when key leadership factors are strengthened
and developed in pastors through coaching, chances are the pastor will grow and the
church will too.
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For the purpose of this study, I chose three leadership factors to coach. I
determined the factors from eighteen years of ministry and church leadership experience
in the Philippines. These particular factors seem frequently to affect the growth and
strength of FECPI churches. The three leadership factors pre-selected for coaching were
preaching, multiplication of small groups, and personal spiritual maturity of the pastor.
To ensure that the researcher’s perspective was not biased and to allow for consideration
of relevant cultural aspects and congregational perspectives of effective leadership, I
determined two additional leadership factors from a survey administered to ten members
of each participating FECPI church prior to beginning the coaching process. I coached
pastors in developing or strengthening the five qualities. When the pastor exhibited one
of the four readiness levels when I coached him to implement changes in these leadership
factors, I then applied a corresponding leadership behavior from the Situational
Leadership model to strengthen the pastor in that factor. This study attempted to show
that strengthening these factors through coaching the pastor in how to improve them
contributed to church growth.
Ministry Intervention
This study was a ministry intervention project that selected six pastors of FECPI
churches and invited them to participate in a six month coaching relationship with me to
see if their church would grow because of the coaching. I served as the coach.
Various models serve as a guide for the coaching relationship. Collins, for
example, promotes a model for Christian coaching that addresses six areas in the life of
the coachee (66-71). Most coaching models address the following aspects that Collins has
identified:
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1. Issues to be addressed—The coach discovers these issues through listening, or
the coachee has indicated them in the request to be coached.
2. Awareness—Helping the coachee clarify their present status, values, and
passions. Personality or gift inventories, along with questions and listening by the coach
contribute to awareness.
3. Vision—The coach helps the coachee determine what future they desire, again
through questions and listening.
4. Strategy—Strategy involves the coach helping the coachee determine specific
attainable goals that indicate improvement in areas of need.
5. Action—The coach helps the coachee determine how to accomplish goals and
keeps track of progress.
6. Obstacles—The coach helps the coachee uncover and address obstacles or
hindrances to the accomplishment of goals that have been set.
In Collins’ model, the coaching process is not complete after addressing all six
areas. Completing the cycle may reveal additional issues to address in the coachee, which
may necessitate revisiting the other areas of the model. The method is not chronological,
however. The flexibility of the coach-coachee relationship and the specifics of the
coachee’s situation may dictate which area of the model to implement and when it should
be addressed.
I generally applied Collins’ model to coaching six FECPI pastors. The issues with
which I dealt addressed the lack of church growth and the spiritual and leadership
development needs in the pastor.
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The relationship began with the pastors signing a coaching agreement (see
Appendix B). After signing the agreement, I administered a series of diagnostic tools to
establish awareness of the coachee’s life and ministry situation, personality, and spiritual
gifts. These tools enabled me to begin thinking and planning for the coaching process.
The coachees wrote personal and church histories, and I collected the previous twelve
months’ statistics from each church to gain knowledge of their ministry situations. I then
administered the DiSC inventory (a leadership style inventory), and the Discovering Your
Ministry Identity by Paul Ford (a spiritual gifts inventory).
To help with planning, vision, strategy, and action, I kept a journal on each pastor
coached during the process. This journal kept track of the coaching plans, goals set,
meeting times, and accomplishments. I recorded discussions held and activities
participated in by the coachee during the coaching process, and included the results from
the two leadership inventories mentioned above. I determined Situational Leadership
readiness levels in each of the five leadership factors and included them in the journal
(see Appendix F). The readiness levels helped elucidate obstacles in the thinking and
leadership of the pastor and suggested corresponding coach behavior to help them
improve in the leadership factor areas.
Prior to the study, but after the coachees signed the coaching agreement, I invited
ten members from each participating pastor’s FECPI church to participate in a survey
(see Appendix C) to determine what they feel contributes to their church’s growth. One
section of the survey asked participants to rate on a Likert-type scale a list of nineteen
different leadership factors that I selected. The nineteen factors generally influence the
growth of a church in the Philippines. I added an additional question to allow the
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respondent to write any other factors they feel affect their church’s growth. The total
possible factors on the survey for them to select were twenty. I tabulated and combined
the results for each church and identified the top two rated issues for all churches not
matching the three pre-selected factors. I included these two factors with the three preselected factors for coaching.
Another section of the survey established a starting point to determine the
effectiveness of the coaching process on the church and pastor. I designed questions in
this section also using a Likert-type scale. The questions addressed aspects of the church
and pastor’s ministry that the respondent may or may not perceive as effective. I
tabulated and discussed the results with the pastor during the coaching process, but did
not disclose individual responses to the pastor. I administered the same survey again after
the coaching process. I determined the effectiveness of the pastor’s leadership on church
growth as influenced by the coaching process by the change in the responses between the
first and second survey, and in church statistics over the six months of the project.
After compiling the leadership assessments regarding the pastor and the results
from the survey, the coaching relationship began. Meetings were held with each coachee
every other week for at least an hour for the six-month duration of the project. The
meetings with each coachee alternated between the home or church of the coachee, and
my office.
From the initial assessments, I was able to get to know the coachee and his or her
context. I kept significant discoveries from the assessments in the coach’s journal. After
the assessment process and before the first regular meeting, I wrote a specific coaching
plan to help each coachee strengthen the three leadership areas (preaching, small group
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multiplication, and personal spirituality) and the two additional ones identified by the
survey. The six areas of a coaching model, as observed by Collins, gave me insight as I
wrote the coaching plans. In the first regular meeting with each coachee, I presented the
coaching plan and determined the Situational Leadership readiness level for each
leadership factor. The coachee and I agreed upon numerical goals for Sunday attendance,
offerings, and number of small groups to be attained during the six months of the
coaching. We also discussed goals for the two additional areas indicated in the survey.
After the first meeting, I determined the corresponding Situational Leadership coaching
behavior for each leadership factor to be coached and included it into the coaching plan
for the next meeting.
I obtained statistics on attendance, giving, and number of small groups of each
FECPI church studied from the FECPI national office for twelve months prior to the
coaching. I averaged the twelve months of statistics for each church to arrive at a
comparison point that would account for variations and show if the church was already
growing or not. The averaged statistics established a baseline for determining the impact
on church growth of the coaching intervention. After six months of coaching, I compared
the statistics in the churches to the original to see if the church growth indicators
changed. Ten percent growth in the three areas of attendance, giving, and number of
small groups indicated the church had grown.
As mentioned previously, after the six months of the study were over, I invited ten
people in each church to take a final survey. The second survey was the same as the first,
though the ten people taking the second survey were not necessarily the same as those
who took the survey at the beginning of the study because of the lack of availability of
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the same people twice over time. I compared and noted changes between the answers of
the first and second survey. The changes indicated the effectiveness of the coaching
process as judged by the church attendees and the growing ability of the pastor to enable
church growth.
Finally, at the end of the coaching time I gave each coachee an interview on the
effectiveness of the experience. The data from this survey helped assess the effectiveness
of the Situational Leadership model as applied to coaching, and of the coaching process
as a whole.
Context
Roman Catholicism has been the predominant religion in the Philippines since the
sixteenth century. Protestantism only began to have major influence after the SpanishAmerican War in 1898. At that time, mainline denominations and mission groups began
sending missionaries to establish churches. The Protestant church grew slowly for the
first seventy years or so. In the 1970s however, the advent of small group based churches,
a church-planting emphasis through the DAWN movement, increased missionary
presence and emphasis on lay involvement, together with political and economic issues
and a spiritual move of God resulted in an explosion of the number of churches.
Foreign missionaries and Filipino church planters have planted thousands of
churches all over the Philippines since the early 1970s. The majority of these churches
centered in and around the capital, Manila, on the island of Luzon. Many of these
churches still exist today, a few having grown into churches of five hundred or more in
attendance. Others remained small and struggled to meet expenses month to month. Still
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others, however, no longer exist due to church splits, leadership problems, and economic
difficulties.
The research for this project occurred in the context of a typical denomination in
the Philippines. Faith Evangelical Church of the Philippines, Inc. is a group of churches
that began as a ministry of OMS International (now One Mission Society) in 1984. A
North American missionary couple planted the first church in Metro Manila called Faith
Fellowship. Faith Fellowship experienced solid growth, reaching an average weekly
attendance of three hundred by 1995, using traditional church methods and the founding
missionary as pastor. In 1995, the church became a cell church using Ralph Neighbor’s
model and began to experience significant growth. The growth came as Filipino lay
leaders were trained and involved in ministry through multiplied small groups. In 1997,
the church built its own building on Aurora Boulevard in Quezon City. Under continued
missionary leadership, Faith Fellowship Aurora has grown to more than fifteen hundred
in average Sunday attendance with nearly three hundred trained cell or small group
leaders.
In 1989, OMS started Faith Bible College (FBC) in order to train pastors and
church planters for new FECPI churches. Students began planting new churches around
Manila in 1990. Church planting involved door-to-door evangelism, Christian movie
showings, evangelistic Bible studies, and other evangelistic methods. A program in OMS
called Every Community for Christ (ECC) supported these activities. The goal was that
within a few years the churches would grow and become fully self-supporting, organized
churches of FECPI as ECC funding gradually decreased. However, most of the churches
did not grow to the extent that Faith Fellowship Aurora did. The main difference was
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missionary leadership of Faith Fellowship and dependence on funding from overseas by
the ECC planted churches, even though these churches also transitioned to the cell church
model after 1995.
For example, eight years ago, an FECPI church planting team composed of FBC
graduates started work in a thriving city in the central part of the island of Luzon, several
hours’ drive north of Manila. As was typical for churches planted by FECPI and
supported by OMS through ECC, the team began evangelizing and forming Bible studies
and small groups among the converts. Within a year’s time, services began in a rented
facility with thirty or forty converts in average weekly attendance. Once started, the
services became the focus of the ministry instead of evangelism and starting new groups.
The church stayed at this number for the next few years, trying to grow and gain
enough people so it could support itself. The church found self-support difficult. Finances
were tight due to small numbers attending the services. Funding from ECC would soon
end. Spiritual dynamics in the town may have limited growth as well, which Noli P.
Mendoza mentions is a possibility in mission contexts in his article in the book
Principalities and Powers (160-62).
At the appointed time, the money flow ended. The church entered FECPI as an
organized church, but growth had been insufficient numerically and financially. As a
result, the church had to cut the salary of the pastor by more than half, and several of the
programs of the church ceased. The pastor stayed with the church but had to find another
job. Working part-time limited the amount of time the pastor could devote to the
ministry. The church began to decline in attendance and struggled even more financially.
The church has remained in this state to the present.
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Over the years, FECPI church planting teams helped start twenty-nine other
churches. Thirteen of these churches reached fully organized status under FECPI. The
attainment of this status was due more to the cutting of funding rather than the church
being able to support itself. Three of the churches eventually closed. Sixteen are currently
in process and still supported by ECC. Typically, however, as in the example mentioned,
after reaching attendance of about forty people once Sunday services begin, the new
church reaches a plateau and stops growing. Once ECC financial support ceases, the
FECPI churches have difficulty growing, supporting their pastor, remaining financially
viable, and impacting their communities.
One of the most obvious reasons that Faith Fellowship Aurora grew and the
others did not is that North American missionaries pastored Faith Fellowship since its
inception. Churches in the United States supported the North American pastors,
alleviating financial stresses on the congregation. The pastors were also experienced
leaders. Leadership maturity and experience factors thus become important keys to the
growth of an FECPI church.
The lack of ECC’s support also contributed to Faith Fellowship Aurora’s growth.
From the beginning, the church was independent of foreign funds, with the exception of
the missionary pastor who received his salary from OMS. Once a church begins to
receive subsidies for rent, programs, and salaries it becomes difficult to take
responsibility for their expenses. Glenn J. Schwartz observes this phenomenon and
comments that no substitute exists for avoiding independence right from the start of a
church (258). Faith Fellowship Aurora essentially started financially independent, unlike
the ECC-supported churches. The difference has been significant. In the early days of
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Faith Fellowship, the missionary pastor led a number of actors and people in the
television industry to the Lord. As the converts matured, they began to contribute to the
church. Filipinos trained in FBC have pastored the other FECPI churches but have not
had similar success in reaching people who have financial resources, due in part to the
stratification of Filipino society. Most FBC students come from lower income
communities. Pastors who have been poor face difficulty reaching people in classes that
are wealthier in background than they. As a result, their churches do not have the
financial strength that Faith Fellowship has.
Another reason for Faith Fellowship Aurora’s growth is the success rate of
multiplying leaders and groups after transitioning to the cell church model. Multiplication
of leaders was a key commitment by the missionary pastor when the church implemented
small groups. The small groups closed the back door of the church and got the average
layperson more involved, promoting spiritual and numerical growth. Other FECPI
churches had the same commitment but were unable to obtain the same results in
attendance at services and multiplication of leaders and groups as Faith Fellowship.
Missionary leadership has been important in establishing and strengthening Faith
Fellowship Aurora. The missionaries who pastored Faith Fellowship Aurora served as
coaches, mentors, and models for Filipino Faith Fellowship Aurora pastors, which
contributed to its success. By nature, however, missionary presence is temporary. A key
goal of missionary strategy must be to develop strong national leadership to take the
church at the appropriate time. Missiological research supports this goal (Steffen 3, 22425; Hunter 162; Hodges 53-73). A Filipino leader began leading Faith Fellowship in
2009. The church has grown significantly since the Filipino pastor took over. While still
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leading the church, the missionary pastor of Faith Fellowship coached and mentored the
Filipino pastor. Pastors of the other FECPI churches did not have this experience.
Filipino leaders are capable of attaining the same qualities, gaining the same
respect, and experiencing the same results as missionaries, regardless of where they come
from. Some Filipino pastors outside of FECPI have fast growing churches or hold
important positions in large national ministries. An example is a bishop of the Christian
and Missionary Alliance church in the Philippines. Bishop Jose Dalino grew up as a
street kid pushing a cart collecting garbage and junk for sale. After accepting the Lord,
God transformed his life. He was able to attend Bible college and later seminary, and
then pastored a church. His personality and gifting, along with mentors, coaches, and
others who invested in his life helped him attain higher positions, until he became the
head of the Christian and Missionary Alliance in the Philippines (Dalino).
The Jesus Is Lord Church led by Pastor Eddie Villanueva is another example of a
growing church. Starting a few years before Faith Fellowship, the church now has two
million members nationwide in hundreds of local chapters. God used Pastor Villanueva’s
leadership as a key factor in the growth of the church (Jesus Is Lord Church).
Greenhills Christian Fellowship has also experienced significant growth and
established a number of strong churches in Metro Manila with Filipino leadership. Aside
from passing on a structure and format for the church, leaders coaching interns seems to
be one key to their success (Greenhills Christian Fellowship).
Two other churches led by foreigners exhibit this trend. They developed
significant Filipino leaders, who then started other strong congregations: Victory
Fellowship, pastored by American Steve Murrell, and Christ’s Commission Fellowship,
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pastored by Korean Peter Tanchi. These leaders evidently employed mentoring and
church multiplication principles to develop other leaders that led to the success and
growth of these churches and the kingdom of God. A coaching model applied to FECPI
may help pastors grow in leadership and implement effective church multiplication
principles so similar results might occur.
Because of the small number of believers attending, FECPI organized churches
are weak. Ministry is impacted and fruitfulness is limited. Often, FECPI churches exist in
towns and cities characterized by spiritual strongholds that affect the churches and are not
easily overcome. Local leaders become discouraged. Coaching pastors and leaders at this
point may help their churches become multiplying and evangelizing communities, not
merely once-a-week gatherings.
In the FECPI, most organized churches have not fully implemented a
multiplication model of the church. They are still operating under traditional mindsets
and not experiencing multiplication that will transform their communities. Coaching
leaders of weak FECPI churches in a church multiplication model will strengthen and
empower the churches, helping them grow. The theological perspectives examined in this
paper on the role, function, and definition of the church and its leaders, as well as the
example of Paul as a coach to Timothy, support this effort. This study addresses the
relevant structural, leadership, theological, and theoretical issues in the Philippine context
and proposes a coaching strategy for overcoming some of the struggles due to conditions
and circumstances in the Philippines that seem to inhibit church growth.
The context of this study takes place in six FECPI churches located in Central and
Northern Luzon, and in Manila. The churches are situated in highly populated areas and
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within three hours of Manila by car. The communities are typically strongly Roman
Catholic with a small evangelical presence, of which the FECPI churches are a part. The
FECPI churches, all planted after 1990, average forty persons in weekly Sunday
attendance. The coached pastors were male and ranged in age from 25 to 50. I chose to
coach males only due to cultural sensitivities. Females frequently hold leadership roles in
the Philippines and FECPI has female pastors. In the culture, a male meeting privately
with members of the opposite sex, even if for legitimate reasons, suggests improprieties.
The median salary of the pastors is P7,000 per month ($140 US). I used Tagalog and
English to communicate with the coachees.
Methodology
This study used an exploratory mixed-methods design. I invited six pastors from
six different FECPI churches to participate in the coaching program. All accepted the
invitation. I designed a coaching program that was initially the same for all coachee
participants regardless of their circumstance or church size. As time progressed over the
six-month period, however, I specifically detailed adaptations and assignments depending
on the individual pastor’s needs, response to the coaching, and the effect of the coaching
on the growth of the church.
I first asked the coachee participants to sign an agreement (see Appendix B)
outlining the expectations and requirements of the coaching relationship. Once signed, I
administered the DiSC inventory of leadership styles, and P. Ford’s Discovering Your
Ministry Identity, to the coachees to determine spiritual gifts in the context of leadership
styles. These assessments helped me establish a baseline spiritual and leadership
awareness for each coachee. In addition, I had each pastor write a personal history
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outlining his spiritual growth, personal development, and calling to the ministry. I asked
the coachees to write a brief history of the church they currently pastor and outline its
demographics. I compiled all of these results into a separate journal for each coachee.
Each journal consisted of a three ring binder in which I recorded results, notes,
observations, and plans.
Following acceptance of the invitation to be coached, I arranged to attend one of
the services of each coachee’s church. After the service, I invited ten people to take a
researcher-designed, pre-coaching survey that included three sections. I designed the first
section to elicit participant biographical and demographic information such as age,
income level, household size, gender, level of education, and how long they have
attended the church. The second section asked the respondent to rate on a Likert-type
scale nineteen factors affecting church growth, and included one question for a write-in
factor. The third section used a Likert-type scale to discover how effective the respondent
perceives the church and pastor to be. I obtained and evaluated sixty surveys. To track
data, I kept the results of each church’s survey group separate and confidential. I shared
general results from the surveys of each church with the corresponding coachee during
the coaching process, though I did not divulge biographical information on the survey
respondents. I wanted to maintain anonymity for the survey participants and remove
potential conflict in the pastor/member relationship while still gleaning benefits from the
perspectives of the respondents on the coachee, his leadership, and the church.
Following the completion and compilation of all preliminaries, the coaching
process began. The coachee and I met every other week during the six-month coaching
time. Using the information gleaned from each church’s statistics, the pastors’ leadership
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and spiritual gift inventories, and the personal and church histories, I wrote an
individualized coaching plan. The coaching plan used Collins’ six areas of coaching as a
basis for structuring activities and setting goals during the process. After writing the plan,
I discussed it with the coachee. At this point, I determined the Situational Leadership
readiness levels in the coachee for each preselected leadership factor, marked them on a
form I devised, and added them to the coaching plan as a guide for implementing
appropriate coaching behavior.
The coaching process included alternating on-site personal visits in the home or
church of the pastor, and in my office or home. These meetings took place every other
week on a prearranged schedule and typically lasted an hour. For instance, the first
meeting took place in my office. Two weeks later, I met with the coachee in his church
for a coaching session. The next time the session took place in my office, and so on.
During each meeting, I discussed observations and evaluations of the pastor’s
ministry in each of the three preselected leadership factors, and in the two determined by
the pre-coaching survey. In the area of preaching, Andy Stanley and Lane Jones’s book
Communicating for a Change served as the basis for coaching instruction and discussion.
In order to observe and evaluate the pastors’ preaching, I attended a Sunday service of
each participating pastor at least four times during the six-month period of the study
rotating with the other five churches to observe growth and change in the pastor’s ability
to preach. I also videotaped his message in order to review it with him in the next
coaching session. Attending the services accomplished several tasks relevant to the
project. For instance, I could not only see the pastor in action as he preached, but also as
he led the service, and related to the people in the church. This approach gave additional
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perspective to me as a coach so I could suggest changes based on what I saw in the
services.
For small group multiplication coaching, I discussed small group multiplication
strategies for implementation in the church, and helped the coachee keep track of the
number of small groups. I assisted the coachee in identifying potential group leaders and
then to plan and implement a small group structure in the church.
I helped the coachee in terms of spiritual growth and development through
keeping track of his personal spiritual growth activities. I required each coachee to keep
his own journal of spiritual insights, prayers, Bible readings, books read, and significant
thoughts and feelings about the church and leadership. Every time the coachee and I met
we discussed the insights in this journal. I also inquired, at each meeting, about the
quality of the coachee’s marital relationship if married, and the maintenance of the his
purity if unmarried.
The two other leadership factors determined by the pre-coaching survey used
similar coaching activities to the above, which helped develop the coachee in those areas.
For each of the five leadership factors coached, I determined the Situational
Leadership readiness levels of the coachee. A chart helped gauge the coachee’s readiness
levels to implement each leadership factor (see Appendix F). I applied the corresponding
coach behavior to the coaching plan for each of the five leadership factors. For example,
if I determined coachee A to be in the unable and insecure readiness level for multiplying
small groups, I would choose a directing style of leadership that gave clear instructions
on a systematic process for multiplying small groups.
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The coaching process also included a review of FECPI statistics, with the
coachee, of each church’s growth rate computed from the twelve months of statistics
gathered prior to the start of the coaching. I obtained these statistics from the FECPI
national office and compiled them into my journal. In consultation with me, the coachee
set goals to be accomplished in the six month coaching period. A growth rate of 10
percent in each key area of Sunday attendance, number of groups, and giving indicated
growth in the church and effectiveness of the coaching process. For example, if a
particular church had sixty in average Sunday worship attendance at the beginning of the
coaching period, and at the end had sixty-six in average Sunday worship attendance, the
10 percent goal was met since 10 percent of sixty is six. The same held true for the other
two statistical areas tracked. I reviewed the ongoing monthly statistics in the three key
areas at each meeting during the coaching period to track progress on the goals.
After the six-month period of coaching was complete, my representative or I
administered a post-coaching survey to another group of ten people in each church. The
second survey was the same as the first. I asked each pastor to invite ten people again to
take the survey after a morning service. They did not need to have participated in the
previous survey prior to the coaching. I compared this survey’s results with the first
survey’s results to see if impressions of the pastor’s leadership effectiveness on church
growth had changed due to the coaching process.
When the six-month coaching time was complete, I interviewed each coachee to
determine their perceptions of the effectiveness of the coaching process and Situational
Leadership as a coaching model in particular (see Appendix H).
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When all coaching activities, surveys, and gathering of FECPI church statistics
were complete, the task of analyzing the data began. I analyzed data based on changes
noted in FECPI statistics for each church, and changes in the perspectives of the survey
respondents before and after the intervention.
Participants
Four sets of people participated in this study. First, I selected six pastors from
among currently organized FECPI churches and invited them to participate in a coaching
relationship with me. All six responded positively to my invitation to coach them and
agreed to enter the coaching relationship by signing the coaching agreement. I invited
only male pastors to participate due to the close nature of the coaching relationship.
Private regular meetings with a female pastor by the male researcher can create suspicion
in Filipino culture, thereby damaging the reputation of the pastor and me and possibly
negatively affecting the gains made by the coaching process.
Second, I had each pastor invite ten attendees from his FECPI church to respond
to a pre-coaching survey. My representative or I administered the survey immediately
after a Sunday service in the participating pastor’s church. The six FECPI churches
produced sixty pre-coaching surveys.
Third, ten additional invited participants from each participating pastor’s FECPI
church answered a post-coaching survey immediately following a Sunday service six
months later. The intent of this survey was to determine the effectiveness of the coaching
process through comparison to the answers on the original survey. My representative or I
administered the survey. Again, I obtained ten surveys from each participating church for
sixty post-coaching surveys.
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Fourth, I served as the coach.
Instrumentation
I used nine different instruments in this project. These instruments are listed in the
order of their use:
1. DiSC Inventory,
2. Discovering Your Ministry Identity by P. Ford,
3. A researcher-designed personal spiritual journey and life-calling form (see
Appendix D),
4. A researcher-designed history of the participating pastor’s FECPI church form
(see Appendix E),
5. FECPI monthly statistics,
6.
7. A researcher-designed pre- and post- coaching factor determinant and
effectiveness survey (see Appendix C),
8. A Situational Leadership readiness levels worksheet (see Appendix F),
9. A journal of all coaching plans, materials, observations, evaluations, and
goals, and
10. The post-coaching coachee interview (see Appendix H).
Variables
One dependent variable in this study is the change in church attendance, total
giving, and number of small groups in the churches after administering the coaching.
A second dependent variable is the leadership factors influencing church growth
elicited by the surveys given to the FECPI church members before the coaching.
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Discerning what FECPI members perceive as factors that contribute to church growth
may or may not lead specifically to growth in the church. The leadership factors elicited
from the initial survey determined issues I would address in the coaching process.
The independent variable is the coaching process used for each pastor. Every
pastor has different testimonies, education, experience, and personalities. A coach must
be responsive to each individual’s situation and circumstance. Individual circumstances
affect processes and outcomes of the coaching. A coach can apply broad principles and
guidelines, but the nature of each coaching relationship can lead to different experiences
and outcomes for each coachee.
The intervening variable is the level of education and the financial situation of the
pastor, and circumstances in the church and community that make each situation unique
and affect the coaching process.
Data Collection
The data collected include the following:
1. The pre-coaching survey results from ten respondents in each of the six
churches—a total of sixty pre-coaching surveys. My assistant or I gave the survey to
members of each church on a Sunday morning after a service prior to the beginning of the
coaching process.
2. Eighteen months of FECPI statistics—FECPI uses a basic report form (see
Appendix G) that contains important church statistics each month. I collected the data
from these forms for the six churches from June 2009 to November 2010. I was primarily
interested in obtaining the average monthly attendance, average monthly giving, and
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average monthly number of small groups for each of the six churches during those
eighteen months
3.

A journal on each pastor coached, containing the following:
a. the letter of invitation to the pastor to be coached (Appendix A) and his
acceptance reply,
b. the signed coaching agreement (see Appendix B),
c. results from the coachee’s DiSC inventory, and Discovering Your Ministry
Identity,
d. the written personal testimony and life calling of the coachee using the
form provided (see Appendix D),
e. the history of each church written by the pastor using the form provided
(see Appendix E),
f. the coaching plans for each meeting with the coachee,
g. goals set during the coaching process,
h. the Situational Leadership readiness level forms (see Appendix F) of the
pastor on the factors being coached, and
i. notations on what transpired in each meeting with the pastor.

These things gave me important information about the coachee so I would know better
how to relate to him and have more information on the issues that affect his life. In this
way, I was better prepared as a coach.
4. The post-coaching survey of ten people in each of the six churches whose
pastor I coached—sixty post-coaching surveys in all. My assistant or I gave the surveys
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to members of each church on a Sunday morning after a service at the end of the
coaching process.
5. I gave an interview to each of the six pastors at the end of the six-month
coaching time. Through the data obtained from this interview, I measured the
effectiveness of Situational Leadership as a coaching model and the effectiveness of the
coaching process as a whole.
Data Analysis
The FECPI statistics, the pre- and post-coaching surveys, and the post-coaching
interview were the primary sources of data I collected for analysis in answering the
research questions. Analyzing these sources of data helped me make a final evaluation of
the impact of the coaching on the leadership effectiveness of the coachee and the growth
of the church in terms of average weekly attendance, total giving, and number of small
groups.
The pre-coaching survey helped me determine what two additional factors to
coach besides preaching, giving, and small group multiplication. I obtained the two
additional factors by tallying the results from page 2 of the survey. The factors that had
the most responses in the Very Important area, not including the three pre-selected ones,
became the factors coached for that church. The pre-coaching survey had the effect of
establishing the effectiveness level of the pastor and church prior to the coaching process.
I compared these results to the results of a second survey given after the coaching process
to indicate the effectiveness of the coaching process on the life and leadership of the
pastor, and thus the church.
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To analyze the data from the FECPI statistics, I divided the eighteen months of
statistics into two groups for each church. One group was for the twelve months prior to
the study, and one group was for the six months during the study. The statistics from
twelve months prior to the coaching established a baseline average from which to
evaluate church growth and financial growth after completion of the intervention. To get
this baseline, I averaged the monthly attendance, giving, and number of groups for each
church during those twelve months.
After the study, I compiled the FECPI churches’ statistics during the six months
of the coaching process to determine the impact on church growth. I also averaged
attendance, giving, and number of small groups for these six months for each church and
compared them to the average of the twelve months prior to the coaching. A church was
considered to have grown, the pastor improved in leadership, and the coaching process a
success if the church showed at least a 10 percent improvement in attendance, number of
small groups, and offerings over the six-month coaching period. I also evaluated the data
for other noticeable effects on the church.
The post-coaching survey data enabled me to evaluate how the coaching process
impacted the pastor’s leadership and growth in the church. To analyze this data, I counted
the number of responses from each question on page 3 of both pre- and post-coaching
surveys, averaged the number of responses per category, and then compared the average
number of responses between the pre- and post-coaching surveys. The data from
comparing page 3 of the pre- and post surveys indicated the change in perspectives in the
church attendees on the leadership of the pastor and differences in the church that came
about because of the coaching process.
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The final aspect of data analysis was the post-coaching interview with the six
coachees. The interview contained ten questions (see Appendix H) asking how the
coachee felt about the coaching, what impact he observed on his church, and so on. I used
a qualitative analysis computer program (Weft QDA) to determine themes from the
pastors’ responses. Analysis of this data helped answer Research Question #3 on how
Situational Leadership impacted the coaching process.
Generalizability
The results of this study are specifically applicable to Filipino churches in Metro
Manila and Central Luzon and are generally applicable to a church context similar to the
Philippines. Leadership factors that contribute to church growth would be of interest to
churches and pastors that want to grow and improve leadership abilities in these areas.
This study will be particularly applicable to an ongoing coaching program in FECPI. I
also anticipate adding to the knowledge base for coaching pastors and leaders. Bible
colleges and seminaries may be interested in the results of this study as well for
implementation in their leadership development and pastoral training curricula.
Theological Foundation
The Bible is full of examples of coaching-type relationships where an older,
experienced leader invested in a younger one: Moses and Joshua, Samuel and David,
Elijah and Elisha, Jesus and the disciples, Barnabas and Paul. These relationships
accomplished God’s purposes for his people. A case could be made that without the
investment of an older leader in the life of the next generation the purposes of God for the
people of that time would have taken longer to come to fruition. God uses relationships to
develop leaders.
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The ministry of Paul and his relationship with Timothy provides excellent biblical
and theological material relevant to this project. Churches grew significantly under the
leadership of Paul. He coached and mentored Timothy in his role as pastor at Ephesus.
Biblical evidence suggests that growth in the early Church hinged on the nature of Paul’s
relationship with Timothy.
Acts 16 records Paul meeting Timothy. From there, one can trace the
development of their relationship and the growth of Timothy’s ministry. As Paul traveled
around planting churches, he concurrently coached Timothy. Eventually he left Timothy
in Ephesus to lead the church there. Timothy was young, however, and needed guidance
and encouragement. Paul wrote letters to him, which became the biblical books of 1 and
2 Timothy. These letters are full of Paul’s coaching instructions to Timothy on how to
lead, how to prepare and equip leaders, and how to deal with various problems and issues
that arose in the Ephesian church. Paul’s experiences as a cross-cultural missionary and
how he developed strong leaders in the churches he planted are important to this study.
An analysis of his ministry in the book of Acts, plus a study of his relationship with
Timothy demonstrates the importance of coaching and mentoring on church growth.
An additional theological foundation relevant to this study is the doctrine of the
church. The church is a community of God’s gathered people. The structure of that
community impacts its effectiveness: large groups, small groups, a combination of large
and small groups, and how groups minister and multiply affect growth in the church. The
nature of small groups and church multiplication in Philippine society impacts the
definition of church there. Reviewing the biblical definition of church guides the
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coaching process and helps balance varied and often competing understandings of church
in today’s world.
Closely related to the definition of church is an understanding of church growth.
Although not specifically a doctrine of the church, a theological and biblical
understanding is needed to avoid a focus merely on numbers. The church grew
exponentially in the New Testament. Under the right conditions, explosive growth can
happen again. Theologically relevant and biblically accurate coaching is the catalyst that
starts the process.
Overview
Chapter 2 reviews literature associated with biblical and theological foundations
of coaching, definitions of coaching and comparisons with mentoring and discipleship
models, the definition of church and church growth, and Situational Leadership theory
and models. Chapter 2 also includes a review of literature on qualitative research design.
The literature review establishes a basis for the research design employed in this study.
Chapter 3 contains discussion and explanation for the design of the study,
research questions, population and sample, instrumentation, data collection, variables,
data analysis, and ethical considerations. Chapter 4 details the findings of the study.
Chapter 5 provides a summary of the conclusions derived from the interpretation of the
data, as well as practical applications of the conclusions and further study possibilities.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
Coaching in various aspects of church leadership holds promise for helping
churches to grow numerically and spiritually strong. A review of the literature on
coaching for church growth substantiated this observation and led to the discovery of
several themes that guided this research.
I first examined the theological framework for coaching as a model for church
growth. Coaching or mentoring relationships are a factor for church growth because of
the personal and organizational transformations effected by such a relationship. The
significance of relationship and community comes from a Trinitarian perspective, which I
briefly discuss. Following this important observation, key relationships in the Old and
New Testaments describe biblical aspects of coaching.
The main section on biblical literature focuses upon the coaching relationship of
Paul to Timothy. Paul’s coaching of Timothy was for the express purpose of church
planting and growth. Examining the nature of their relationship and its influences upon
church growth in the early Church establishes the premise of this research. Biblical
research demonstrates that key coaching, mentoring, and discipling relationships enhance
church growth.
The next section examines church growth. McGavran made church growth a
household word among church scholars and leaders years ago with his book The Bridges
of God. Some think the focus is merely on numbers instead of community (Newbiggin
121-23). Others see growth as an indicator of church health (Rainer and Geiger 16, 46-
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48), meaning that if a church is healthy in a number of areas, growth will take place. Still
others (Garrison 8; Patterson and Currah 212) note that church growth is growth in terms
of small group multiplication and church planting movements. Reviewing these
perspectives, a definition of church and church growth emerged that guided the purpose
of this study.
After reviewing literature on church growth, I examined coaching. Writers
frequently use coaching interchangeably with similar terms such as mentoring and
discipleship (Engstrom 4). Paul D. Stanley and J. Robert Clinton (41) see coaching as a
point along a mentoring continuum in a leadership development paradigm. Bill Hull
understands the concept as a subset of discipleship (210-24). I examined the definitions
and explanations of coaching, mentoring, and discipleship in the literature to obtain a
conclusive understanding of how coaching in particular influences church growth.
Typically, mentoring is for long-term personal growth (Biehl 19), discipling has to do
primarily with character development and spiritual formation (Hull 18-20), and coaching
is for guidance, empowering, and helping others find fulfillment (Collins 16). Coaching
was the focus of this study. Writers use the three terms interchangeably. The foundational
underpinning of each term is a one-on-one relationship that produces transformation.
Coaching seems to have the greatest potential to effect transformation in the leadership of
a pastor that results in church growth. ―As iron sharpens iron, so one man sharpens
another‖ (Prov. 27:17, NIV).
Finally, I discuss the Situational Leadership model of Hersey and Blanchard.
Several leadership theories have contributed to the development of the Situational
Leadership model. I briefly examined these theories to clarify the applicability of the
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Situational Leadership model to coaching for church growth. A thesis of this research
was that in a Christian coaching relationship, leadership growth often results in church
growth. The Situational Leadership model lends itself well to the coaching process. The
model helps the coach identify leadership development or readiness levels of the coachee
and a specific coaching application corresponding to the readiness level of the coachee.
The goal was to demonstrate that an intentional coaching relationship with a pastor
results in church growth. As noted, I defined and measured church growth in this study
by an improvement in average weekly attendance, average total giving, and number of
small groups.
After the discussion of coaching, I explored the key qualities that lead to church
growth and need to be coached. These qualities included the three preselected factors of
preaching, personal spiritual vitality, and multiplication of small groups. Because the
context of this study is the Philippines, I considered these issues in light of cultural and
missiological issues. I also examined coaching tools and resources. The most effective of
these resources formed the foundation of the coaching relationships undertaken in the
research. Literature on the research design employed in this study was the final item
reviewed in the chapter.
Examination and discussion of the biblical, church growth, coaching, and
Situational Leadership literature helped establish the importance of this study. Churches
desiring to grow in the Philippines and elsewhere will benefit from such research.
Toward a Theological Framework of Coaching
God is in the leadership preparation business (Clinton 23). Throughout Scripture,
significant relationships occur between important leaders whom God uses to accomplish
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his purposes. Such a relationship often serves as a major preparation tool for leadership
succession. This study classifies this type of relationship as coaching.
Coaching of leaders occurs as God moves in people and nations. When he decides
to move, he calls and equips a person, and typically sends someone to help get them
ready: Joshua had Moses, David had Samuel, Elisha had Elijah, Solomon had David, the
disciples had Jesus, Timothy had Paul, and so on. In each case, the leader who came
before first invested time and relationship in the leader who followed them. God used a
mentor, discipler, or what this study calls a coach, to help accomplish important growth
phases in the developing leader. Without such a relationship, the leader could not
accomplish all God planned. Gordon MacDonald notes that mentoring research is
―discovering that virtually all training of the people of the Bible happened in the
mentoring context‖ (xi).
Coaching is most effective in the context of a relationship. Biblically, the
centrality of relationship and community is reflected in the nature of the Trinity. The
Trinity is community (Neighbor 96-97; Seamands 11) existing in perfect relationship,
fellowship, and love. The relationship of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit serve as the model
for human community. Through wholesome human relationships, God works to remake
humans into his image. The weaknesses of sin have marred the image of God in
humanity. God uses relationships of humans with other humans, and humans with
himself to enable victory over sin. Coaching relationships help develop people and
empower them for service, providing strength and guidance in the vicissitudes and
difficulties of life.
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Spiritually significant leadership development cannot be learned in the classroom
or through academic study. MacDonald notes that too much mentoring today happens in
the classroom or formal settings, not naturally in the home in relationship with parents,
teachers, and mentors (x-xi). Formal learning has value, but from a Trinitarian
perspective, leadership development happens best in contexts where the realities of dayto-day life are faced, rough character issues made smooth, and accountability and
friendship abound. One-on-one is the pattern of leadership relationships found in
Scripture.
An examination of key leader-to-leader relationships in the Bible leads to
discoveries on how relationships function to guide and mature others, as well as to
applications for church growth and leadership development. Both Old Testament and
New Testament relationships indicate aspects of coaching that contribute important
understandings for application to this project. Though coaching is not a term in the Bible,
the nature of its function as a relationship is and is therefore worth consideration.
In the Old Testament, Moses and Joshua’s relationship and subsequent leadership
transition had significance for the growth and success of the Israelite nation. Moses and
Joshua were together quite extensively from the time they left Egypt through all the years
in the desert, the giving of the Law, and up to the entrance into the Promised Land.
Moses and Joshua’s relationship was predominantly a mentoring one. Joshua was Moses’
assistant and observed all that Moses did as leader of the Israelites. The relationship had a
significant impact on Joshua in preparing him for leadership as Israel entered the
Promised Land. Joshua became an effective leader for Israel. His relationship with and
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tutelage by Moses was an important factor in his development, thereby contributing to his
success as a leader.
Jesus’ relationship with the disciples also contains coaching functions. Because of
their relationship with Jesus, the disciples became great leaders of the early Church. He
coached them in character through the parables, taught them ministry skills (Matt. 10;
Luke 9), and told them to make disciples (Matt. 28:19-20). The result was men who
―turned the world upside down‖ (Spurgeon). The example, life, and coaching of Jesus to
the twelve resulted in explosive numerical growth of believers once Jesus ascended to
heaven and the disciples were empowered with the Holy Spirit. The example from the
original coach suggests that a coaching relationship with other leaders contributes to
personal and church growth.
Above all, Jesus’ unique relationship with the Father characterized his life. Jesus
wanted the disciples to experience such a relationship as well (John 17). The love
relationship he had with the Father would naturally pass on to others. Love is the nature
of discipleship. For the disciples, it started with companionship to Jesus. Günter
Krallmann calls it with-ness (13). Leroy Eims calls it the principle of association (31).
The with-ness of Jesus to the disciples in day-to-day life was the key to transferring his
life to theirs. Krallmann notes, ―Jesus’ training of the Twelve established once and for all
the consummate and normative paradigm for Christian leadership development‖ (14).
The key biblical relationship, however, that stands out as especially applicable in
the context of coaching is that of Paul and Timothy. The character traits, leadership
strategies, and priorities in which Paul coached Timothy resulted in the growth of the
church Timothy pastored. This study of the Biblical literature explores these aspects.
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The role of Paul in the book of Acts was a missionary church planter (Stott,
Message of Acts 258). Paul traveled around Asia Minor and the northeast Mediterranean
preaching the gospel of Jesus Christ and gathering converts into communities. He would
not stay for long in any area, preferring instead to empower and ordain leaders in the
local communities and then move on. Paul’s itinerant ministry facilitated the planting and
rapid expansion of new churches.
Paul always had companions on his journeys such as Barnabas, Silas, and
Timothy (Stott, Message of Acts 317). His younger companions were probably being
prepared for leadership for the new church locations. Paul was Timothy’s coach and
mentor on these trips. Paul’s efforts to equip Timothy serve as a laboratory of coaching
techniques that have potential to affect church growth and leadership development. Paul’s
effectiveness was in part because someone else had coached him.
Just as Christ taught the disciples, Paul first learned leadership and spirituality
from Barnabas’ coaching and mentoring. Luke’s account of Paul’s activities related to
church planting and coaching begins in Acts 11. Barnabas was Paul’s mentor at Antioch,
having brought him from Tarsus to help teach the believers there. After a year, the
Antioch church sent the two on a missionary journey to proclaim the Word of God (Acts
13:5). John Mark, a young disciple, accompanied them, but returned to Jerusalem after a
short time, presumably due to the stress and challenges associated with the persecution
they faced. By that time, Barnabas and Paul were functioning as peer co-mentors. Stanley
and Clinton define peer co-mentoring (166) as mentoring each other equally. Barnabas, at
this point, took less of a role in Paul’s life. Turning a ministry over to a protégé is a train
and release model of equipping as identified by P. Ford in Your Leadership Grip (31).
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After completing the journey and returning to Antioch, Paul desired to visit the
new believers in towns they had previously visited. Barnabas wanted to take John Mark
again, but Paul did not. Mentor and mentee now each find new partners and move off in
different directions (Acts 15:39-41). A new coaching and mentoring process began with
Paul mentoring Silas, and Barnabas mentoring John Mark. In spite of the differences with
Barnabas, Paul learned well from him the value of a coaching relationship for kingdom
expansion.
The purpose of Paul’s second trip was to strengthen the churches (Acts 15:41).
Paul’s intentional relationships with individuals served this purpose well. Pairing the
coaching role with the goal of church planting facilitated the growth and multiplication of
the churches. Without these important relationships, the early Church would not have
grown as significantly as it did, especially in the face of increasing persecution.
Soon after Paul and Silas set out on their journey, they arrive in Lystra where they
meet Timothy (Acts 16:1). Paul invites him to join them. In order to facilitate Timothy’s
acceptance by the Jews in the region, Paul has Timothy circumcised. Circumcision is an
interesting requirement for Timothy as Paul’s mentee! Nevertheless, Timothy submits,
and from that time on accompanies them on their journeys.
Timothy closely observes Paul’s life on the journey, sees and experiences
persecution along with Paul, and learns to imitate Paul’s ministry to the churches. John R.
W. Stott observes that Luke’s use of the verb to strengthen three times in chapters 15 and
16 shows the intentional purpose of Paul’s journey (Message of Acts 255). Choosing
Timothy as a companion served Paul’s purpose well. The fact that Paul chose a disciple
to teach and train, together with visiting and encouraging the churches, helped to
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strengthen the churches. The pattern of an intentional training relationship for church
strengthening and growth is becoming more and more evident.
After traveling together for a while through Phrygia, Galatia, Philippi, and
Thessalonica (Acts 16-17), Paul leaves Timothy and Silas at Berea (17:13-15). Paul had
to leave Berea because the persecutors from Thessalonica went there and stirred up the
crowds against him. He felt it important to leave someone to strengthen and disciple the
new believers in Berea. Timothy and Silas were the obvious choice. Leaving them was
good preparation for future ministry, and a chance for Timothy to learn some things from
Silas. They rejoin Paul in Corinth (18:5). Eventually, Paul sends Timothy, along with
Erastus, to Macedonia (Acts 19:22), presumably to strengthen other churches there. They
again rejoin Paul in Acts 20:4, as he travels back through Macedonia. The book of Acts is
not clear what happens to Timothy after that, for he is not mentioned again. Paul’s first
letter to Timothy (1 Tim. 1:3), however, indicates that Timothy was left in charge of the
believers in Ephesus. Acts 20:13-38 tells of an emotional farewell by Paul to the
Ephesian elders. Part of the reason for the emotion of that farewell may have been
because of the close relationship that had developed between Paul and Timothy. Paul had
poured much into Timothy. The ministry was expanding and needed leadership and
overseers. Timothy had been well prepared and was now ready to be trusted. Paul
willingly obliged, though he would miss his close relationship with Timothy.
Leaving Timothy in Ephesus did not end Paul’s relationship with Timothy,
however. Timothy takes leadership of the Christ-followers in Ephesus, and Paul writes
letters to encourage him in his role, thus continuing to guide him and provide oversight as
a coach and mentor. The books of 1 and 2 Timothy are witness to the quality and nature
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of the relationship Paul had with Timothy. The specific qualities that Paul observed and
developed in Timothy led him to recruit, coach, and mentor Timothy for the leadership
and growth needs of the young church. His coaching and mentorship of Timothy and
others contributed to the growth of many of the early churches.
When Paul first met Timothy in Lystra, Timothy was a young disciple with a
Christ-believing Jewish mother and Greek father (Acts 16:1). The only factor indicated in
Acts 16 that led Paul to invite Timothy along was the fact that the ―brothers at Lystra and
Iconium spoke well of him‖ (16:2). How or why Timothy would want to accompany
Paul’s band is not clear, but he was evidently serious enough in his faith to make such a
commitment and was available to leave whatever livelihood he had. The people in Lystra
acknowledged him as mature enough in the Lord and ready for service, vouching for his
character. Character and mature faith would be key qualifications to look for when
starting a coaching relationship for church growth and leader development.
Once Paul made the choice of Timothy as mentee, and the invitation was given
and responded to, the coaching began in earnest. Traveling and being together for a time
helped mentor and mentee get to know one another better, especially as they faced trials
and persecutions. A relationship for church growth and leadership development
obviously needs time and various experiences together.
After spending some time with Paul, the next step Timothy experienced was
supervised ministry with Silas in Berea. Though possibly unanticipated (Acts 17:14),
Paul’s leaving Timothy in Berea with Silas gave Timothy the opportunity to be
responsible for encouraging and protecting new converts in a challenging situation.
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Leaving Timothy accomplished much in his leadership preparation and shows the value
of supervised ministry.
Paul waited for them in Athens, but eventually went on to Corinth where Silas
and Timothy joined him (Acts 18:5). A debriefing session of the lessons learned and
experience gained in Berea most certainly took place with Timothy there. Debriefing is
another key in the coaching process. Talking together about what was experienced and
learned in the process of ministry facilitates leadership growth.
Paul started preaching again in Corinth and faced opposition. While in Corinth,
Priscilla and Aquila joined them. Paul was always looking for people to coach and
mentor for leadership in the churches. They move on to Ephesus after a time and Paul
leaves Priscilla and Aquila (Acts 18:19) to form the nucleus of the church, while he and
the others travel once more around the region strengthening the disciples. Seeing how
Paul built the church with committed laypeople surely had an impact on Timothy.
Eventually, they make their way back to Ephesus, and Paul’s face-to-face
coaching of Timothy ends. Timothy by now is well acquainted with Paul’s methods and
has had significant experience and training to take on a leadership role. The key points of
developing leaders through coaching, spending time together, equipping lay leaders for
the nucleus of the church, and providing opportunities for supervised ministry, all while
preaching and evangelizing would not have been lost on Timothy. This pattern is
important for church growth and leadership development in any setting.
Paul’s relationship with Timothy now changes to written form. A reading of 1 and
2 Timothy indicate that, though Paul’s face-to-face involvement with Timothy had ended,
Timothy still had much to learn as the leader of the church in Ephesus. Timothy lacked
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confidence and needed guidance, so the coaching continued in letters. Though some
writers (Malina xv) doubt that the books of 1 and 2 Timothy were actually written by
Paul to Timothy, this doubt does not lessen the impact of the letters to Timothy for
guidance and training in leadership development and church growth. For ease of
understanding and writing purposes, I will assume that Paul actually did write 1 and 2
Timothy. Donald Guthrie (646) and Stott (Message of Timothy 33) agree.
In his first letter, Paul instructs Timothy on how to teach proper doctrine and
theology (1 Tim. 1:3-11; 4:1-16); on how to remain faithful (1:12-20); on proper worship
(2:1-15); on leadership qualifications (3:1-16); and on how to deal with people in various
life circumstances (5:1-6, 10); and then gives a final charge in summary and review
(6:11-21). This type of coaching is qualitatively different from what took place when they
were together. The focus is less on relationship and experience and more on specific
skills and teachings—how to guide people in their faith and how to develop leaders to
build up the church. These lessons are just as important in the coaching process as the
other. Thus, a two-pronged mentoring approach becomes evident: first, the
personal/relational factor of spending time and having experiences together for reflection
and discussion, and second, the specific teachings that are necessary to build up leaders.
These add to the growing list of coaching practices for enabling church growth and leader
development.
The second letter to Timothy is much more personal. Whereas the first one dealt
with concerns about the needs of the believers in the church, the second gives
exhortations that are specifically for Timothy. Paul encourages Timothy to be faithful and
strong in the grace of Christ (1:1-2:26), especially in the face of godlessness (3:1-9). As
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in the first letter, Paul gives Timothy another charge, this time to do as he did in teaching,
preaching, and enduring sufferings so the church will be built up (3:10-4:8). Paul is intent
that Timothy do these things because he knows that the time for his departure is drawing
near. Soon, he will no longer be available for Timothy as a coach. Every encouragement
he gives is with a heart of love for Timothy and the church. The personal charge given
with care and intensity as a coaching model cannot be taken lightly. Identifying the
important challenges a leader and a church faces in the context they serve become vital
for their growth and development. A coach may write encouragement in a letter like Paul
did to Timothy. Such writings may be helpful, but the point of personal, relevant, and
intense communication of mentor or coach to the protégé, whatever the mode, will
contribute to growth in the mentee as a leader in the kingdom. Paul’s relationship with
Timothy is testimony to the power of coaching.
Aside from the methodological aspects of coaching for church growth and
multiplication that Paul gives to Timothy, he also deals with character traits in his letters.
Leadership that affects church growth must have certain levels of integrity, morality, and
purity. Paul outlines these in 1 Timothy 3:1-13, which include being above reproach;
self-controlled in regards to sexuality, alcohol, and money; managing the household well,
etc. These qualities do not develop naturally in new believers or even in leaders. At least
coaches should not take for granted that a young leader has them. Therefore, they must be
developed or a coach must ascertain to what level they exist in a person who desires
leadership. The list Paul gives in these verses help guide a coach to discern what level a
potential leader has attained or not and then a coaching program should be devised to
help them develop in areas where they are weak. Once character qualities are addressed,
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the mentor can move on to other areas of ministry preparation in the coachee’s life.
Addressing character qualities seems to be what Paul is doing with Timothy in his second
letter, and thus suggests guidelines for this project.
The level of spiritual and leadership maturity that Timothy attained as Paul’s
mentee is evidenced in the fact that Timothy coauthored with Paul many of the letters to
the New Testament churches. Timothy is listed as a coauthor with Paul in his second
letter to the Corinthians (2 Cor. 1:1), as well as in the letters to the Philippians,
Colossians, both letters to the Thessalonians, and in the letter to Philemon. Many books
written about Paul’s ministry give little attention to this fact. Guthrie does not
acknowledge Timothy as part author (453), even though the letter states it is from Paul
and Timothy, and the language throughout 2 Corinthians contains both plural and
personal pronouns. Scholars focus much more on Paul as the builder of churches (Bosley
7-10), Pauline theology (O’Brien 53), Paul’s ministry (Ellis 5), Paul as a model for
missions (Dollar 129), etc. Part of the reason may be that Luke focuses on Paul as the
main character in the latter half of the book of Acts, and that Paul’s name is listed as
author first in his letters to the churches. Still, the focus on Paul does not lessen the fact
that Timothy most likely made a major contribution to each of the letters. Paul evidently
trusted Timothy’s maturity enough to allow him to participate in writing the letters or he
wanted Timothy to gain stature in the eyes of those to whom the letters were written.
Trusting Timothy to write was probably another coaching strategy Paul used to give
Timothy confidence and respect.
In the context of this project, empowering coached leaders to be unafraid to
challenge others to take leadership in various capacities is the equivalent of what Paul did
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with Timothy. Empowering a coachee involves a commitment and a willingness to take a
risk on an inexperienced leader. Paul’s trust of Timothy was rewarded. Most likely, a
pastor who becomes a coach would find the same to be true. As a result, as coached
leaders mature, the churches would multiply, creating a more far-reaching impact than
what was experienced previously, just as the early Church experienced in the case of
Paul, Timothy, and others. Mature leaders who trust and guide inexperienced or
unconfident leadership have greater potential for the multiplication and growth of
churches.
Paul’s relationship with Timothy helped Timothy and the Ephesian church grow
significantly. Similar coaching relationships could have the same affect in other settings
where churches need to grow. In terms of this study, the three areas to be coached—
preaching, personal spiritual vitality, and multiplication of small groups—are important
parts of Paul and Timothy’s relationship. For example, Paul’s charge to Timothy, ―Preach
the word,‖ in 2 Timothy 4:2 indicates the importance of preaching on the strength of a
church. Much of Paul’s activity as he traveled on his missionary journeys also had to do
with preaching (Acts 15:35; 17:13; 1 Cor. 1:17; 15:2), and he expected Timothy to preach
as well. Spiritually, Paul spent much time developing and praying for and with Timothy.
Many of Paul’s exhortations to Timothy challenge him to live worthily, pursue love, and
set the example, among other things (1 Tim. 6:11-20). Timothy would not help the
church grow if he himself were spiritually suspect. Spiritual vitality of the pastor
therefore needs to be coached. Finally, Paul was interested in church multiplication. He
planted numerous churches and equipped many leaders for those churches. His method
and the structure of his relationships contributed to the growth and strength of the church
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in his day. Focusing on church and leader multiplication in small groups creates the
possibility for similar growth in the church today. Coaching these areas in the life of a
pastor is therefore supported biblically and theologically.
Understanding Church Growth
An understanding of church growth requires a grasp of the meaning of church.
This section explores this question before defining church growth.
Recently, the definition of church has undergone major changes. Thom S. Rainer
and Eric Geiger, David Garrison, Ralph Neighbor, and Bob Whitesel all propose or
discuss new structures of the church that challenge traditional expressions in the West
and around the world. Postmodernism in the West has brought about new understandings
of the church, such as churches based entirely on the Internet (Lifechurch). In Asia,
Africa, and other Third World continents, a recent development challenging traditional
understandings of the church is the house church movement (Garrison 5; Castillo, Church
in Thy House 71; Fitts 16; Zdero 1).
Traditional understandings of church typically focus on buildings and formalized
structures. New methodologies focus more on connecting with God through relationships.
The new expressions of God’s gathered people come from the growing influence
of churches outside the West (Jenkins 9), and from the fact that traditional structures are
no longer as effective as they once were in reaching people and societies for Christ
(Towns, Stetzer, and Bird 14). Scholars, churches, organizations, and practitioners now
revisit the way the church operated and structured itself in the Bible (Roberts and
Marshall 23). If the biblical method was so effective, such that thousands were added to
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their number daily who were being saved (Acts 2:41, 47), this methodology could be as
effective now.
The New Testament church takes its form from a collection of historical and
cultural circumstances and influences. The first and most obvious is the fact that Jesus
came to declare the kingdom of God. He formed a group of people to live out the
principles of the kingdom and become salt and light to the world. He then sent them out
to make disciples and teach these disciples all he had commanded. This charge
characterized the church in its embryonic stage. By nature, the church was relational.
After returning to heaven, Jesus sent the Holy Spirit which filled and empowered
believers to be the Church and continue to declare the kingdom of God. From that time
on, people who believe in Jesus and submit to his lordship become the Church. In the
initial time, the Church had no formal organization. It simply met in homes and gathered
in synagogues or the temple courts to pray, fellowship, worship, and hear the disciples’
teachings (Acts 2:42-47).
Due to persecution, however, the Church began to spread out of Jerusalem and
around the world. The church in this expansion remained informal, meeting primarily in
homes. A greater focus on teachings and theological underpinnings of the kingdom came
about through the letters of Paul and Timothy. Stories of Jesus called Gospels were
written and passed around to the churches. Meeting in homes and discussing or studying
the letters and documents of the apostles, along with informal worship through hymns,
prayers, and recitation of Old Testament Scriptures characterized the church for the first
few centuries of its existence.
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The church formally organized and began to meet in dedicated buildings after
Christianity became the official religion of Rome under Constantine. At that time, the
church began to gain more political strength and power. As this developed, a leadership
class emerged, separating the laity and clergy. From that time on, highly structured
worship, liturgies, and leadership characterized the church. As centuries passed,
assumptions developed that the church was more about form than action. Still, the church
grew and multiplied, having a profound impact on Western civilization and culture.
Unquestionably, the definition of church is broad and large when considering
biblical and historical patterns and forms. Spiritually, however, church is simply where
two or more are gathered in Jesus’ name (Matt. 18:20). In this sense, structure is
unnecessary. Church is all about fellowship with God and one another. When churches
begin to grow numerically, however, they need organization to accomplish the Great
Commission. Wes Roberts and Glenn Marshall (20) say the Church became an institution
after first being a movement. When church is an institution, traditions, limitations, and
assumptions develop, and the church begins to lose its effectiveness and cultural
significance. Roberts and Marshall call the church back to the way they feel God
originally intended, which is the New Testament pattern.
Consideration of the whole Bible helps one arrive at an accurate and complete
understanding of church. Too often, the New Testament is the only basis for forming a
definition of the church. Andy Zoppelt and Rad Zdero (15-58) feel that today’s church
should be like the first century Church. After all, the New Testament is the part of the
Bible that actually speaks about the Church, and Church is not mentioned in the Old
Testament. However, the Old Testament does speak about the people of God as a
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covenant community and gives order, structure, meaning, and purpose for their lives
together (Dieter and Berg 3). The nation of Israel gathers as the people of God in the
temple to worship, for example. God is holy, fearsome, and speaks primarily to and
through prophets. Old Testament worship contains strict liturgy, rules for performing
sacrifices, dietary restrictions, and so on. This kind of worship creates a vertical aspect of
human approach to God, where God is otherworldly, holy, above all human activity, and
unreachable except through the performance of certain rites by certain people for the
entire community. The perfect picture of this worship style is Solomon at the dedication
of the new temple and the glory of God fills the temple. The priests are unable to perform
their duties because of the glory, and the people worship (1 Kings 8). Relating to God in
this way evokes a sense of fear, awe, and worship and is easily experienced in traditional
churches, though not so readily in homes and informal situations.
The Old Testament vertical perspective is a part of a complete understanding of
church. Down through the centuries and to some extent today, this paradigm of the
church is reflected in lofty architecture, high liturgy, formality in worship, and through
separation of the laity and clergy. R. Paul Stevens observes that this separation restricts
the growth of the church and compromises the purposes for which God formed it (4-5).
The New Testament on the other hand provides for a more horizontal experience
of church. Jesus was God in the flesh. He walked, talked, touched, spoke, and breathed.
He related to people and people related to him. After returning to heaven, the fact that
Jesus had been among the people and sent his Spirit resulted in a new understanding that
God was present among the people in a powerful and real way. The personal interactions
of God with everyday people removed some of the fear, separation, and otherworld sense
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in worship. The people became the temple of God and thus anywhere the people of God
were could easily become a place of worship. The primary place for worship in the New
Testament became the homes of believers. New worship styles developed reflecting the
relational aspect of God’s presence with humanity, and humans with each other.
Communion and baptism were the responsibility of the laity.
The horizontal aspect of the New Testament church is important to consider in
any definition or model of the church. Including both New Testament and Old Testament
perspectives in the definition of church is what William A. Beckham calls the two-winged
church (25-26). The Old Testament perspective focuses on the people of God gathering in
the temple. The New Testament perspective focuses on gathering in temple courts and in
homes. Focusing on one aspect to the exclusion of the other results in imbalance.
Beckham’s balanced, two-winged approach, however, still results in an
incomplete biblical concept of the church. Joel Comiskey agrees with Beckham’s
terminology, but feels the focus of church should be on small groups and horizontaloriented or relational groups that accomplish the Great Commission through
multiplication (Church That Multiplies 97-103). The Sunday large-group gathering is
thus secondary to the small group ministry and is driven and fed by it, not the other way
around.
Just as Beckham notes the need for a dual perspective of the church, Lee M.
Haines (Carter and Caldwell 200) and others (Neighbor; Zoppelt) note that the church is
both organization and organism. These aspects affect leadership style and function. In an
organizational perspective, leadership is positional, authority-driven, and vertically
oriented. Church as an organism, however, functions more horizontally. Leadership is
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relational, facilitative, and broad-based among the group. Spiritual gifts fit into both
organization and organism perspectives. The gifts of leadership, administration, teaching,
exhortation, pastoring, service, and prophecy are well suited to use in traditional church
organizations, for example. P. Ford, however, in his work on leadership assessment
defines gifts in terms of two areas of function, rather than their affect on structure (Your
Leadership Grip 17-22). Those two areas are supporting and equipping. Supporting gifts
are action-oriented and include administration, giving, helps, mercy, and service.
Equipping gifts are verbal in function and include exhortation, evangelism, faith,
leadership, pastoring, prophet, and teaching. Thinking of the gifts in these terms is more
applicable to a church-multiplication model and helps leadership understand that
biblically, all believers have a role and responsibility in the growth and development of
the church, not just the leaders. This understanding is consistent with New Testament
teaching on the priesthood of all believers (1 Cor. 14:26; Eph. 4:11-13; 1 Pet. 2:4-5, 912).
Leaders operating under this paradigm will operate more humbly and
facilitatively, and depend on the gifts of others rather than their own knowledge or
perspectives. They will make decisions through listening to the Holy Spirit, group
consensus, and spiritual dynamics (see Acts 13:1-3), rather than from a singular position
of authority. The result will be a living body of believers patterned after a physical body,
operating in unity, strength, and cohesion. A physical body has a head and brain, and in
the organization pattern, the head is the leader. In a church multiplication paradigm,
however, the head of the body is not the leader, but Christ, with all parts of the body
subservient to him and not to one leader of the organizational system. Organization is
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needed, but only to fulfill the goals and functioning of the body, which in this case is to
build itself up so that the world may be reached with the Good News of Jesus. Leadership
operating in the spiritual gifts for a multiplication-based paradigm will be organized, but
not limited to just organizational principles. Each part will be organic, serving and
building up the others, so that the whole body grows and joins together in a spiritual
house (1 Pet. 2:4-5).
With an emphasis on small group multiplication and community, the need arises
for equipping and empowering lay leaders who not only can minister, but also can equip
and empower other leaders. The multiplication process is not true multiplication unless
several generations of leaders and groups result from the original group. Leadership in a
multiplication-based model of church therefore looks quite different from leadership in a
traditional pastor-led church. Here again, the Bible provides guidance. Ephesians 4
speaks of the role of leaders in the church, which is to ―prepare God’s people for works
of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up‖ (12). The role of leaders is not to
do works of service but to prepare God’s people for them.
By the use of church terminology alone, a more New Testament-based approach
makes sense because the New Testament is where the Church was born. It is, after all, the
Church of Jesus Christ. However, when some say that the church is only intended to
operate as a small group or even a loose-knit conglomeration of small groups without a
central focus or identity because that is the way it operated in the New Testament
(Zoppelt; Zdero 17), they have lost sight of a total biblical picture. The New Testament
picture of the church was not intended as the model for all churches in history. It simply
operated as it did out of cultural and historical dynamics and necessity due to persecution.
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A balanced model of the church takes all of these ideals into account, but the relational
and multiplication aspects do need a heavier emphasis.
In summary, for the purposes of this study, church is understood to be primarily
about relationship to God and to others that takes place in community. Vertical aspects
are important elements for experiencing the holiness and awesomeness of God, but these
do not have to be limited to the formal structures of an institution. If the institution limits
community, life-transforming relationships, and effective witness to the world through
multiplied relationships, then it becomes a burden and leaders should find more biblically
balanced expressions.
Church Growth, Health, and Multiplication
When the Church began it grew significantly (Acts 2:41). People who heard the
message of redemption through Jesus Christ when Peter preached responded en masse to
the Good News. Numerical growth in the early church was indicative of spiritual growth
as well. Numerical growth could not happen without the corresponding spiritual
transformations in the hearts of people. Church growth, therefore, is not merely
numerical growth, but the result of spiritual workings in the hearts of people by the Spirit
of God. Living things grow (Peters 20). If the church is alive, it will grow too.
Church growth as a field of study developed in the 1950s and 1960s with the
work of McGavran (Bridges of God). Others added to and furthered McGavran’s work
(Peters; Wagner; Hunter), developing it into a full-fledged field of study for practitioners
and theologians. McGavran noted in Understanding Church Growth that growth in a
church was a sign of faithfulness to God (3). He tracked growth primarily through
counting numbers of converts added to a church and numbers of churches added to a
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denomination over time. He attributed growth to a variety of reasons depending on
culture and circumstances; among them are prayer, a missionary’s life’s work, and
recognition by key leaders of what God was doing among a people group and responding
to that through leadership development, organizational adaptations, and forming churches
(162).
Tracking the growth of churches through numbers came to be associated with the
Fuller School of World Mission and Evangelism in California where McGavran taught
(Peters 10) and has been accused of a focus solely on numbers (Newbiggin 138). Others
say focusing on church growth contributes to an insufficient view of the Church, thus
hindering its ability to engage the culture (Engle and MacIntosh 73). McGavran’s
purpose, however, was not so much to theologize about what church growth is or is not.
Instead, he observed trends in various churches and tried to explain what was happening
in them biblically, historically, and culturally. Misinterpretations of his work have come
about as churches with unbiblical motives focused solely on obtaining numbers to the
exclusion of spiritual maturation. George W. Peters observes this phenomenon (23).
Church growth ultimately is more about what God is doing than about what man can do.
Over time, however, the reactions to a seeming focus on numbers resulted in the
development of other postulations on how and why churches grow. A focus on church
health was one. Christian Schwartz concludes that if a church exhibits eight certain
qualities, it naturally grows (15). Similarly, Ronald K. Crandall and L. Ray Sells focus on
the spiritual growth that happens in Christians as their church reaches out to nonbelievers in evangelism and love (104). Growth in this sense means gaining spiritual
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maturity. The size of the church does not matter, as long as the church is healthy in a
number of other ways.
McGavran was interested in church health. He was interested in anything that
caused churches to grow. One term he used long before it became common was the term
church multiplication. MacGavran identified church multiplication as a key factor in the
growth of many churches outside the United States in the past (Understanding Church
13-17). Church multiplication growth involves planting house churches, using lay
leadership, and training house church leaders to start new house churches. Growth from
these factors is what Garrison calls a church planting movement. He observes, ―A church
planting movement is a rapid and exponential increase of indigenous churches planting
churches within a given people group or population segment‖ (8). Missionary
organizations employ multiplication as a common methodology today for church growth
and evangelism (―Evangelism; ―Church Planting Movements‖).
A further and more recent development in response to the church growth literature
is the missional church paradigm. Darrell L. Guder and Craig Van Gelder (Essence of the
Church) are the principal writers in this genre. Van Gelder defines a missional church as
one not just focused on purpose or strategies in order to grow but on the ultimate nature
of the church. When the church understands its nature, it understands better how to be
(Ministry of the Missional Church). As a result, Van Gelder observes that the church’s
focus becomes discerning of the leading of the Holy Spirit so it can participate more fully
in the mission of God (Ministry of the Missional Church 19). As the Spirit shapes the
ministry of the church, it will have a more significant impact upon its community and
thus grow, if not in number, then in strength and power to effect transformation of the
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community. However, missional church understandings and applications to the church
today continue to develop and the discussion of what a missional church looks like is not
complete (17).
Because the missional church has not been fully defined by the literature, this
project will operate in a McGavran-type application. Church growth is identified by
growth in number of converts and churches, but this growth comes only as a result of
spiritual transformation, faithfulness, and leadership development through coaching. This
review of literature on church growth provides parameters in which this study operates.
Issues That Affect Church Growth in the Philippines
A number of factors in the Philippines affect church growth and leadership
development that the previously reviewed literature does not cover. Most church growth
literature comes from the North American context. The ability of churches to grow in the
Philippines however is affected by additional cultural, historical, and economic factors.
Met Castillo, Jim Montgomery, Arthur Tuggy, and Tom Steffen discuss these and other
factors. This section explores factors in the Philippines causing or inhibiting church
growth not discussed in the previous section.
In his book on church growth in the Philippines, Tuggy notes that the Philippines
as a nation is responsive to the gospel (164). Castillo also notes the ongoing revival as
extremely significant (Let’s Plant Churches 16). Spiritual responsiveness in the
Philippines is due to the innate spirituality of the Filipino people (Andres 20), to the
mobility of Filipino people as they move to the cities and their lives are uprooted, and to
the seeming constant stream of natural disasters, which Hunter notes has an effect on
receptivity (63-89). These factors contribute to the fact that churches are easy to plant,
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but keeping them going beyond the initial stages is difficult, thus the need for leadership
interventions such as coaching and mentoring.
The innate spirituality of the Filipino people, together with the centuries long
influences of the Roman Catholic Church has enabled the Philippines to become the first
Christianized nation in all of Asia, but the country is also the most corrupt (Conde). Two
presidents have been thrown out of office in People Power revolutions since 1986 due to
corruption. Daily, the newspapers report scandals in business, politics, and the church.
Filipinos perceive leadership at all levels as dictatorial, authoritarian, power hungry, and
not to be trusted. Such leadership sets a poor example for young leaders, influences
leaders in the church, and is not conducive to the growth of the body of Christ.
Leadership in this manner results in personality-driven, fragile churches and
organizations and in leaders that easily succumb to immorality and temptation. Coaching
leaders to eliminate these qualities produces better leaders and faster growing, more
fruitful churches. Ogne and Roehl note the impact of coaching on spiritual vitality in
leaders (178-81).
Economics also have an impact on the growth of the Philippine church. In western
societies where economies are strong, a church needs only fifty or sixty believers to keep
it going. A third world society such as the Philippines has many more economic
challenges. Incomes are much lower per capita, and costs are high. Corruption is
rampant. Unemployment and poverty are abundant. These factors affect the ability of
churches to grow or support themselves once established. The number of believers
needed for a church to be effective, therefore, is much higher. At least two to three
hundred people are needed to be able to comfortably support a pastor, a building, and
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church programs. Most Filipino churches take years to reach that number, if ever,
especially the churches among the poor resulting in a cycle of dependency. For example,
a new church plant grows to fifty or sixty members, typically through evangelistic Bible
studies. The groups come together and start a worship service. The focus then becomes
the Sunday worship gathering. In order to meet the needs of the members and grow any
further, a building is needed. However, in order to get a building, attendance needs to
increase. The church cannot grow because they do not have the size building they need,
and so they struggle along, never able to achieve their dreams.
Steffen (166), and George Patterson and Galen Currah (212) have identified that
foreign missionary leadership is often the cause of stunted church growth in the
Philippines because of their power and control over structure and funds. Empowering
nationals to take leadership more frequently through planned absences and a gradual
turning over of leadership is most effective in developing vision and church growth
leadership capabilities in the national, according to Steffen (163).
Without foreign leadership, however, the evangelical church would have
struggled to establish a foothold in the Philippines. Foreigners have made significant
contributions to numerous Filipino churches. A biblical example is Timothy. Timothy, as
pastor of Ephesus, was probably perceived as a foreigner. Paul never seemed to
encourage Timothy to leave Ephesus permanently, as is frequently the case with
foreigners in leadership of Filipino churches. He encouraged Timothy to develop leaders
and teachers (2 Tim. 2:2) and asked Timothy to visit him (2 Tim. 4:9, 21). This request
was not because Timothy was to leave Ephesus permanently, however. Paul would not
have challenged Timothy to be strong (2 Tim. 2:1) and endure hardship (2 Tim. 2:3),
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among other exhortations, if he meant leaving Ephesus was to be permanent. The
growing number of disciples and multiplying churches in the region needed mature
leadership to mentor and model from a position of stability. Paul’s letters to Timothy
show this need clearly. Thus, fast replacement of experienced foreign leadership may be
premature. Timing is a factor for consideration. Discernment is, therefore, a key to
understanding the role of foreigners in leadership in the church in the Philippines.
From the example of Paul and Timothy, empowering local leaders is important
and closely connected to coaching. A foreigner intentionally coaching pastors strengthens
churches and contributes to church health and growth. The value of coaching, mentoring
and modeling, and the methods Paul employed with Timothy serve as guidelines and a
pattern for implementing effective church growth and leadership development paradigms
in the relationships and leadership structures that currently exist in the Philippines.
Applying McGavran’s church growth and multiplication research, together with
Montgomery’s discipling a whole nation model, and Steffen’s empowering model, points
to coaching as vital to helping churches grow. Coaching that develops leaders to
overcome obstacles results in a church growth strategy that addresses the weaknesses of
the traditional church. Focusing on the development of intentional relationships enables
growth. The primary context of relationships in a church multiplication model is small
groups. Small groups can multiply rapidly, as in the book of Acts. When brought together
as a whole after a multiplication process begins, critical mass keeps increasing to the
point where a church can do whatever it feels called to in terms of a facility and paid
staff. Additionally, multiplication and empowering models of the church strengthen
economic weaknesses by not being so dependent on church buildings. Many churches
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when first starting out think immediately of building. When a coach focuses on helping a
leader multiply groups, then, as groups and leaders multiply, economic strength develops
later on from which to build a building.
Filipino society is particularly geared toward an informal, relational church
setting. Castillo reports, ―Culturally, the house church is more relevant in the Filipino
context‖ (Church in Thy House 72). Filipino society is relational in nature. Historically,
however, the average Filipino rarely goes to church. As cultural Christians, their faith
does not typically work itself out in church attendance or life transformation. Roman
Catholic Church buildings are large and extremely formal structures, which are
impersonal and oppressive. The informality of friendly house churches coupled with their
dynamic spiritual activity presents a much more attractive option for searching souls.
Still, Filipinos love to be associated with a large group. A church with small groups must
therefore have a strong public identity. House churches do not lend themselves well to a
large group identity. A modified approach combining small groups or house churches
that are identified together with a large public entity or facility works well. Faith
Fellowship and other mega churches in Manila have found the balance of these two ideals
and grown significantly as a result. The coaching focus must remain, however, on
multiplying groups and leaders, not on buildings or once-a-week meetings. Buildings
have their place, but the important aspects are the relationships and fellowship developed
in the small groups and celebrated as they come together on Sunday. Coaching the pastor
in these commitments will contribute to church growth.
The economic stratification of Philippine society also affects church growth.
House churches have been effective in other countries such as China, Latin America, and
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India (Garrison 11-32). Part of the reason for the success in these countries is because of
persecution and poverty. Interestingly, poverty and persecution is similar to the situation
in the book of Acts. A pure house church model is not the only effective one in such
settings. With the exception of the persecution factor, the poverty in the Philippines
makes the house church model applicable and effective among the poor. The reality in
the Philippines, however, is that once a church is planted among the poor, it stays among
the poor. Planting churches among influential persons in Philippine society has been done
by numerous mission agencies. However, when evangelizing people with resources and
wealth to help the church grow, they do not tend to be interested in a small group in the
home unless the group is associated with a larger, more prestigious public entity. Marvin
K. Mayers attributes this attitude to the desire for status (47). A pure house church model
therefore needs a public identity with higher status to reach a broader stratum of society.
These observations suggest coaching goals and strategies for leaders in the Philippine
context.
Coaching holds promise as an effective leadership development and church
growth strategy in the Philippines. A coaching relationship promotes respect for the
coachee, eliminates paternalism from foreigners, and empowers the coachee to lead in a
culturally relevant way. Coaching addresses weaknesses or inadequacies in leaders
positively, starts a leadership engine (Tichy and Cohen 7, 55), and lessens or eliminates
financial dependence altogether. Thus, a church may truly grow without false
underpinnings.
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Considering these realities in the Philippine context and the need for increased
church growth, this study demonstrates that a coaching relationship with pastors
facilitates church growth. I will now discuss the nature of the coaching relationship.
Coaching, Discipling, and Mentoring
Literature on coaching consistently suggests that the fields of business, teaching,
and sports recognize coaching as one of the most effective means for personal and
organizational growth and development (Collins 15; Witherspoon and White 124;
Whitworth, Kinsey-House, Kinsey-House, and Sandahl xiv). Michael S. Tinnon
concludes in his dissertation that coaching was most effective in leading Nazarene
churches to growth (85). Jim Knight observes that the implementation of a training
program yields small results, but a coaching approach leads to an 85-90 percent success
rate (3).
Businesses have long used coaching to improve performance and enhance profits.
In discussing executive coaching, Marshall Goldsmith outlines the benefits of coaching:
[An executive coach] establishes and develops healthy working
relationships by surfacing issues (raw data gathering), addressing issues
(through feedback), solving problems (action planning), and following
through (results)—and so offers a process in which people develop and
through which obstacles to obtaining business results are removed. (xviii)
In a similar way, coaching, when used in relationship to pastors of churches, also
removes obstacles to growth and contributes to greater success.
Consider the metaphor of a carriage (also referred to as a coach) in the 1500s. Just
as this vehicle conveyed a person from place to place, coaching enables a person to
progress to a new place in their personal and professional growth. Further developed in
the 1880s, the term coach became associated with athletic teams (Collins 14). The
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coach’s job was to lead the team or player to victory. Teaching skills and behaviors to
accomplish this goal was the coach’s responsibility. According to Alice Mann, the
coaching metaphor has been applied to every area of life: business, teaching, and
ministry, among others (18). In fact, she notes, coaching is an ideal setting in which to
forge links between broad concepts and leadership behavior, between roles and gifting,
and between congregational strengths and options for ministry so that more congruent
and fruitful ministry can emerge.
Definition of Coaching
Having established that coaching is useful for church and ministry growth, let me
examine what coaching is. Collins defines coaching as ―the art and practice of guiding a
person or group from where they are toward the greater competence and fulfillment that
they desire‖ (16). Stanley and Clinton define the concept as ―providing motivation and
imparting skills and application to meet a task or challenge‖ (73), and as ―a relational
process in which a mentor, who knows how to do something well, imparts those skills to
a mentoree who wants to learn them (79). Susan Nienaber adds additional insight, stating,
―Coaching is a way to strategize and navigate the current waters of professional or
personal life—getting support, encouragement, new tools, strategies, and even an
appropriate dose of challenge.‖ Linda J. Miller and Chad W. Hall define coaching as ―a
focused, Christ-centered relationship that cultivates a person’s sustained growth and
action‖ (12). Summarizing these definitions, coaching as a relationship has elements of
skill transference, impartation of knowledge, guidance, and empowering a person toward
a goal.
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Coaching is not, however, giving advice or diagnosing problems. Chris
Blumhofer says in his article that coaching ―facilitates discovery and action.‖ Coaching is
not giving orders or telling someone what to do, nor is coaching counseling or therapy
(Bossi 34; Collins 16). Instead, Hall says it is listening, inquiring, truth-telling, and
affirming (62-65). Coaching helps a person reach goals they might not otherwise have
been able to achieve. Coaches explore possibilities, discuss options, and suggest action
with the coachee. Miller and Hall state that Christian coaching gives life meaning,
affirms each person’s potential, enables people to move toward sanctification, facilitates
action, promotes good stewardship, and centers on relationship (4). The relationship of a
coach with a pastor has the potential, therefore, of producing growth in the pastor and the
church.
A coaching relationship has specific characteristics that contribute to goals that
have been set. Peter Bolt notes that coaching is first a collaborative process between
coach and coachee (14-23). The coach helps the individual become more effective by
facilitating discussion and exploring options and solutions. The individual should avoid
depending upon the coach. Second, coach and coachee must establish trust. Trust is the
foundation for the coaching relationship. Without trust, no open exchange of views and
ideas that promote growth occurs and the coaching relationship will not recover. Third,
Bolt observes that coaching helps an individual identify strengths and weakness, both
personally, and in the workplace. The coach helps the person recognize their needs and
devise a plan for strengthening weaknesses. Finally, the coach and individual must
recognize that limitations to the coaching relationship exist. The coach cannot be
everything to the person; the relationship is intended to provide options for strengthening,
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goal accomplishment, and awareness of areas needing help. The coach is not a crutch.
These characteristics understood and applied in a coaching relationship form guidelines
on how to reach the goal of growth in a church.
Numerical growth in a church or churches, one of the goals of this study, is not
the sole focus of coaching for church growth, however. Tracking numbers in weekly
attendance is simply a way to identify what is happening empirically and spiritually. True
spiritual growth is hard to quantify. The danger when numbers serve as indicators of
growth is to value growth alone and not recognize the concomitant spiritual dynamics
that happen alongside the numbers. Henry Blackaby and Richard Blackaby affirm this
observation:
The ultimate goal of spiritual leadership is not to achieve numerical results
alone, or to do things with perfection, or even to grow for the sake of
growth. It is to take their people from where they are to where God wants
them to be. God’s primary concern for all people is not results, but
relationship. (127)
If moving people onto God’s agenda is the ultimate goal, then traditional understandings
of church growth and success may need to be reevaluated. God’s definition of success
may be different from commonly held ones.
Blackaby and Blackaby also point out that success is not dependent on mentoring,
discipling, or coaching, but on a relationship to God. Jesus’ first priority was not to his
disciples and figuring out how to save the world, but on relating to the Father (24). As
that relationship grew and developed over time, Jesus understood that the task remaining
while he walked the earth was to enable his disciples to obtain that quality of relationship
with the Father as well (27). Enabling a coachee to walk with God is the true task of
coaching.
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Distinction among Coaching, Mentoring, and Discipleship Models
Coaching is one facet of a set of one-on-one relationships in Christian leadership
development that help a person grow in skills, wisdom, spiritual maturity, and godliness.
Mentoring and discipleship are the other two aspects. Stanley and Clinton, in fact,
identify a whole range of mentoring types (42). Their model contains three sections;
intensive, occasional, and passive. Intensive mentoring includes discipling, which enables
a person to grow in following Christ; spiritual guidance, which provides a mentee with
accountability and spiritual direction; and coaching, which helps with motivation and
attainment of goals. Occasional mentoring includes counseling, teaching, and sponsoring,
such as career guidance or enablement within an organization. Finally, passive mentoring
is mentoring from contemporaries, usually through inspiration or emulation, and
mentoring from those in history. Passive mentoring occurs by reading books on the life
and values of a particular person from the past. In Stanley and Clinton’s paradigm, every
type is a form of mentoring. Coaching is thus mentoring with a specific goal.
Keith Anderson and Randy D. Reese identify the same types, but do not make the
intensive/occasional/passive categorization (37). They do, however, add another type to
Stanley and Clinton’s passive mentoring section called divine contact, which happens as
God provides special counsel to a person through a one-time conversation or special
discernment. A divine contact cannot be controlled or planned—the appointment simply
happens as God provides. For the Christian leader, mentoring is an intensely spiritual act
with little surprises from God along the way. Anderson and Reese concur, stating that
mentoring assists in the process of spiritual formation and is one of the most important
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ways in which to grow spiritually and in leadership capacity (36). God is as much a part
of the mentoring process as the mentor.
Mentoring as a whole thus has broader connotations than coaching. Mentoring
includes coaching, but as Engstrom observes, it ―provides modeling, close supervision on
special projects, individualized help in many areas—discipleship, encouragement,
correction, confrontation, and a calling to accountability‖ (4). This type of leadership
behavior is more directive than coaching, which tends to be suggestive. I discuss the
differences between leadership behavior responses in coaching in the section to follow on
situational leadership.
Length of time also defines the distinction between mentoring and coaching.
Bobb Biehl defines mentoring as ―a lifelong relationship in which a mentor helps a
protégé reach his/her God-given potential‖ (27). Howard Hendricks and William
Hendricks note that ―the best use of a mentor is for fundamental, long-term growth and
development‖ (40). Coaching typically has a set or agreed upon time frame, along with
agreed upon goals or objectives to be accomplished within that time (Bolt 25-34;
Witherspoon and White 126; Mann 19). Coaching can be for a lifetime, but as in a game,
it has a beginning, half time, and an end, which one hopes will be a victory. Once the
coachee accomplishes a goal or completes the agreed upon period, the coach or person
being coached may choose to continue the relationship or move on. The focus is on the
goal the coachee wants to reach. Once determined, the coachee enlists a coach to help
them attain it. As other goals are set, additional coaching may ensue.
The depth of all mentoring, no matter the type, has the end result of what Robert
J. Wicks calls ―self-understanding and self-appreciation‖ (20). Mentoring takes people to
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levels they themselves were previously unable to reach alone. Gaining new
understandings about oneself as a Christian through the leading of the Holy Spirit and the
assistance of a mentor produces increasing Christlikeness in the leader. Anderson and
Reese observe that the triadic relationship between mentor, mentoree, and the Holy Spirit
helps the mentoree discover their unique identity as a child of God and their unique voice
for kingdom responsibility (12). The spiritual nature of mentoring is more specifically
addressed in the aspect of discipleship.
Discipleship as an aspect of mentoring informs the coaching process. Though
Christian coaching has spiritual growth dimensions, discipleship leads the one being
discipled into a closer relationship with the Lord. For Hendricks and Hendricks,
discipleship is primarily about learning to follow Christ. Mentoring centers on Christ but
is more about bringing a person into maturity. This view of mentoring is reflected in their
observation that disciple means learner, and protégé means protect.
Coaching finds niches within the spiritually focused dynamics of discipleship to
help accomplish specific growth goals of a disciple. Eims notes the areas of growth in a
disciple are spiritual depth; vocation and gifts; building on strengths; leadership attitudes,
habits, and skills; faith; ministry skills; discernment; communication; and doctrine (13950). Should a disciple have goals in these areas, coaching would provide a way to help
attain the goal. Eims states unequivocally, the ―crucial element of personal help‖ makes
disciples, equips leaders, and grows a church (20).
Hull places coaching in the mainstream of one-on-one discipleship relationships
(209). He affirms that coaching is about skills, tasks, and accomplishing goals. Coaching
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happens through imparting skills and confidence, motivation, modeling, pointing out
resources, observing the disciple in action, and evaluating experiences (212).
Coaching is a part of mentoring and discipleship. In Christian leadership
development, whether focusing on coaching, mentoring, or discipling, most writers
observe that the ultimate goal of Christian spirituality and spiritual leadership aspirations
is imitating Christ (Anderson and Reese 15; Krallmann 13). Christ himself practiced
mentoring, coaching, and discipleship. His focus was not on the terminology, but on the
function and effect upon those close to him for leadership growth and world
transformation. In fact, Krallmann notes, Jesus’ ―perception and practice of discipling
were so comprehensive that they encompassed essential connotations of current
designations like mentoring, leadership training, and coaching‖ (14). Coaching provides a
means of attaining Christlikeness with the help of a friend, but also enables
accomplishment of desired tasks. Leighton Ford sums up the importance of coaching and
its power for growth: ―As I understand Jesus, his bottom line was not just getting the job
done but growing people and getting the job done‖ (original emphasis; 164). Whether
employing mentoring, discipling or coaching strategies, the ultimate goal is to help
people grow closer to Christ.
Coaching offers promise as a means of accomplishing the goal of growing a
church numerically and its leaders spiritually. Coaching is a profession that is growing
fast because it works (Miller and Hall 3). Mike Bossi affirms, ―Coaching works‖ (36).
Coaching is the method by which this study will apply a mentoring relationship to grow
churches in FECPI.
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The Nature of Coaching
With the distinctions and similarities between mentoring, discipleship, and
coaching clear, I now examine the nature of coaching. I also explore the coaching
practices best applied to a church growth setting.
Several writers suggest varied perspectives on how to coach. Some list coaching
skills (Miller and Hall); others enumerate what coaches do best (Collins). Stanley and
Clinton examine coaching functions, Ogne and Roehl list the seven habits of coaches,
and Hull lists the ten commandments of coaching. These basic skills and perspectives
serve as a foundation for coaching.
Miller and Hall divide coaching into three skill sets (23). A good coaching
relationship employs all these skills. First are core skills, which include listening and
asking precise questions. Without these two primary skills, the coach will not have
success in the relationship. The coach must listen carefully to the needs, desires, and
goals of the coachee’s situation without making judgments. To gain further understanding
and to help focus the coachee on options and possibilities, the coach asks questions. Good
questions by the coach also reveal motives. Both these skills are foundational to effective
coaching.
The second set of skills Miller and Hall expound upon is the essential skill set of
identifying action and delivering direct messages. Once listening has taken place and
questions have been used for discovering options, the coach and coachee plan specific
actions. Frequently, due to the newness or novelty of suggestions and discoveries gained
with the help of a coach, the coachee is reluctant to implement changes. At this point the
coach must be clear in stating how to begin the planned action or to suggest timelines for
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implementation. Debate, doubt, or waiting inhibits progress. Direct messages go together
with identifying action so that plans are carried out.
Supporting skills are the third set explained by Miller and Hall. They include such
behaviors by the coach as acknowledging, sharing self, being silent, and synthesizing.
The coach must acknowledge limitations, constraints, and hindrances of his or her own or
of the coachee. The coach may share experiences and feelings from his or her past that
shed light on the coachee’s present situation. Other times the coach’s silence allows the
coachee to think alone. New discoveries frequently happen after the coach asks questions
or elucidates unthought-of possibilities. Finally, the coach synthesizes all the discoveries,
thoughts, and action plans of the coaching session to help bring closure and direction for
the coachee. Synthesizing it all facilitates growth for the coachee.
Collins provides a more detailed description of coaching skills by examining what
good coaches do best (51). His list adds to and embellishes what Miller and Hall have
described. According to Collins, good coaches stay mindful of their values and do not let
them get in the way of the coaching process. Good coaches listen carefully and give
reliable feedback. They ask questions and in other ways assess the coachee’s experiences
and desires. Conversation is focused to avoid distractions and stay within time
constraints. Good coaches guide discussion to consider the person’s spirituality and walk
with God. They help the coachee envision the future, clarify their mission, improve skills,
and reach goals. Effective coaches, Collins continues, resist temptations to dominate the
conversation, talk about themselves, or give advice. Additionally, they stimulate
awareness, responsibility, and change in the coachee. Good coaches focus on the present
and future, not the past, and are trustworthy, available, honest, and committed to
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integrity. They are optimistic, encourage the coachee, speak the truth in love, keep
confidences, and aim for collaboration and good communication.
Stanley and Clinton discuss the functions of a coach, which are similar to the
skills that Collins, and Miller and Hall have outlined. One obvious addition by Stanley
and Clinton that contributes to growth in the coachee and adds to the coach’s repertoire is
observing the mentoree in action (82). Watching the person lead a meeting or listening to
their preaching gives the coach a basis on which to offer suggestions and make
evaluations.
Ogne and Roehl summarize well what coaches do (104-08). What the others call
skills or functions, Ogne and Roehl call coaching habits. They denote seven practices for
a coach to use in a mentoring session, including listening, caring, celebrating,
strategizing, training, discipling, and challenging. These procedures help the coach to be
comprehensive and holistic. I have already discussed listening. Caring involves personal
and prayerful responses to the coachee. A coach will not be effective if he or she does not
exhibit a sense of personal commitment. Celebrating helps the coachee appreciate every
victory, no matter how small. It also finds the positive even amid failures, for the greatest
growth often occurs then. Great growth is cause for celebration. Strategizing assists in
action planning, as noted previously. In training, a coach provides exercises for skill
building, observing, correcting, and providing feedback. Discipling strengthens spiritual
needs, as previously discussed, and finally, challenging has to do with assisting the
coachee to set sights and prepare for the future. It also involves confronting,
accountability, and clarification of goals. This summary strengthens and supports the
observations of those previously discussed.
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The context for coaching is typically a one-on-one meeting between the coach and
coachee. Coaching skills are employed in such meetings. John Whitmore has outlined a
method for how a coach may approach a conversation. The tactic is the G.R.O.W.
approach, which employs an acronym that guides the coach during the course of the
meeting. The application consists of four questions corresponding to each of the letters in
the word grow. The first question the coach should ask in preparation for the appointment
is ―What is the Goal?‖ The coach communicates with the coachee prior to the
appointment so that both know and agree upon what issues need attention. The R stands
for the question, ―What is the Reality in this situation?‖ At this point the coach asks
probing, deeper questions, helping the coachee to examine motives, variables, and other
influences that may be affecting circumstances and perceptions. O stands for Options and
is the point at which a coach must be careful not to give advice but to help the coachee
explore. Suggestions are important and bring out creativity in the coachee for finding
new, unexpected solutions. Finally, W is for the question ―What will you do?‖ This
question is the action step. Other questions such as when, where, who, and how further
enable accomplishing goals and tracking progress.
A second approach for a coaching appointment is Ogne and Roehl’s 4D model for
spiritual discernment (116-18). Similar to Whitmore’s model, each of four letter Ds stand
for an action the coach takes in a coaching encounter. D1 is to discern where God is
working. D2 is to discover how he wants me to participate. D3 is to develop the next
steps, and D4 is to depend, or ―Whom do I need?‖ The four steps guide the coach in a
series of questions to ask. Each coaching session is different, presenting different
circumstances, needs, and goals of the coachee. A well-prepared coach uses all resources
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at hand, whether 4D or G.R.O.W. question guides, some combination of the two, or other
guidelines suggested here.
One final aspect of successful coaching is defining expectations and setting
boundaries for the coaching relationship. This practice provides protection for the coach
and the coachee and produces a more fruitful experience for both. Clinton and Stanley
give the Ten Commandments of Coaching:
1. Establish the mentoring.
2. Jointly agree on the purpose of the relationship.
3. Determine the regularity of interaction.
4. Determine the type of accountability.
5. Set up the communication mechanisms.
6. Clarify the level of confidentiality.
7. Set the life cycle of the relationship.
8. Evaluate the relationship from time to time.
9. Modify expectations to fit the real-life mentoring situation.
10. Bring closure to the mentoring relationship. (197)
When following the specifics of these guidelines the potential for a successful coaching
relationship increases significantly.
Coaching pastors in the Philippines holds promise for effecting church growth.
Because every coaching relationship is different, and every church context is different, a
need exists for a coaching model flexible enough to address the complexities of each
situation and the needs of each leader. The Situational Leadership model of Hersey and
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Blanchard is such a model. I discuss this model and its application to coaching for church
growth in the Philippines in the following section.
The Situational Leadership Model
The uniqueness of each coachee’s personality and church context for effecting
church growth presents challenges to a coach. The coach therefore needs a model in
which to apply principles, strategies, and rubrics across the varied circumstances and
personalities found in coaching relationships. Such a model would provide consistency in
the coaching process and strengthen the effectiveness of the coach. Robert Witherspoon
and Randall P. White observe that ―coaching is situational‖ (125). A model that provides
this kind of stability within the variable contingencies found in leaders and churches is
the Situational Leadership model.
Hersey and Blanchard first proposed situational leadership as a model for leader
effectiveness. They developed the method from a train of leadership theory that had gone
from trait theory, where leaders have innate traits that contribute to their effectiveness
(Zacarro 6), a sort of heroic conception of leadership (Vroom and Jago 18) to
contingency theory which predicted that a leader’s effectiveness is based on the leader’s
traits plus the leader’s situational control (Ayman, Chemers, and Fiedler 148). The
question for discovery in all these studies was what makes a leader effective and why.
Hersey and Blanchard’s model predicts that a leader’s effectiveness increases when
matching the leader’s behavior in a leadership situation with the performance needs of
the individual or group (Hersey 12). Victor H. Vroom and Arthur G. Jago affirm this
prediction when they note that most researchers on leadership theory today include
situational variables and determinants of leader behavior (19).
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In Hersey’s Situational Leadership model, the leader, or in this case, coach, takes
three steps. The coach must first identify the specific job, task, or activity to be
addressed. For example, in the present study, it might be formation of new small groups
in a church, or improvement in preaching skills.
Second, the coach assesses the readiness level of the coachee to perform the task.
The coach determines readiness by whether the coachee is able to perform the task (i.e.,
has the knowledge or skills needed) and whether the coachee is willing to perform it (i.e.,
is confident, motivated, and committed to complete the task). As these two readiness
levels interact in a leadership situation, four levels of performance readiness are
produced.
Hersey identifies the first as Level R1, in which the coachee is Unable and
Insecure to perform the task, or Unable and Unwilling. The coachee may be either one of
these because of being intimidated by the task or not having enough expertise or skills to
do the task.
In the second level, R2, the coachee is Unable but Confident or Willing. The
necessary skills are not present at this level in the coachee, but that does not hinder them
from being willing to try the task. Hersey notes that willingness is the most common
starting point for most people when assigned or choosing a task.
The third level, R3, is the Able but Insecure or Able but Unwilling level of
readiness. The coachee may have enough knowledge or skill to attempt the task, but
problems or lack of rewards prevent completion or continuation of the project.
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The final Level of Readiness, R4, is Able and Confident or Willing. The coachee
at this level has all necessary ability and skill needed and is motivated and committed to
accomplish the task.
According to Hersey’s model, a corresponding leader response or what Hersey
calls style occurs at every readiness level. Coach response is the third step in the
Situational Leadership model. The level of readiness in the coachee dictates the style of
leadership needed from the coach to encourage the coachee to complete the task. The
leader’s relationship behavior to the coachee is paired with the amount of guidance or
task behavior needed to complete the task. Relationship behavior is the way a leader
communicates with the coachee to encourage, support, and facilitate the coachee toward
the task. Task behavior is the amount of guidance or direction provided to the coachee to
help them complete the task. These two coach responses, when interacting together result
in four coach behavior styles (see Figure 2.1).
The first style, S1, is High Task/Low Relationship and corresponds to R1. If the
coachee is unable and insecure or unwilling, the coach must be directive and have high
involvement in the task. In cases where the coachee is unwilling, the relationship is not as
important to the accomplishment of the task and the coach may need to be more directive,
thus low relationship. Coaching behavior in S1 is called directive.
Leader style S2 is High Task/High Relationship. In R2, the coachee is unable but
confident or willing. A leader style with large amounts of directing, coupled with lots of
encouragement and significant communication will assist the coachee toward task
completion. Coach response to this readiness level is called coaching.
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The third leader style, S3, is High Relationship/Low Task. At times, when a
coachee has the ability to do the task but is not motivated or is unwilling to do it, the
coach must be encouraging and communicative to help with motivation and not so
directive since the coachee knows what to do and how to do it. A coach uses the style
called supportive in this case.
Fourth, S4 is Low Task/Low Relationship. Here the coachee is motivated and has
the skills to accomplish the task. A coachee’s possession of skills for the task enables the
coach to operate in a delegating style with the coachee and he or she does not need to be
as involved in telling them what to do or ensuring that they are motivated to complete the
task. This coaching style is called delegating.
As a coach, then, this model is important for determining the performance
readiness of the coachee and applying the appropriate response in order to facilitate
accomplishment of the task.

(Low) -------------------------Supportive Behavior--------------------(High)
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High Supportive and
Low Directive
Behavior

SUPPORTING

High Directive and
High Supporting
Behavior

COACHING

DELEGATING

Low Supportive and
Low Directive Behavior

DIRECTING

High Directive and
Low Supportive Behavior

(L(Low)------------------------Directive Behavior --------------------------(High)

Source: Hersey 12.
Figure 2.1. The Situational Leadership model.

During the coaching process, applying Hersey’s model to the accomplishment of
a task and determining the readiness level of a coachee may expose personal issues of the
coachee. The coach may need to address these issues. Gary L. McIntosh and Samuel D.
Rima, Sr. refer to five dysfunctions of a leader including compulsiveness, narcissistic
tendencies, paranoia, codependence, and passive-aggressive tendencies (85-137). These
dysfunctions may be the reason why a leader is unwilling or lacking confidence to
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accomplish a task. The Situational Leadership model suggests appropriate coach
responses to such coachee behavior.
Other writers suggest similar models of leader effectiveness that complement
Hersey’s model and add to its application and understanding in the coaching process.
One, which several writers have worked with, is the DiSC profile, devised by William M.
Marston. Adapted to Christian leadership perspectives by Ron Braund and Ken Voges,
Tim LaHaye, Aubrey Malphurs, Ogne and Roehl, and others, the DiSC profile gives
clues to personality and preferences that a coach can use in conjunction with Hersey’s
performance readiness categories to guide the coach’s involvement for growth and
accomplishment in the life and ministry of the coachee.
Ogne and Roehl identify D, I, S, and C leader profiles both in the coachee and in
the coach and give a corresponding coach response depending on the profile of the
coachee and on the profile of the coach (198-210).
For example, Ogne and Roehl identify people with D profiles as direct, decisive,
directive, determined, doers, and demanding; Is are impressive, inspiring, interactive,
impressionable, and impulsive; Ss are supportive, steady and stable, like the status quo,
and shy. Cs are conscientious and competent, cautious and careful, contemplative,
critical, and sometimes cold. Thus, a coach with a high D profile coaching a person also
with a high D will find greater effectiveness when leading by suggesting options to the
coachee, listening for the coachee’s decisions, and respecting their drive for results. A
high D coaching a high I will lead by being more friendly in their responses, listen to the
coachee’s stories, and be respectful of the I’s enthusiasm. For the S coachee, a high D
coach will coach more effectively by being slow and gentle, to listen without
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interrupting, and to respect the S’s shyness. Finally, for a high D coach coaching a C, the
coach will need to lead with more information and facts, to listen for and respect the C’s
logic, and respect the consistency of the C.
Table 2.1 outlines the complete coach and coachee DISC profiles and the
suggested behavior guidelines for the coach to employ depending on the coach’s type and
the corresponding appropriate response depending on the type of the coachee. For each
type, Ogne and Roehl identify how the coach will lead, listen, and what they will respect
in the type of the coachee. The types in the chart are adapted from Robert Rohm’s
Sponsor with Style. The principle of the coach responding to the coachee depending on
the readiness or profile of the coachee as seen in the Situational Leadership model is clear
in this model as well, creating the possibility of greater effectiveness in the situation of
the coachee.
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Table 2.1. Coach and Coachee DISC Profiles
Coach Type

Coach Behavior Guideline
Coachee Type

D

I

S

C

Lead with credible
follow-through.
Listen for their
expectations.

Lead them with
validation. Listen and
encourage them.
Respect their
conscientiousness.

Lead with friendly
conversation. Listen
to their responses.
Respect their slower
pace.

Lead by your example.
Listen and affirm them.
Respect their
thoughtfulness.

Lead with a friendly
focus. Listen to their
stories. Respect their
enthusiasm.

Lead based on your
success. Listen so
that they can talk.
Respect their interest
in people.

Lead based on your
success. Listen so that
they can talk, but focus
their answers. Respect
their interest in people.

Lead with options.
Listen for their
decisions. Respect
their drive for
results.

Let them lead with
their options. Listen
after your opening
probe. Respect their
vision.

Lead showing your
purpose. Listen for
their decisions.
Respect their problemsolving ability.

Lead by your
example. Listen for
the larger perspective.
Respect their
thoroughness.
Lead with
encouragement.
Listen for signs of
struggles. Respect
their calmness.
Lead with story
concepts. Listen for a
line of reasoning, or
help them discover
one. Respect your
written agreement.
Lead with correct
options. Listen to
their plans and offer
suggestions. Respect
their hard work.

Lead with
information and
facts. Listen for their
logic. Respect their
consistency
Lead with a slowed,
friendly pace. Listen
without interrupting.
Respect their
steadiness.

Source: Ogne and Roehl, 193-212.

A second leadership model that has mentoring and coaching applications similar
to the Situational Leadership model is Rich Rardin’s Servant/Shepherd Leadership
Indicator. Rardin identifies two biblical leadership metaphors—servant and shepherd.
The servant leader takes care of the needs of the individual in an organization such as for
pastoral needs or counseling, and the shepherd leader is concerned about the needs of the
flock or organization. Though Rardin does not specifically apply his model to a coaching
relationship for leadership development, he does note that the method is a leadership
effectiveness model (96), which is a goal of coaching. The model calls for balance
between serving and shepherding in order to be most effective as a leader. A coach would
help the coachee identify whether they are stronger or weaker in one area or the other
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through Rardin’s Servant/Shepherd Matrix, reproduced in Table 2.2, and make
corresponding suggestions for adjusting coachee behavior.

Table 2.2. Servant Shepherd Matrix
Shepherding

Low

Serving
Moderate

High

Low

Moderate

High

Self-effacing, humble,
caring, enabling but
without vision or
strategy

Self-sacrificing, easily
submits to the giftedness
of others yet confident
to exercise decisiveness
and display courageous
vision

Self-serving, generally
lacking a servant’s heart
and a shepherd’s
courage to lead

Self-promoting, displays
tendency to place
personal interest above
the group’s yet is
decisive, goal-oriented
and has a bias for action.

Source: Rardin 100.

Rardin’s model does not suggest coach behavior, but the application of the
Situational Leadership model to serving and shepherding as leadership concepts suggests
coach behavior to guide and help the coachee be more effective in leadership of a church.
When a coach determines with a pastor that the pastor is in the high-shepherding/low
serving quadrant, for example, the coach points this fact out and suggests more attention
be placed on the goals of the group and less on the pastor’s personal desires. Holding the
pastor accountable to this observation in decisions, actions, and attitudes is an important
role the coach would play in that situation.
A study by Henry P. Sims, Samer Faraj and SeokhwaYun discusses leader
behavior in the context of the situation that also adds to the application of the situational
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theory of leadership for coaches coaching pastors for growth. Sims, Faraj, and Yun
identify different types of leadership that have traditionally been studied, such as the
classic directive (telling) and transactional (making a deal) leadership types, the more
contemporary transformational and charismatic types, and finally the empowering type.
The empowering type of leader ―leads others to lead themselves‖ (151). The focus of
their study is on how to develop a personal theory of situational leadership for application
to any situation a leader may encounter. Their study explores the question of when to be
directive and when to be empowering. A coach can employ both types of leadership
when relating to the coachee, so he or she must know when and how to be directive or
empowering.
Sims, Faraj, and Yun outline five steps to determine an appropriate response to a
leadership situation. Step 1 is to identify appropriate outcomes, goals, or desired results.
Step 2 is to identify potential leadership types or behaviors that may help accomplish the
goal. Step 3 is to identify the situational conditions that affect or limit accomplishment of
the goal. Step 4 is to match the leadership type or behavior to the situational conditions.
Step 5 is to apply the chosen behavior match depending on the analysis of the situation
(155). Applying the steps to a coaching relationship with FECPI pastors produces Table
2.3:
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Table 2.3. Applying Situational Leadership to Coaching FECPI Pastors
General Steps

Steps Applied to Coaching FECPI Pastors
Multiplication of small groups
Improvement of preaching skills
Spiritual and character maturation
AA (Determined by survey)
BB (Determined by survey)

1.

Identify important outcomes

2.

Identify leadership types/behaviors

Directive leadership
Supporting leadership
Coaching leadership
Delegating leadership

3.

Identify situational conditions

Lack of coachee commitment to small groups
Lack of preaching knowledge and skill
Burned out pastor

4.

Match leadership to conditions

Use Directing Behavior when:
-Coachee is not committed to small groups.
Use Coaching Behavior when:
-Coachee lacks skill in preaching.
Use Supporting Behavior when:
Coachee lacks vision and needs encouragement.

5.

Making the match: Change the person
in the leadership role to match the
situation
Or
The leader changes his or her behavior

Changing the leader is not an option in the context
of this study.
The effective coach will adapt their behavior to the
needs of the coachee to match the situation and
produce the desired outcome.

Source: Sims, Faraj, and Yun 155.

For a coach to be effective in assisting a coachee to reach personal and church
growth goals, the coach must adapt his or her behavior to the situation. These models
provide guidance to the coach for effecting change and producing growth.
Research Design
This study employs a mixed-methods research design containing quantitative and
qualitative elements. Use of this design guided the selection and creation of tools for data
collection and analysis, helped to develop and inform the coaching process, and aided in
interpretation of the results.
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The primary quantitative instrument used in this project was the pre- and postcoaching survey administered to the people in the churches. The other quantitative
instrument was the FECPI monthly statistics. I will not evaluate the FECPI monthly
statistics instrument since the tool was in existence long before this study began, and
because it simply stated statistics showing numerical growth in average weekly
attendance, number of small groups, and average weekly giving of the churches. I will
focus instead on the design of the pre- and post-coaching surveys administered to church
attendees.
I designed this survey because no other instrument was available to measure what
I desired to know in this project. Delbert C. Miller’s Handbook of Research Design and
Social Measurement encourages the use of pre-existing instruments except in cases where
factors not previously researched need measurement, or no appropriate scale exists (174).
I needed this survey to determine two additional factors for coaching, and to provide a
point of comparison before and after coaching by which to evaluate the peoples’
perceptions of effectiveness in the pastor and church. I wanted to determine perceptions
and opinions because perceptions and opinions of attendees affect church growth. No one
will go to a church they dislike. Floyd J. Fowler, Jr., notes that surveys are able to tap the
subjective feelings of people (10). Using standardized questions, the data from the preand post-coaching surveys when compared showed statistically significant changes in
opinions and perceptions between the pre and post surveys.
After determining the goals of what I needed the survey to accomplish, I designed
the survey in three sections. The first section obtained demographical information on the
respondent. Demographic information helped define the contexts of those who took the
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survey and showed information that impacted analysis. The second section listed nineteen
choices of factors for possible coaching plus one factor for writing in by the respondent. I
used a Likert-type scale with four category choices (Very Important; Important; Less
Important; Not Important) for each of the nineteen factors and instructed the respondents
to limit their top-level choice (Very Important) to only five out of nineteen. Limiting the
top-level choice to five enabled me to determine the top two additional factors for
coaching in addition to the three pre-selected ones. I selected for coaching the two factors
having the most number of ―Very Important‖ categories chosen by all respondents that
were not among the pre-selected factors of preaching, small group multiplication, and
personal spiritual maturity.
I designed the third section of the survey to elicit perceptions and opinions from
people on the effectiveness of the pastor and church because of the coaching process.
Following Miller’s observations on the reliability of a Likert-type scale to determine
attitudes (177), I used another Likert-type scale in this section. The questions in this
section were statements that reflected possible perceptions on what respondents in the
churches observed in the pastor and church that they feel affect growth. For example, one
statement was, ―I like the preaching in this church.‖ Respondents chose one of four
statements for nineteen factors: Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree.
When totaled for the post survey and compared to the results of the pre survey, the
responses gave a clear indication of perceptions on what they felt had specifically
impacted the church as a result of the coaching process. I paid particular attention in
analysis of the second survey to responses on the five factors that I coached. The
statements in section three correspond to a leadership factor in section two. I included
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nineteen randomly situated statements in section three as compared to section two. I did
not add an open-ended question in section three.
I employed qualitative instruments as well in the research design. Qualitative
instruments for analysis consisted of the DiSC and Discovering Your Ministry Identity
inventories, the written church history and personal testimony, the coach’s journal
containing plans, notes, and goals made during the coaching process, the Situational
Leadership readiness levels, and the post-coaching coachee interview. The validity of the
DiSC, and Discovering Your Ministry Identity indicators are not in question since they
are readily available research tools. The personal and church history items were
important but only contributed general context to overall analysis. I focused on the design
of the post-coaching coachee interview. Qualitative analysis from this interview helped
answer research question three, therefore discussing features of qualitative design
relevant to the interview was important. The coach’s journal also contributed qualitative
data for analysis.
I employed an unstructured interview design in the post coaching coachee
interview. It was unstructured in the sense that the questions were open-ended and did not
intend a particular response. Andrea Fontana and James Frey confirm that unstructured
interviews frequently produce skewed results (701-703). I structured the interview,
however, using ten basic questions. I spent time individually with each coachee reflecting
on the previous six months’ coaching experience as I asked each coachee the ten
questions. I took notes during the interview and recorded it as well. Afterward, I
transcribed the interview to collect as much data as possible. I intended to determine the
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effectiveness of the coaching process in general and the Situational Leadership model in
particular.
To analyze the qualitative data from the coach’s journal and post-coaching
coachee interview I used A. Michael Huberman and Matthew B. Miles’ model (433).
Their model shows the importance of displaying key words or concepts from data,
usually by writing them down, then summarizing and making sense of them, observing
themes, clusters and patterns, making comparisons, discovering relationships, developing
explanations, integrating and elaborating, and suggesting re-analysis. After the interview,
I transcribed the recording and wrote down themes, key concepts, etc., relating to
Situational Leadership. I did the same with the coach’s journal, also noting key words,
themes, and issues that appeared frequently. Obtaining this data provided a basis for
qualitative analysis on which to answer my research questions and help accomplish the
purpose statement of this dissertation.
The intent of the study was to do more than evaluate statistics gathered from the
growth of the churches. Instead, the combination of instruments used—the evaluative and
informational tools administered to the pastors, the collection of perspectives and
opinions of church attendees through the pre- and post-surveys, and the data correlation
obtained from comparison and evaluation of the statistics of the churches over time with
coaching the five leadership factors—guided and informed the coaching process and gave
me confidence that the design of the study was sufficient to answer the research questions
and accomplish the purpose of the study.
Using mixed methods of quantitative and qualitative design a greater level of
confidence in the research outcome results. Denzin and Lincoln confirm this statement:
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[Q]ualitative research is multi-method in focus, involving an interpretive,
naturalistic approach to its subject matter. This means that qualitative
researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense
of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to
them.… Accordingly, qualitative researchers deploy a wide range of
interconnected methods, hoping always to get a better fix on the subject
matter at hand. (2)
This study employed a variety of research methods, which broadened the interpretive
possibilities and ensured the consideration of all possibilities under research. The
multifaceted design contributed to the breadth of research and gave assurance that the
study elicited accurate data and results.
Summary
Coaching leaders and pastors using situationally relevant leadership responses as
a tool for personal and church growth is the focus of this dissertation. The principles
discovered in Paul’s coaching of Timothy personally as seen in Acts, and through his
epistles as outlined above, serve as a starting point for devising a coaching program for
churches that desire to grow, particularly in the Philippine context. Having a biblically
and theologically based understanding of the definitions of church and church growth
guides the coaching and leadership development process.
In addition, as the Situational Leadership model of Hersey and Blanchard, along
with those of Collins, Ogne and Roehl, and Sims, Faraj, and Yun, are adapted to a
coaching relationship, the coach must identify several key factors to form the basis of the
skills and knowledge for the coachee to develop for church growth. Some of the skills
and abilities that contribute to church growth are multiplication of small groups and
group leaders, preaching, administrative tasks, personal spiritual and character
development, people skills, and vision. As the coach identifies weaknesses in these areas
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in a coachee using a variety of diagnostic tools, he or she implements the situational
model in response to the readiness level of the coachee.
Coaching has great value for helping churches to grow and multiply, reaching
more people for Christ. The growth of a church ultimately depends on prayer and the
moving of the Holy Spirit, but coaching leaders through biblical and situational
leadership also have an effect. No matter the economic situation, cultural factors, or
leadership experience, a leader can demonstrate fruitfulness in ministry when coached in
culturally appropriate church growth and multiplication structures, and in personal
spiritual and leadership development through the coaching relationship.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
A number of conditions in the Philippines present challenges to the growth of
local churches. This study focuses on areas of leadership that affect church growth.
Several local churches of Faith Evangelical Church of the Philippines, Inc., have
experienced problems and been unable to grow sufficiently to support themselves or
effectively reach their community. Other churches in the Philippines have been able to
grow because they have reached population areas that are more able to support the
church, because they are pastored by highly educated or upper class Filipinos or
foreigners, and because of the leadership qualities or abilities the leader exhibits.
Research has shown that an effective means of improving leader effectiveness in
business and education is coaching. Coaching involves asking questions, exploring
options, providing guidance, and training in skills. A leadership model that evaluates a
leader and assigns a readiness level to them for accomplishing a task is the Situational
Leadership model of Hersey and Blanchard. Employing the Situational Leadership model
guides the coach in appropriate coaching responses corresponding to the readiness level
of the coachee. This research explores the relationship that coaching pastors in the key
areas of preaching, personal spiritual maturity, and multiplication of small groups has on
numerical and spiritual growth of the churches they pastor so the church will be more
able to support itself and impact the community for Christ. As the pastor grows in
leadership skills and effectiveness through coaching, the church will be influenced
positively and grow.
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The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact on church growth of a
spiritual maturity, preaching, and small group leadership coaching program for pastors in
churches planted by Faith Evangelical Church of the Philippines, Inc., using Situational
Leadership as a coaching strategy over a six-month period.
Research Questions
Three research questions guide the collection of data for this study. Research
questions address data collected from both quantitative and qualitative sources.
Research Question #1
How does the coaching of a pastor’s preaching, personal spiritual maturity, and
multiplication of small groups seem to relate to church growth in FECPI?
A key hypothesis of this research is that coaching pastors in preaching, personal
spiritual growth, and multiplication of small groups will cause growth in their FECPI
churches. I determined these factors from eighteen years of experience in working with
and pastoring FECPI churches that grew. During this time I received numerous
comments from FECPI church members regarding poor preaching by their pastors. I was
also involved in the restoration process of several FECPI pastors who had moral failures,
revealing the need for spiritual strengthening and growth in pastors. Finally, FECPI
leadership has determined that multiplication of small groups is a key methodology to
help grow churches. Weaknesses in the three factors affect numerical and spiritual
growth in churches. In this study, I explored how coaching these areas make a difference
in the life of the pastor to the extent that it will influence growth in the church. Coaching
helps the pastor overcome some of the hindrances to personal and church growth that
exist due to church circumstances, economic situations, past history with ECC funding,
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and personal challenges associated with spiritual and leadership development. This
research question seeks to evaluate how addressing these areas in the life and leadership
of the pastor through coaching leads to growth in the total giving, weekly attendance, and
number of small groups of an FECPI church.
I addressed this question through implementation of a coaching program with six
FECPI church pastors. I coached each pastor in preaching through observation and
evaluation of the pastor’s preaching and using Stanley’s preaching model in Stanley and
Jones’ book, Communicating for a Change. I gave coachees this book to read and then
we reviewed and discussed it in the coaching sessions.
The second factor coached was small group multiplication. Most FECPI churches
have small groups, but they are not multiplying. I assisted the pastor in devising a plan to
help multiply small groups in the church. The plan consisted of small group leader
training, devising a reproducible small group leadership and multiplication structure for
the church, and follow-up accountability. The coachee and I set goals for small group
multiplication during the six month coaching time. A preliminary goal was for each
existing small group to produce one new small group during the time of the coaching.
Accomplishing this goal indicated the effectiveness of the coaching on growth in the
number of small groups.
I also coached each pastor in personal spiritual vitality. During coaching
meetings, I inquired into the spiritual life of each pastor, specifically noting regularity in
devotions and prayer times, and other spiritual disciplines such as fasting and giving. I
promised confidentiality to each pastor, which allowed them to be open about struggles
and needs in their lives. I encouraged each pastor to keep a personal journal during the
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time of the coaching program. The journal served as a basis for discussion and
accountability. As the coachee and I discussed and prayed for needs, challenges and
personal issues, the coachee was strengthened spiritually. Spiritual maturity and growth
in a pastor may be hard to correlate to growth in the church, but a moral failure would
definitely impact church statistics negatively. Assuring spiritual vitality of the pastor
would most likely prevent such a moral lapse, thus at the very least keeping the church
stable and healthy.
The tracking and observation of statistics from each participating pastor’s FECPI
church prior to, during, and after the coaching process confirmed the impact of coaching
the three leadership factors on the growth of the church. Prior to beginning the coaching
process, I gathered, tabulated, and averaged FECPI statistics for each church for the
twelve preceding months. This enabled me to establish a baseline for determining growth
in the church. The statistics recorded were average weekly attendance, average weekly
giving, and average number of small groups per church. I also recorded the rate of growth
for the previous twelve months to indicate if the church was presently on a growth curve.
I gathered the same statistics each month for six churches during the coaching
process. After completing six months of coaching, I compared baseline statistics to the
statistics taken prior to and during the intervention. From this comparison I was able to
determine the impact of the coaching process. I considered the church to have grown as a
result of the coaching if at least a 10 percent increase in each of the three areas occurred
over six months.
Finally, I administered a post-coaching survey to ten people in each church. The
intent of this survey was to determine how the respondent perceived the pastor in the
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areas coached. The post-coaching survey was the same as the pre-coaching survey.
Comparing the responses on the pre and post survey showed improvements or
disappointments in the peoples’ perceptions of the pastor in the key areas coached. I
invited them to fill out the survey on a Sunday morning after a service. I expected that the
survey would reflect the opinion that the pastor improved in preaching, in working with
small groups, and in spiritual vitality. I assumed that positive comments noted on these
areas by survey respondents reflected their opinion that the pastor improved in these
areas. Negative responses reflected the opinion that things did not improve. Negative
responses outweighing positive responses reflected inhibited church growth.
Research Question #2
What additional leadership factors do FECPI church attendees perceive as
needing coached in the pastor to affect growth of their church?
The hypothesis above states that church growth results when the three leadership
factors of preaching, personal spiritual vitality, and small group multiplication are
coached. Other factors also affect growth in the church. I wanted to discover from the
context what additional things would benefit the pastor and result in growth in the
church. I chose to discover two additional factors through a pre-coaching survey. With
the three pre-selected factors and the two survey-determined factors, I will coach five
total factors. Coaching more factors than five would prove unwieldy and difficult given
the time constraint of the project.
To obtain additional factors to address, prior to the coaching process I surveyed
ten attendees of each church whose pastor I coached. I administered this survey to obtain
the perceptions and opinions of those attending an FECPI church on what makes a church
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grow. I administered the survey to ten people of an FECPI church whose pastor I
coached. I invited them to take the survey after a Sunday morning service before the
coaching began. The results of this survey, primarily from section two, produced two
additional leadership factors for church growth. The survey asked respondents to rate
church growth factors using a Likert-type scale. I coached these factors in addition to the
three pre-selected ones for a total of five leadership factors. The respondents from each
church selected different factors that they felt affected their church’s growth. I coached
the corresponding factors for each church depending on their survey responses.
Therefore, each coachee had an individualized coaching program tailored to the needs of
his church.
Research Question #3
How does the Situational Leadership model contribute to the effectiveness of the
coaching process?
Effective coaching helps a coachee set goals, provides guidance, and elicits from
the coachee ways to accomplish the goals. The coach must have a plan and a way to
implement the plan that is specific to the needs of each coachee. The four readiness levels
of the Situational Leadership model and the corresponding leader response to each
readiness level provided a construct in which to apply coaching behavior and plans.
For each of the five leadership factors coached, I determined the Situational
Leadership readiness level of the coachee to grow in that leadership factor. I determined a
coachee’s readiness level by asking the coachee questions regarding how he felt about
attempting changes in the particular leadership factor. I then applied the appropriate
Situational Leadership response to guide the coachee in making plans to accomplish the
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task for improvement in the leadership factor. During coaching meetings, I checked each
leadership factor for progress made by the coachee in that area. I determined the
readiness level for each of the five factors at succeeding meetings and applied the
appropriate coach response to assist the coachee in accomplishing the task or goal set in
the coaching meeting. I did not complete the task or specify the task, but suggested and
helped the coachee evaluate options, asked questions, and used a directing, supporting,
coaching, or delegating style to facilitate the coachee in the task depending on the
readiness level of the coachee in the leadership factor.
During and after each coaching session, I noted the goals, readiness level of the
coachee, my coaching responses, and aspects of the discussion during the coaching
session in a journal kept for each pastor. Also included in the journal were the
preliminary informational items such as the pastor’s personal and church history, the
DiSC and Discovering Your Ministry Identity inventories, and the ongoing statistics of
each church. This data provided a record of what transpired, enabled the tracking of
growth, and assisted me in planning for the next meeting with the coachee.
At the end of the coaching process, I noted goals the coachee accomplished in the
areas coached, changes in church statistics, and observed what transpired over the six
months. I tabulated all statistics over the six months and placed them in the journal. I
administered the post-coaching survey to ten attendees of each FECPI church to
determine their perceptions of growth in the pastor. I compiled the results and noted
significant distinctions between the pre -and post-coaching surveys. Comparing the
growth in the churches over the months of the intervention partly determined the
effectiveness of the Situational Leadership coaching process on church growth.
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Finally, I interviewed each pastor after the coaching was complete. The interview
asked specific questions regarding the use and effectiveness of Situational Leadership as
a coaching strategy during the coaching process.
Participants
The main participants of the study were six pastors currently serving an organized
church in FECPI. I invited the six pastors to participate because they pastor an FECPI
church that has not shown much growth over time. The six pastors were all male.
Females do pastor in FECPI, but as noted earlier the nature of coaching is better suited
for a homogeneous context to protect the pastors and myself. Women are accepted as
leaders in the Philippines. Two recent presidents were women. I believe women would
benefit from coaching, but to protect them and myself from untoward accusations I chose
not to include them in my research. I chose to coach only men, not out of bias against
women, but of necessity due to cultural norms and expectations.
Additional participants in the study were members of six FECPI churches. The six
churches were located in Metro Manila and Central Luzon. Metro Manila is urban and
highly populated. The average attendee of the churches in Metro Manila tended to be
lower middle-class in income, with an average salary of approximately $200 per month.
The churches outside Metro Manila were provincial, existing in cities with a busy
commercial center. The average attendees in the provincial churches also tended to be in
the lower middle-class bracket, but their average monthly salary was approximately
$100. The cost of living is lower in the provinces.
The participants given the survey in the study were ten attendees of each FECPI
church whose pastor participated in the study. I invited them to take the survey after a
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Sunday morning service. I invited an additional ten attendees from each church to
participate in the survey at the end of the study. The total number of questionnaires given
prior to the coaching was sixty, and the total given after the coaching was sixty. Some
participants took both questionnaires, although not required. My assistant or I
administered the surveys following a morning service on a Sunday.
I was the final participant in this study. I coached the six FECPI pastors. Coaching
the pastors provided me opportunities for first-hand participation in and evaluation of the
research in this study.
Design of the Study
This study was an exploratory mixed-methods design. It included a researcherdesigned pre- and post-coaching survey and a researcher-designed coaching process
employing the Situational Leadership model of Hersey and Blanchard. The goal was to
enhance the leadership of a participating pastor through coaching five leadership factors
over a six-month period and evaluating the effect on the growth of the church in three key
areas of average weekly attendance, total weekly giving, and number of small groups.
Instrumentation
This study employed nine different instruments. I describe the instruments below
in the order of their use.
1. DiSC Inventory—The DiSC Inventory is a classic determinant of leadership
style. A leader may have one of four leadership qualities or a combination of them. The
leadership styles are dominance, influence, steadiness, and conscientiousness.
2. Discovering Your Ministry Identity by P. Ford—Ford has written an effective
spiritual gifts and leadership style inventory for leaders. His model determines biblical
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spiritual gifts in the inventory and then pairs the gifts discerned with how leaders lead in
the context of various combinations of spiritual gifts. This type of inventory with a focus
on gifts and leadership styles helped the pastors identify strengths and weaknesses that
could be addressed in the coaching. I purchased a copy of the inventory and gave it to
each coachee.
3. A researcher-designed personal spiritual journey and life-calling form—This
form asked the coachee to describe significant events in his life journey and how God
called him into ministry (see Appendix D).
4. A researcher-designed history of the participating pastor’s FECPI church
form—The form helped the coachee give a background on the church context in which he
serves (see Appendix E).
5. FECPI monthly statistics—The FECPI national office collects monthly
statistics on each church. I obtained copies of these statistics for the twelve months prior
to the beginning of the coaching program for each participating church. For this study, I
collected three key statistical categories for each participating church: average monthly
attendance, average monthly offerings, and average monthly number of small groups. I
totaled and averaged the statistics for each of these areas for the twelve-month period to
establish a baseline statistic for each of the categories. I noted the rate of increase or
decrease in each category over the twelve months. The increase or decrease indicated
whether the church was growing in these areas or not and gave data for comparison to the
impact of the coaching process in each category. I collected the same statistics during
each month of the coaching program to determine the impact of the coaching process on
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the growth of the church in those areas. A copy of a blank FECPI monthly report form is
included in Appendix G.
6. A researcher-designed pre- and post-coaching surveys for FECPI members—
In order to determine the effectiveness of the coaching process on the pastor leader I gave
a researcher-designed survey at the beginning and at the end of the coaching period. In
both instances, I invited ten members of the churches whose pastors were to be coached
to take the survey after a Sunday service. The people who took the survey at the
beginning of the coaching period were not necessarily the same as those who took it at
the end. Some of them were not available and were difficult to contact a second time. The
data does not need to be paired to a particular person to provide the information needed
for the study.
The survey had three sections. The first section asked for basic demographical
and church relationship information from the respondent.
The second section asked the respondent to rate on a Likert-type scale nineteen
leadership factors that they feel affect the growth of their church. The three factors I preselected (preaching, small group multiplication, and personal spiritual vitality) were
included in the nineteen. I also gave an opportunity for the respondent to add a factor not
listed, making the total twenty. I instructed the respondents to rate no more than five of
the factors in the highest-level box of the Likert-type scale. Doing so placed a limit on the
factors they chose, enabling me to determine two additional factors to coach. If many
people listed the same factor in the open-ended box, I included that for coaching.
The third section asked the respondent to select their level of agreement on a
Likert-type scale of what areas they like and participate in the church. The nineteen
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questions in this section correspond to one of the nineteen factors in the second section,
though not in the same order. Table 3.1 indicates the factors in section two of the survey
and their pairing in section three.

Table 3.1. Corresponding Leadership Factor and Statement Table
Corresponding
Statement in
Section III

Factor in Section II

Statement #
in Section III

Corresponding
Factor Number
in Section II

1

1 Preaching

1

1

2

2 Small Groups

2

2

15

3 Evangelism

3

9

14

4 Discipleship

4

17

16

5 Giving

5

18

19

6 Visitation

6

11

7

7 Praise and Worship

7

7

8

8 Prayer

8

8

3

9 Teaching Bible

9

19

11

10 Friendly leaders.

10

16

6

11 Friendly people

11

10

12

12 Comfortable

12

12

17

13 Location

13

14

13

14 Outreach

14

4

18

15 Help poor

15

3

10

16 Vision

16

5

4

17 All involved

17

13

5

18 Leadership

18

15

9

19 Spiritual maturity

19

6

I coached the statements in section three in terms that reflect respondents’
perceptions regarding aspects of the church’s overall ministry. The intent of this section
was to help me determine areas of weakness and strength in the church and coachee.
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Determining these areas of need guided the design of the coaching program and served as
a comparison point for when I administered the post survey. Positive changes in
respondent perceptions between the pre and post survey indicated areas of growth that the
coaching impacted. I include a blank survey in Appendix C.
7. The Situational Leadership readiness levels form—I determined the
Situational Leadership readiness level of each pastor through personal observation and
evaluation in response to the coachee’s’ readiness to be coached in the five leadership
factors. Their level of readiness determined the proper coach response to achieve the
desired goal for growth in the church. I noted the readiness levels in the coaching plan
which was included in my coach’s journal (see Appendix F for the form I created and
used).
8. The coach’s journal—I kept a coach’s journal for each participating pastor.
Each journal contained the pastor’s coaching agreement, leadership and spiritual gift
assessment results, the completed personal spiritual history form and church history form,
the coaching plan, and a written record of what transpired during each coach/coachee
meeting. The record of meetings included notes on what the coachee and I discussed
during each meeting and the coaching plans devised. The record tracked goals set for
church growth, listed outside reading or activities recommended by the coach, etc. The
journal also included the collected and compiled FECPI statistics for each church,
respectively, over the coaching period. I used this journal as the basis for analyzing,
evaluating, and reflecting on the impact of the coaching process in each leader and
church.
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9. A researcher-designed post coaching interview for the coachee—This
interview determined the effectiveness of the overall coaching process. I gathered the
opinions and experiences of the coachee using ten open-ended questions.
Pilot Test
I first obtained an expert review on the survey for FECPI attendees. Three people
from FECPI’s Faith Bible College reviewed the survey to find inconsistencies, make
clarifications, and ensure cultural sensitivity and validity. These three people also helped
correct the Tagalog translation used on the survey forms.
After the expert review that corrected and updated the survey, I pilot tested the
survey prior to the beginning of the study. I administered it to five volunteers from Faith
Fellowship church. These five represent a cross section of FECPI membership and
contributed significant insights for further improvement of the survey. The five
volunteers were different enough from regular respondents that their replies on the survey
did not affect statistical significance or discoveries in the actual survey.
Variables
The independent variable in this study was the coaching process employed with
each pastor and designed to impact the five leadership factors intended to influence
church growth.
One dependent variable was the growth and change in the churches and individual
pastors after administering the coaching process. Eliciting leadership factors that FECPI
church members perceive to influence church growth was a second dependent variable.
Once those factors were determined, the coaching process changed according to the
perceived need.
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The intervening variables were the different testimonies, education, experience,
and personalities of each pastor coached. As coach I needed to be responsive to each
individual’s situation and circumstance. The life and experience differences affected
processes and outcomes of the coaching. I applied broad principles and guidelines in the
coaching process, but the nature of each relationship led to different experiences and
outcomes for each coachee.
Reliability and Validity
The reliability of the two leadership inventories (DiSC and Discovering Your
Ministry Identity) administered to each pastor prior to the coaching process came from
the longevity of these tools in the market and in educational research.
Marston developed the DiSC theory in 1928. Since that time, DiSC surveys have
been validated and proven effective by many psychologists and academicians.
P. Ford published Discovering Your Ministry Identity in 1999. Numerous mission
organizations, churches, and parachurch organizations around the world use the survey to
help in leadership development. P. Ford has a DMin from Fuller Theological Seminary.
Broad usage of his instrument contributes to the validity of using the resource for helping
FECPI pastors in self-awareness and raising issues for coaching.
The expert review and pilot testing process assured the reliability of the
researcher-designed survey. In addition, I administered the test to participants during
similar times—after a Sunday morning service. Giving the test at this time insured
uniform biological and psychological states of the respondents. To ensure
understandability of the survey, I offered it in the respondent’s choice of English or
Tagalog. Use of English or Tagalog did not affect the outcome of the questionnaire.
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The nature and format of the survey ensured the validity of the researcherdesigned pre- and post-coaching survey. Using a Likert-type scale provided limited
choices for respondents to select according to the context of the study, while the design
and subject matter of the questions elicited information needed for data collection and
analysis. To minimize errors when grading the survey, I used numbers on the survey
questions, and employed the chart in Table 3.1 (p. 110) for reference to corresponding
factors and statements. I double-checked the data when recording survey results. In cases
where I was not available to administer the survey, I invited a colleague to administer it
for me. I gave this person written instruction and explained the survey protocols to ensure
the survey was given under similar conditions in all churches. This prepared the
moderator to answer any questions by the respondents and help them give accurate data.
The FECPI office validated the FECPI church statistical data. The FECPI office
has collected these statistics for a number of years. The statistics are effective in tracking
the status of FECPI churches.
Obtaining valid Situational Leadership readiness levels came from observations
and questions given to the coachee and from coachee responses when assigned tasks in
the five leadership areas.
I and other involved parties such as the coachee validated the coach’s journal as
an instrument in the research because of its being readily available for reference. The
collected data, observations, and notes in the journal are self-validating.
Data Collection
Prior to the coaching process, I collected the FECPI monthly statistics for the six
churches participating in the study. I collected twelve months of statistics before the
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coaching, June 2009 through May 2010. I also collected six months of the church’s
FECPI monthly statistics during the coaching process. I collected eighteen total months
of FECPI monthly statistics for the six participating churches.
The coach’s notebook served as an additional data collection source during the
coaching. All information collected on each coachee were included here, such as the
letter of invitation and coaching agreement, the DiSC and Discovering Your Ministry
Identity leadership inventories, the personal life and ministry calling form, the church
history form, the coaching plans I made prior to and during the coaching, Situational
Leadership readiness level forms, sermon evaluation forms, and notes taken during
coaching sessions.
The pre- and post-coaching surveys given to ten members of each church served
as another source of data for compilation and application to the findings of this study. I
collected sixty pre-coaching surveys and sixty post-coaching surveys.
Finally, the post-coaching coachee interview formed the fourth source of data for
collection and evaluation. I asked ten questions of each coachee to give additional data on
the impact of the coaching and the Situational Leadership coaching model.
Data Analysis
I collected the data in this study in the order listed below. How I analyzed and
evaluated the data is included here.
1. Letter of invitation—I gave a letter of invitation to each participating pastor.
The letter outlined the hopes, expectations, and process of the coaching program they
would participate in. The letter included a response form for the pastor to indicate his
acceptance. I e-mailed the letters to the pastors. I allowed the pastors to e-mail their
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acceptance back to me. When received, I printed the acceptance form for inclusion in the
coach’s journal (see Appendix A for a copy of the invitation letter and response form).
2. Coaching agreement (researcher designed)—After receiving the acceptance
form, the coachee and I met to discuss and sign the coaching agreement. The coaching
agreement is a two-page instrument outlining the expectations, limitations, and activities
of the coaching process to which the coachee and I agreed by signature. The agreement
includes an explanation of the coaching process, contact information, times to meet, what
to do if unable to meet, expectations to maintain confidentiality and integrity, a list of
activities or instruments in the coaching process and agreement to complete them, and the
time frame of the coaching relationship. I made two copies: one for the coach’s journal
and one for the coachee to keep for reference (see Appendix B).
3. FECPI statistical data for twelve months prior to the onset of coaching—
FECPI collects data from a form that each pastor submits once a month to the FECPI
national office (see sample form in Appendix G). The form collects statistical and other
information from the pastor so the national office is aware of the events and needs of
every FECPI church. The quantitative data collected from the statistical forms for this
research consisted of three categories: weekly attendance at services, number of small
groups, and offerings. I collected the data for twelve months prior to the beginning of the
project from each church. I then averaged the three categories of statistics for the twelve
months of data to establish trends and a baseline record in these categories for the church.
This data provided a basis for accurately evaluating the effect of the coaching process in
the three key statistical areas.
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4. Coachee’s life history form (researcher designed)—Every coachee filled out a
personal history form with guided questions that I designed (see Appendix D).
Answering these questions gave me clues to knowing how best to coach the individual.
The form included questions asking the individual to describe their life testimony,
personal and ministry goals, and calling to the ministry. I placed the completed form in
my journal for reference and guidance in the coaching process.
5. Coachee’s church history form (researcher designed)—Every coachee also
filled out a church history form for the church he currently serves (see Appendix E). The
nature of this data was qualitative. Information obtained from this form included how and
when the church started, significant events in the church’s history, how long the coachee
had been pastor of the church, and other observations the pastor felt important for the
researcher to know. I included the completed form in my journal for reference.
6. Pre-coaching survey (researcher designed)—I administered the pre-coaching
survey to ten people from each church to obtain quantitative and qualitative data. The
survey had three sections. The first section of the survey asked several personal questions
of the respondents to establish demographics. The second section of the questionnaire
used a Likert-type scale on each question to determine what the respondent perceived to
influence the effectiveness of their church. The intent of this section was to determine
two additional factors for coaching. On the survey, I instructed respondents to place their
highest-level answer in five or fewer boxes. In this way, I would be able to determine the
top two additional factors for coaching.
The third section of the survey asked respondents using a Likert-type scale to rate
aspects of the leadership and ministry of the church they attend. The goal of this section
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of the survey was to determine perceptions of the people on how effective their pastor
and church is. Obtaining this data established a baseline perception for comparison to the
post coaching survey to see if perceptions and realities in the church and leadership of the
pastor had changed due to the coaching process.
I tabulated the data from the surveys of all sixty respondents. I observed the top
three ranking factors from section two for what they felt contributed to church growth. I
compared the three pre-determined categories of preaching, number of small groups, and
spiritual maturity of the pastor with the results of the survey. I included the top two
additional factors for growth in addition to those predetermined by myself in the
coaching process.
7. DiSC Inventory—I purchased a copy of the DiSC Inventory for each coachee
and administered it prior to the coaching process. Administering this survey established
quantitative data on the coachee’s personality and leadership preferences. I included the
DiSC Inventory in the coach’s journal for each coachee.
8. P. Ford’s Discovering Your Ministry Identity—I purchased Ford’s book for
each coachee and administered the survey to the coachee prior to the coaching process.
This survey provided additional data on specific ministry aspects of the coachee’s
leadership, including spiritual gifts, and team leadership style.
9. Hersey and Blanchard’s Situational Leadership readiness levels and coaching
responses—The Situational Leadership readiness levels provide qualitative data. The
instrument a process for the coach to follow during interactions with the coachee. I noted
the Situational Leadership readiness levels and appropriate coaching responses in my
journal for each coachee.
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10.

A journal for each coachee—The journal contained each coachee’s life

history, church history, DiSC inventory, P. Ford’s Discovering Your Ministry Identity,
Situational Leadership readiness levels, list of goals, church statistics, progress, and
coach notes. The journal was by nature qualitative, though it includes quantitative data
from the other instruments. I organized the journal by date. I took notes on the coaching
sessions on my laptop for inclusion in the printed journal. I evaluated the already
collected data in the journal before during and after the coaching meetings in order to
guide me in specific coaching activities that would most probably result in church growth
as indicated by the data from all sources.
11.

Post-coaching survey (researcher designed). The post-coaching survey was

the same survey administered prior to the coaching process. Its purpose was to evaluate
the effect of the coaching process on perceptions of church and pastoral effectiveness in
the minds of the respondents. I or my representative invited ten people to take the
questionnaire following a Sunday service following the completion of the coaching
process. I compared the data from this survey with the results from the first survey to
note significant changes in church attendee perceptions due to the coaching process. This
survey determined the effectiveness of coaching both the two initial survey-indicated
growth factors and the three researcher-chosen growth factors on church growth. This
survey attempted to determine any noticeable difference in the pastor’s leadership after
the coaching and in the growth and effectiveness of the church over the six-month period.
12.

FECPI statistics for the six-month period during the coaching. I gathered

additional quantitative data in the three category areas from the FECPI reports following
the coaching period to record the effect of the coaching on church growth. I compared the
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same statistical categories from the baseline averages to the averages of this data to
determine church growth and evaluate the impact of the coaching.
13.

Post-coaching interviews of coachees. I interviewed each coachee after the

coaching process to determine the effectiveness of the coach in producing changes in the
coachee and in the church, and to determine the impact of the Situational Leadership
model as a coaching tool on the coaching process. Ten questions were asked and the
responses written down. I recorded and transcribed the interviews to collect data, and
analyzed the data by using a computer program called Weft QDA to identify themes in
their responses which indicated the impact of the coaching.
Ethical Procedures
The FECPI statistics are not confidential and are open for all to observe. I see no
ethical concern in the observation and discussion of this data. I gave each pastor a copy
of the church statistical data from before, during, and after the survey to help keep him
aware of any changes in the church.
I kept the various inventories and personal testimonies of the pastors in my
coach’s journal. Only I had access to the journal. I kept each journal in a locked drawer in
a file cabinet in my office. I discussed the information from the personal indicators and
inventories with each individual pastor. Each pastor had access to his own information,
but not to the other coachees. The coaching agreement stated that all information
obtained would be confidential. To ensure confidentiality, I assigned each pastor a
number for his name, and the same number for his church. This kept the identities of the
coachees and their churches from being recognized by those who may know them if they
read this dissertation, thereby preventing embarrassment to the pastor, and freeing me to
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make more accurate evaluations of the pastor and church in this research. The code for
the identities of the pastors and their corresponding church is located in the coach’s
notebook. The notebook is in my possession and will not be published or shared with
anyone. Data and evaluations from the notebook will only be shared in this confidential
manner but will remain accurate since the information is paired to the actual identities
indicated in the notebook.
I administered both surveys to people invited from the populations of each
church. No respondent wrote names on the surveys. I coded the surveys by church,
however, so I could keep track of the issues arising in each church and adapt the coaching
process to the needs of the coachee’s particular situation. I shared the data from collected
surveys of each pastor’s church with the pastor to help him understand issues and needs
in the church, though I did not allow the pastor to see specific surveys of an individual
respondent. This practice protected confidentiality for the survey respondents so they
would feel free to be honest about any concerns they thought affect the growth of their
church, especially if they concerned the pastor, yet provided data for relevant goals and
coaching topics to be set for the coaching process. I used the data of the post-coaching
survey to determine the effectiveness of the coaching process on church growth and
gathered information for the final analysis and reflection of the study by me. I kept this
information in my office in a locked filing cabinet for reference during the course of the
study.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
Most organized churches of Faith Evangelical Church of the Philippines, Inc.,
have struggled to grow to self-sufficiency and have been unable to impact their
communities. This fact may be due to a variety of factors in the community such as
religion and economics, or in the leadership quality, experience level, and amount of
education of the pastor. Research shows that coaching leaders enables leadership growth
and organizational effectiveness in the business world. Coaching pastors may produce
similar results in church growth and effectiveness. Key factors that affect church growth
are preaching, small group multiplication, and the spiritual maturity of the pastor. Other
factors influence church growth as well. This research studies how coaching FECPI
pastors in key factor areas impacts the ability of the churches to grow.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact on church growth of a
spiritual maturity, preaching, and small group leadership coaching program for pastors in
churches planted by Faith Evangelical Church of the Philippines, Inc., using Situational
Leadership as a coaching strategy over a six-month period.
Participants
The participants in the study were (1) six male senior pastors of organized FECPI
churches, (2) the pre- and post-coaching survey respondents in the respective churches,
and (3) me as the coach.
The six pastors ranged in age from 25 to 50. Four were married; two single. Four
of the pastors had been at their church for their entire ministry career. Two others had
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previously been at other churches. Table 4.1 indicates the specific demographics of each
pastor. Each pastor was assigned a number to protect his identity. The number of each
pastor correlates to the data gathered for that pastor in the coach’s notebook. Each church
has the same number as the respective pastor.

Table 4.1. Pastor Participant Demographics
Pastor

Age

Marital
Status

Years in
Ministry

Years at
Church

Age of
Church in
Years

1

25

S

3

3

18

2

42

M

6

6

9

3

31

S

1

1

18

4

50

M

14

14

17

5

37

M

13

7

9

6

50

M

27

3

10

An additional demographic collected on each pastor was their DiSC and
Discovering Your Ministry Identity (DYMI) data. This data helped me get to know the
pastor better, and helped the pastor become aware of his leadership qualities and spiritual
gifts. These were important inventories for the pastors and for the coaching process, but
they did not contribute significantly to answering the research questions. Therefore,
evaluation of the data is not included here.
The next group of participants is the pre- and post-coaching survey respondents.
The pastor of each church invited ten people from his church to complete a three-page
survey prior to and after the coaching. The pre-coaching survey yielded sixty surveys
collected, ten surveys for each of the six FECPI churches. A volunteer assistant or I
administered the survey prior to the beginning of the coaching process on a Sunday
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morning after the service. The post-coaching survey done in the same way yielded sixty
surveys as well, ten for each church.
The pre- and post-coaching surveys were identical. The surveys included
questions on demographics of the respondents. Table 4.2 shows the average age, gender,
marital status, average number of children, average length of time as a Christian, average
length of time attending the FECPI church, average number of Sundays the respondents
typically attend the FECPI church, and the average income in pesos of the pre- and post
coaching survey respondents. The results for Church 1 correspond to Pastor 1, and so on.

Table 4.2. Pre-Coaching Survey Participant Demographics
Demographic Factor
Avg. Age
(in years)

Church
1

2

3

4

5

6

Pre-coaching

35.4

27.8

40.4

31.7

38.2

41.7

Post-coaching

26.9

33.5

40

30.5

38.9

35.5

Pre-coaching

4, 6

5, 5

4, 6

4, 6

3, 7

7, 3

Post-coaching

5, 5

2, 8

4, 6

6, 4

4, 6

5, 5

Pre-coaching

5, 5

3, 7

7, 3

5, 5

7, 3

10, 0

Post-coaching

3, 7

5, 5

7, 3

4, 6

8, 2

8, 2

Pre-coaching

1.6

.9

1.1

1.3

1.8

2.8

Post-coaching

1

2

1.2

.7

2.3

2.1

Pre-coaching

10.8

7.8

18.1

7.3

19.1

17.5

Post-coaching

9.2

9.3

21.3

8.3

17.6

17.3

Pre-coaching

10.4

3.9

7.6

5.8

5.6

6.5

Post-coaching

7.9

5.6

8

6.9

5.5

6.4

Pre-coaching

4

4

4

4

4

3.8

Post-coaching

4

4

3.6

3.9

4

4

Pre-coaching

374

143

207

247

152

171

Post-coaching

391

334

302

187

134

130

Gender #M, #F

Status #M, #S

Avg. # children
Avg. time Christian
(in years)
Avg. time at church
(in years)
Avg. # Sun/mo attend

Avg. income dollars*
*Giving was in pesos and converted to dollars on this table. Peso to dollar exchange rate is computed at
P46 to $1, and then rounded to the nearest dollar.
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A comparison of the demographics between each church’s survey respondents in
the pre- and post coaching surveys reveals changes in each category. Table 4.3 indicates
the changes in the demographics. A plus (+) sign next to the number indicates a positive
change in the category between the first and second surveys. A minus (-) sign indicates a
negative change in the category between the first and second surveys. These statistics
primarily indicate the differences between the two groups of ten people in each church
who took the survey. Bigger changes in the positive or negative direction mean more
people were different who took the second survey as opposed to the first. For example,
churches 3 and 5 had smaller changes between the first and second surveys meaning
more of the same people took the second survey; maybe only one or two people were
different. Churches 2 and 6 had larger changes between the first and second surveys,
meaning that probably four or five people taking the second survey did not take the first.

Table 4.3. Comparison of Changes in Demographics between Pre- and PostCoaching Surveys
Church

Change
in Age

Change
in M/F

Change
in M/S

Change
in # of
children

Change
in Avg.
time as
Xtn.

Change
in time
at
church

Change
in # of
Suns. at
church

1

-8.5 yrs

+1, -1

-2, +2

-.6

-1.6 yrs

-2.5 yrs

0

+$17

2

+5.7 yrs

-3, +3

+2, -2

+1.1

+1.5 yrs

+1.7 yrs

0

+$191

3

-.4 yrs

0, 0

0, 0

+.1

+3.1 yrs

+.4 yrs

-.4

+$95

4

-1.2 yrs

+2, -2

-1, +1

-.6

+1 yrs

+1.1 yrs

-.1

-$60

5

+.7 yrs

+1, -1

+1, -1

+.5

-1.5 yrs

-.1 yrs

0

-$18

6

-6.2 yrs

-2, +2

-2, +2

-.7

-.2 yrs

-.1 yrs

+.2

-$41

Change
in avg.
income

I was the final participant in the study, serving as the coach. I have served for
nineteen years as a missionary to the Philippines with One Mission Society. I have been
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involved in planting churches, field leadership, teaching at Faith Bible College, pastoring,
and leadership development. I speak Tagalog fluently and am able to preach and converse
freely in it. I have known the participant pastors for several years in this ministry context.
I am also familiar with each of their churches, having been involved in planting some of
them, preaching at others, and attending the rest on an infrequent basis. The ministry
involvements listed here helped establish the basis of a good coaching relationship
between the six FECPI pastors and myself.
Research Question #1
How does the coaching of a pastor’s preaching, personal spiritual maturity, and
multiplication of small groups seem to relate to church growth in FECPI churches?
The research for this question included two aspects: first, the coaching itself, and
second, the collection of FECPI church statistics to verify the impact of the coaching.
This research question deals primarily with answering how coaching of preaching, small
group multiplication, and personal spiritual maturity of the coachee-pastor impacts the
church. The second page of the pre-coaching surveys indicated two more factors for each
church that I also coached. The answer to Research Question #2 explores the impact on
the church that coaching had in those areas.
The Coaching Process
Key factors that help any church grow are preaching, the pastor’s spiritual
maturity, and multiplication of small groups. These areas are foundational to an effective
church. Certainly, other factors cause or help a church grow. However, without good
preaching the people will not grow spiritually or may find something else to do on
Sunday mornings. Without a foundation of personal spiritual vitality and integrity in the
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pastor, hypocrisy easily slips in and the pastor and church are open to spiritual attack.
Without an effective small group multiplication strategy, evangelism will be weak and
the people will not use their spiritual gifts to minister to one another. Poor preaching,
suspect spirituality, and non-multiplying small groups produce an ineffective church. An
ineffective church is not a growing church. Coaching these factors may take a church
from ineffective to effective, thus producing growth.
The coaching of preaching included giving each pastor the book Communicating
for a Change by Stanley and Jones. Stanley and Jones introduce a preaching method that
is powerful, easy to learn, and easy to use. It explains how to preach in a way that helps
people relate the Scriptures to their life. I have used his method for several years. It
greatly improved my preaching and I was able to preach without notes because of it. I
thought that coaching the pastors in this method would improve their preaching, which
would create more interest in the congregation to hear the word of God, more people
would come to hear the word on Sunday morning, and thus the church would grow.
Each pastor read Stanley and Jones’ book before the coaching sessions began. In
the early coaching sessions, I discussed Stanley and Jones’ method with them. After
learning the method, the coachee employed it in his preaching. I set a schedule with the
pastor to observe and video his sermon at his church. During the sermon I did a written
evaluation using a specific form (see Appendix I), and made additional notes and
comments on the form on how to improve in the Stanley method. In the next coaching
session, I reviewed the evaluation with the pastor, showed him the video of his message,
and discussed ways to improve in the method. Because of my schedule with the other
pastors, I was able to visit each church once every six weeks for a sermon evaluation
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during the six months of the coaching time. During the weeks when I had no sermon
evaluation for a particular coachee, I coached the pastor in the Stanley method by asking
him what he had preached on recently, how he employed the Stanley method, and how it
went. If he had preached recently, I asked him what he was going to preach on next, how
he would put it in the Stanley and Jones format, and gave suggestions and ideas on how
to do it.
The coachees responded well to the coaching of the Stanley and Jones method.
Over the course of the six-month coaching period, every coachee grew in the use of the
method and greatly improved in their preaching. As I was coaching them, I would ask if
they noticed a difference in the people’s response to the sermons from what it had been
previously. They all said that the people seemed to listen more carefully, be more
interested, and gave many positive comments to the pastor after the message than usual.
This indicated that the coaching was having the desired impact on the preaching, but the
statistics will show if the improved preaching will have the desired impact on the church.
Coaching the pastor in personal spiritual maturity presented more of a challenge.
Early in the coaching process, coaching plans in this area included simply asking the
pastor if he had any concerns he wanted to talk about, how his prayer life was, how his
relationship with his wife was (if married), and so on. I also encouraged the pastor to
journal two or three times per week. I gave each of them a personal journal to write in. I
instructed them to write down what they were learning, thinking, praying, and
experiencing in the coaching process and in their spiritual lives, and then would review
that with them at the next coaching session. However, as the coaching sessions
progressed, when we came to this area of coaching nearly every pastor had written
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nothing in his journal, and had little to share in the areas of personal accountability. The
reasons they gave were that they forgot, or that they did not know what to write. I kept
encouraging them to journal, even being directive as Situational Leadership instructs. A
couple of them eventually discovered that journaling did help them clarify their thoughts
and provided a means of reflection on what God was doing in their life.
I eventually gave up on encouraging the others to journal, and instead devised a
written form for them to write down key spiritual events in their lives during the week
(see Appendix J). This tactic worked in place of journaling for about a month, but they
soon began to forget to fill in the form as well. Eventually, I resorted to asking questions
and letting them share about their life during the coaching sessions. I listened to them,
and offered encouragement and prayer when they finished sharing. Sharing and having
someone listen seemed to mean a lot to the pastors, especially as the six months
progressed. As their coach in this area, I also became their confidant and mentor. Most
had no one else in whom they could confide. Since this project was time-limited, I
coached them in the importance of finding someone to fill my role after the coaching was
finished. They all agreed to the necessity of doing so and promised to seek out a mentor
and confidant. They also saw the importance of helping people in their church, especially
leaders and elders to find mentors, confidants, and disciplers. The question remained,
however, whether coaching of their personal spiritual maturity impacted the church to
grow. As in the preaching area, I will look at the FECPI statistics for determination of the
impact of coaching the pastor on the church.
The final factor coached was multiplication of small groups. Most FECPI church
pastors talk about their churches having small groups. They may have small groups, and
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in fact, all six of the churches do, but few if any of those small groups ever multiply and
produce other small groups. The intent of the coaching was to address this lack. As small
groups multiply in a church, more people are saved, more grow closer to the Lord, more
get involved in ministry, and the church grows.
A variety of small group multiplication methodologies exist. FECPI has used
several of these starting out with Ralph Neighbor’s cell group strategy, morphing into a
modified G-12 strategy (see Comiskey, Groups of 12), and more recently using a Church
Planting Movement strategy designed by the International Mission Board of the Southern
Baptist Church (see Garrison). I am familiar with all of these and can coach them. I did
not want to force a particular strategy on the pastor. Instead, I talked with them about
their groups, about their leaders and training, and even about how to preach on the
importance of small group multiplication. From this, I helped them devise a
multiplication strategy tailored to the needs of their churches, and of which they felt
capable. However, no amount of coaching on small group multiplication will help unless
the vision to multiply is already present. I unexpectedly discovered that I needed to coach
not only strategy, but vision as well. Often, instead of coaching on strategy in a session, I
found I had to spend a lot of time talking about the impact multiplying small groups can
make on the church and community. The pastors agreed with me, but many times had
other agendas in mind. Once again, the statistics will bear out whether the pastors caught
the vision for multiplying small groups, and whether the church grew because the groups
began to multiply.
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Statistics from the Six Churches
To understand the second aspect for answering Research Question 1, I tracked
statistics from the six FECPI churches for eighteen months in the three pre-selected
factors. First, I collected the statistics of each pastor’s church for the twelve months prior
to the start of the coaching process (June 2009 through May 2010). I also collected the
same statistics during the six months of the coaching (June 2010 through November
2010). The FECPI national office provided these statistics. Table 4.4 shows the averaged
statistics for each church for the twelve months prior to the coaching process, and for the
six months during the coaching process. The total combined average for all churches in
every category is included.

Table 4.4. Pre- and Post-Coaching Statistics in the Pre-Selected Categories
Avg. Att.
Church

Avg. Giving

PreCoaching

PostCoaching

PreCoaching

1

70.91

71.00

$1278

2

62.58

55.16

3

17.90

4

Post
Coaching

Avg. # of Small
Groups
PreCoaching

PostCoaching

$1252

8.34

9.83

$303

$332

19.83

18.00

25.30

$170

$226

.58

2.50

78.83

66.50

$1426

$1043

8.75

6.84

5

83.25

75.60

$370

$288

3.42

5.67

6

52.16

52.50

$173

$232

3.91

6.83

Total

60.93

57.68

$620

$562

7.47

8.27

Church 1
Church 1 is one of the older FECPI churches, located in a suburb on the edge of
Metro Manila. The church has purchased a plot of land on which to build. In the
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meantime, they are using the roof deck of an elder’s home for worship services, near the
plot of land they have purchased. The elder’s home and building site are situated at the
back of a housing subdivision. The facility is difficult to locate by nonmembers. To enter
the subdivision members must pass through a gate manned by security guards. Members
come from both inside and outside the subdivision to attend services.
Average monthly attendance increased by .09 points during the coaching time.
The coaching process did not seem therefore to impact attendance at Church 1 during the
coaching time.
Average monthly giving decreased by $26.16. This amount is not a significant
decrease considering the length of time and number of people involved, except to say that
the church appears to be stable over time. Similarly, the coaching had little impact on
giving in Church 1.
The average number of small groups per month increased by 1.49 points, a nearly
20 percent increase. Since I coached on small group multiplication, this increase suggests
the coaching had an impact on this aspect in the church.
Church 2
Church 2 is also located on the edge of Metro Manila in a suburb. Similar to
Church 1, it also is located at the back of a large housing subdivision. Church 2 has its
own building, which was donated by one of the members of the mother church, Faith
Fellowship. The church started as an outreach among squatters in the subdivision and has
grown into a full-fledged church. Still, it struggles financially and Faith Fellowship
supports it. Pastor 2 is the only pastor the church has had.
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Average attendance prior to coaching was 62.58. During the coaching,
participation decreased by 7.42 to an average of 55.16. Coaching in the three pre-selected
areas appears to have had no impact on the growth of the church.
Giving increased from a pre-coaching average of $303.08 to an average of
$332.67 during coaching, a difference of $29.59. This increase is a small percentage of
change, making it difficult to tell if the coaching had an impact on the giving.
The average number of small groups decreased during coaching by 1.83 average
groups, at first seeming that the coaching had no impact on the number of small groups.
However, a closer look at the raw data show that though a lower number of groups
(sixteen groups) were in existence when the coaching began, that number was the bottom
of a trend that had begun five months prior to the coaching. During the coaching, the
number of groups increased to nineteen and held steady for the remainder of the coaching
time. This increase can be an indicator of the impact the coaching had on the number of
small groups, causing growth in the church.
Church 3
Church 3 is also in the Metro Manila area—another older FECPI church, with a
new pastor on his first assignment. The church meets in a small rented facility on a main
road near a shopping mall. The church has struggled to grow over the years and has been
unable to afford a pastor. Average attendance has fallen as a result, and all small groups
died. The new pastor is not married. He took leadership of the church in early 2010 as a
step of faith with no guarantee of a salary.
The statistics of Church 3 all reflect a growth trend in each area. Average
attendance increased by an average of 7.4 persons during the coaching time, a jump of
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over 40 percent. Coaching in the three areas may have had an impact. Another factor in
increased attendance could be the fact that the church finally hired a new pastor in
January 2010. The new pastor, whom I coached, surely brought new enthusiasm and
excitement to the church, affecting attendance. The small number of attendees must also
be considered. Increasing the percentage of a church when few people regularly attend is
easy. Growing a larger church at the same percentage is more difficult simply because
more people must be influenced to attend. Still, the positive trend in attendance is
encouraging.
Average monthly giving also increased substantially for Church 3 during the
coaching time. The pre-coaching average of $170.91 increased $55.92 during the
coaching months to an average of $226.83. Giving was not one of the additional factors
chosen in the pre-coaching survey by this church. The pastor did preach on giving,
however, so that may have had an impact on why people increased their giving, along
with the fact that more people were attending, and more people gave financially as a
result. Enough evidence is available in this case to support that the coaching somehow
had an impact, indirectly, if not directly.
The same can be said regarding the number of small groups. Prior to the coaching,
and prior to the arrival of the pastor, no groups met. Once the new pastor started at the
church in January 2010, groups began meeting. The number of groups increased once the
coaching began, but then fell back down to a smaller number in the latter months. A
lessening in the number of groups during the coaching period may have been due to a
reworking of the small group strategy mid-stream. In my coaching meetings with the
pastor, we discussed how the existing groups could become not only small groups in the
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traditional sense, but multiplying prayer groups as well. The pastor effected this transition
during the coaching time. He combined some groups to become more prayer focused,
rather than function as traditional small groups. The coaching seems to have had an
impact on the multiplication of small groups. The pastor had a vision for multiplying
small groups prior to the coaching, and the coaching helped him identify the sort of
strategy best for the church. Time will reveal if the growth trend in the number of small
groups continues.
Church 4
Church 4 is located on the outskirts of Metro Manila in a nearby province and is
one of FECPI’s older churches. The pastor I coached has been the senior pastor for
twelve years. The church has been worshipping in the same facility from the beginning.
This facility is located along a national highway in a heavily populated commercial area.
The church has a substantial building fund and plans to buy a lot and build or renovate in
the near future when it finds a building or lot in the right location at the right price.
Prior to the coaching, the church averaged 78.83 attendance each month. During
the coaching the attendance dropped to an average of 66.5, a drop in the average Sunday
attendance of 12.33 people per month. The church was in an attendance decline prior to
the coaching. At the end of the coaching, however, raw data shows that attendance began
to pick up slightly. This increase could be interpreted as an impact of the coaching.
Average giving per month prior to the coaching in Church 4 was erratic,
averaging $1,426.67 on a downward trend. During the coaching, average giving was
noticeably down in comparison to pre-coaching levels, but on an upward trend for the
duration of the coaching time. This upward trend could be attributed to the coaching.
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The number of small groups decreased almost two groups per month. Part of the
reason for this decrease is that the pastor implemented a new small group strategy in
response to the coaching. The old strategy had become stagnant and was not producing
new groups. After implementing the new strategy, some of the groups that were small
and ineffective were combined with other groups, causing a decrease in the number of
groups. The pastor recruited a new staff person to be responsible for the small group
ministry. Though the coaching may have had zero or negative impact statistically on the
growth of the church, the statistics do not indicate what was actually happening in the
small groups of the church. Additional tracking of small group multiplication statistics in
future months may reveal a more accurate determination of the impact of the coaching.
Church 5
Church 5 is located in a province several hours north of Manila and is set in a
rural, agricultural town. The church meets in a school building in the town center on
Sundays for services. It does not own property and has no building fund, though these
desires are often brought before the Lord in prayer. Many of the members have family
that work overseas. The church is partially supported by these connections. The pastor
has been leading the church for three years, but has been attending the church for seven
years. He is currently studying part-time at Faith Bible College.
The average monthly attendance in Church 5 decreased by 7.58 people per month.
The average for the twelve months prior to coaching is higher in part due to the large
number of attendees in September 2009. Every September the church celebrates its
anniversary. On one Sunday in September 2009, the church invited several other
churches in the area for a celebration. Attendance was very high at that service, thus
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increasing the average. In September 2010, no invitation was issued to the other
churches, and thus created a lower average. In spite of this, the coaching of preaching,
personal spiritual maturity, and small group multiplication still did not seem to have had
an impact on average monthly attendance.
Average monthly giving also decreased between the two measurement areas, from
$370.84 to $288, a difference of $82.84. I coached giving at Church 5, since this area was
one of the additional factors determined by the survey. Giving is affected in the
community of Church 5 by the ups and downs of the agricultural seasons. Some years are
better than others are. The pastor reported to me that the previous year had been a good
year for crops, but 2010 was not a good year. The giving levels reflect this, according to
the pastor. Uncontrollable factors, therefore, may limit the impact of coaching giving in a
church. In Church 5, determining the impact of coaching on giving due to these factors is
difficult. The other churches’ statistics in this study will better inform to what extent
coaching impacts giving.
Church 5 experienced an increase in the average number of small groups during
the coaching of 2.25 groups. This improvement in the number of groups is significant and
suggests that coaching may have had an impact. A corresponding increase was not noted
in average attendance or giving, however. Though the number of groups increased, the
church still did not seem to grow. Recruiting current members to join small groups may
account for this discrepancy.
Church 6
Church 6 is located three hours north of Manila in the capital city of a province.
FECPI church planting teams established the church about ten years ago. The fellowship
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has met in several different rented locations during that time. The church is presently
meeting on the outskirts of the city in the garage of one of its members. The garage is
adjacent to a lot the church has purchased and is presently building upon. The senior
pastor whom I coached has been leading the church for about two and a half years.
The statistics for average monthly attendance between pre-coaching and during
coaching changed very little. Although the statistics are erratic from month to month
during the whole eighteen months, over time the church exhibits stability in attendance.
Coaching in the three areas seemed to have little impact on worship attendance.
Giving increased significantly during the coaching time. Prior to coaching the
average monthly giving was $173.25. During coaching, the average increased $59.59 per
month. Part of the reason for this increase may be due to increased giving for the building
project. Another reason, however, may be that giving was also coached as one of the
additional survey-determined factors. I coached the pastor on how to preach on giving
using Stanley’s method, and on how to share stories and give challenges prior to taking
up the offering each Sunday. Coaching in this area may account for the increase in
giving.
The average number of small groups at Church 6 nearly doubled during the
coaching time, from 3.91 pre-coaching, to a 6.83 average during coaching. In the twelve
months prior to coaching, the number of small groups decreased in the first six months,
and then increased over the second six months. This trend continued into the coaching
process, indicating a stronger vision for multiplying small groups. The coaching process
reinforced this vision, gave guidelines, and strengthened the small group multiplication
methodology. More groups were the result.
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The coaching process seemed to be more effective when a vision was already in
place for small group multiplication. This observation warrants further exploration as the
answers to this and the other research questions are further researched.
Summary of Findings on Research Question 1
In order to obtain an overall sense of how the coaching of preaching, personal
spiritual maturity, and small group multiplication impacted all the churches, I combined
their average monthly statistics and compared the average of the pre-coaching months to
the averages of the months during coaching (see Table 4.4, p. 131).
The stipulation made in earlier chapters was that if a 10 percent increase occurred
in each of the categories, then the fact would demonstrate that the coaching had an impact
on the growth of the church. Average attendance for the combined churches decreased
during the coaching. Average giving also decreased during coaching. The average
number of small groups increased by .8 points during coaching which is slightly more
than a ten percent increase. The results indicate that the coaching had an impact on the
number of small groups, but not on attendance or giving.
From the research presented here, making a connection between coaching and
growth in the churches is difficult, except in the case of small group multiplication. Four
of the churches showed increases in the number of small groups during the time of the
coaching, with one showing a downward trend in number of groups prior to the
beginning of the coaching process, but a reversal and regain toward a positive trend
during the coaching. Only one church showed a decrease in total number of groups
during the coaching, but as explained, this decrease was due in part to the implementation
of a new small group strategy after a stagnant one was failing. The new strategy may take
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some time to mature and show a significant statistical impact. Among all the churches
together, however, a significant increase in average attendance or giving did not surface,
even though the number of groups increased. Coaching of small group multiplication,
therefore, had an impact on the number of small groups, but not necessarily on the
growth of the churches.
Average attendance in three of the churches declined from the twelve months
before to the six months during the coaching. Two remained the same, and one increased
significantly. The coaching therefore had no impact on the attendance of the churches.
Gaining in attendance, however, was not an aspect that was coached. A correlation
between the two is difficult to make. More statistics collected in succeeding months may
show a stronger connection between coaching and increased attendance, but the
parameters of this study do not allow such an observation to be made.
Finally, as noted earlier, a correlation between factors coached and increases in
the statistics of those factors seems to be present, as seen in the discussion on small group
multiplication. Otherwise, due to uncontrolled factors the churches experienced, such as
drought, celebrations, economic conditions, downward trends, vision, or lack thereof, to
make a specific correlation to the impact of the coaching on the growth of the church is
difficult. The correlation to the additional two survey-determined factors coached and the
impact on church growth is explored in answering Research Question #2.
Research Question #2
What additional leadership factors do FECPI church attendees perceive as
needing coached in the pastor to affect growth of their church?
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Examining the results of the pre-coaching survey addressed this question. The
survey elicited two additional factors respective to each church coached in addition to the
three pre-selected ones. Next, as mentioned above in the summary to Research Question
#1, I reviewed other factors determined by the pre-coaching survey that I specifically
coached and included in the statistics. This review further clarified and determined the
impact of coaching that particular factor on church growth. Finally, I examined the
results from the post-coaching survey and compared the results of the first survey to see
if perceptions of the people in the church changed due to the coaching.
Pre-Coaching Survey Data
The data examined in this section came from the second page of the pre-coaching
survey. The first page of the survey asked for biographical data examined previously, and
the third page established the basis for comparison in the post-coaching survey. The
second page contains twenty statements in Likert-type scale format. The respondents
rated the various factors they felt were important to their church’s effectiveness. In the
survey, the respondents rated no more than five factors in the very important category.
When scoring the survey, if the respondent chose any of the three preselected factors it
did not count toward the selection of the additional factor. I took the next two highest
factors not among the three preselected factors. The two highest scoring factors chosen
by each church’s ten respondents constituted the two additional factors coached for each
church. Table 4.5 lists the results for each of the six churches from the pre-coaching
survey.
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The top factor selected by the survey respondents in five of the churches was
prayer. Giving was the next factor, which three of the churches selected. Four other
factors selected were one-on-one discipleship, good praise and worship, a comfortable
place to worship, and leadership, as listed in table 4.5. I coached both factors for each
church respectively as selected by that church in the survey.

Table 4.5. Top Two Scoring Factors to Be Coached as Determined by Pre-Coaching
Survey, p. 2.
Church

Factors to Be Coached

1

1. Giving

2. One-on-one discipleship

2

1. Prayer

2. Good praise and worship

3

1. Prayer

2. Comfortable place to worship

4

1. Prayer

2. Leadership

5

1. Giving

2. Prayer

6

1. Giving

2. Prayer

When the survey was complete and the results tallied, I spent time preparing to
coach the new factors for inclusion in the coaching plan. I also needed to learn from the
pastor what he was doing in each one of the areas so I would not replicate anything he
was already doing. My goal was to help the pastor think through how he was currently
operating in that particular factor area, set some goals, and then come up with a plan
together.
Coaching the Prayer Ministry
Most of the churches already had an active prayer ministry in the form of a
weekly prayer meeting, or prayer time in the small groups. I asked the pastors in their
first coaching session if they thought what he was currently doing in the prayer ministry
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was effective and how the small groups contributed to the prayer ministry. In most cases,
the pastor admitted that competition between the prayer ministry and the small groups
existed. Coaching focused, therefore, on how to address this conflict, as well as how to
make prayer more effective in the current format each church employed.
Typically, in the case of making church prayer meetings more effective, I
assigned the pastor to do a study of group prayer in the Bible in order to help him
evaluate the why and how of prayer. When the pastor completed his study, we discussed
possible applications and tracked implementation together. In cases where the prayer
ministry was already active, the pastor and I would discuss strengths and weaknesses of
the prayer meetings in order to discern new ways the Lord might be leading the church to
pray. For instance, I discovered in a couple of churches that they gathered for prayer
mainly to pray for ill health among members, or for upcoming and present ministries in
the church. I suggested that group prayer could incorporate these things, but also prayer
for the surrounding community. I encouraged the pastor to evaluate the community
around the church to discover needs of people, and issues of injustice or wickedness.
Once discerned, the church could pray for those things in their meetings.
Competition between prayer meetings and small groups occurs because of the
time commitments demanded from people to attend meetings during the week in addition
to worship services, worship team practice, elders meetings, and so on. In these cases, I
coached the pastor to try to combine the meetings and have both purposes met in the one
meeting. While preparing to coach the pastor in the prayer ministry, I found a little
pamphlet written by Robert Coleman entitled Introducing the Prayer Cell: A Guide to
One of the Great Spiritual Disciplines of the Christian Life. This pamphlet, written more
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than fifty years ago, was very helpful to the pastors in combining the multiplication
aspects of small groups with a prayer emphasis. The writing gave them a construct on
which to understand how to have a prayer ministry without competing against the small
groups. The tool also unexpectedly introduced an evangelistic component into the mix.
Members of the church can start prayer cells or groups by asking people they meet if they
would like prayer. If the non-believer is open to this, the member of the church can
suggest they meet again for prayer the next week: a prayer cell starts! Over time, others
are invited, a format is established, and the church grows. Unfortunately, this pattern
began implementing toward the middle of the coaching process. It took time to train
people and create a vision for the prayer cells, which by then was toward the end of the
coaching. Although several of the churches implemented such a pattern, the impact on
the churches is difficult to show in the statistics due to the lack of time. However, the
pastors and churches were very enthusiastic about the prayer cells and many of them are
still ongoing and being formed as of this writing. The impact of the prayer cells may not
be discerned until several months from now.
Coaching Giving
Some of the churches selected giving as one of the factors to coach. Giving is one
of the areas that specifically relates to the impact of coaching since the statistics tracked
the progress. I began coaching the pastor in giving by first asking him how he took up the
offering, how often he preached on giving, and by examining current levels of giving
with him. Typically, ushers took up offerings during the service and prayed a prayer over
it. From time to time, an elder of the church read a passage of scripture prior to taking up
the offering. Most of the pastors shared that they preached on giving when the church
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was in financial need, which usually happened two or three times a year. Finally, I
observed that giving levels were up one month and down the next. Accurate budgeting is
difficult for churches when giving is erratic. Considering all this, coaching plans
addressed how to help improve giving.
Instead of just taking up offerings, I encouraged the pastor to use the offering time
as an opportunity to engage the hearts of the congregation by telling them a story or
sharing an illustration about some aspect of giving or money before collecting the
offering. I referred them to resources on the Internet where they could find illustrations or
stories (e.g., Sermon Central, Sermon Illustrations). This idea was new for them and once
they started implementing the plan they reported that the people seemed to pay more
attention and be more excited about the offering time than previously. I also discussed
how to preach about giving using Stanley and Jones’ method. When I first started
evaluating their preaching, I noticed that nearly all of the pastors used guilt as a primary
motivational factor in their preaching. Using guilt happened in sermons on giving too. I
coached them to use a more positive, engaging, and heart-touching approach rather than
guilt. They made these changes in their preaching style and they reported a change in the
interest levels of the congregation. However, giving levels did not increase during the
coaching time, as seen in the statistics previously noted. The lack of impact on giving
from the coaching may be due to other factors, because coaching the pastor on giving is
not coaching the people on giving. The lack of impact on giving may also be because the
coaching was ineffective and should have employed other strategies.
Coaching Other Factors
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I prepared to coach the remaining four factors in similar fashion to the way I
prepared to coach giving and prayer. First, I researched what the pastor was doing in that
area of ministry in the church, then prepared a strategy for coaching. I then met with the
pastor and coached him. In some cases, I had previous experience from which I shared;
other cases were simply a matter of thinking through with the coach how to address
concerns in the area. Often, the pastor had never thought about what to do to address
things like a comfortable place to worship, or what constituted effective praise and
worship. Thinking through the areas was sometimes enough to begin the coaching
process for a particular factor. Again, however, considering the statistics noted so far,
coaching these factors did not seem to have an impact on the growth of the church, and to
make a direct correlation between the two is difficult.
Comparing Post-Coaching Survey Results to Pre-Coaching Survey Results
The final aspect of the coaching process examined for its impact on church
growth was the comparison of the post-coaching survey results to the pre-coaching
survey results. Comparison of these results revealed the impact coaching had on the
perceptions of the church members as I coached the five factors.
Six months elapsed between the pre-coaching survey and the post-coaching
survey. This amount of time was enough for the pastor to make changes in leadership and
ministry strategies due to coaching. Most likely, people noticed the changes and their
perceptions, preferences, and feelings about the church’s and pastor’s effectiveness were
impacted. Table 4.6 examines the changes between page 2 of the pre- and post-coaching
surveys to see if changes were made in the two additional factors from pre- to postcoaching survey. Next, the differences between page 3 of the pre- and post-coaching
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surveys were examined to identify changes people noted in the church and pastor as a
result of the coaching.

Table 4.6. Comparison of Top Two Scoring Factors to be Coached between PreCoaching and Post-Coaching Surveys, p. 2.
Church

Pre-Coaching

Post-Coaching

1

Giving/One-on-one
discipleship

Giving/Prayer

2

Prayer/Good praise and
worship

Prayer/Giving

3

Prayer/Comfortable place to
worship

Prayer/Giving

4

Prayer/Leadership

Prayer/Sending out
evangelism teams

5

Prayer/Giving

Giving/Good Praise and
Worship

6

Prayer/Giving

Prayer/Giving

Examination of these results reveals that five of the churches (Churches 1–5) kept
one of the factors from the pre-coaching survey, and one factor changed. One church
(Church 6) kept both of the same factors. Two possibilities account for the change. First,
the changes came because of the change in people’s perception caused by the factor
coached, and the corresponding change in activities, ministries, and preaching, noted in
the preacher. Second, the changes occurred because different groups of people took the
first and second surveys.
Under the first possibility, I coached giving to the pastors of Churches 1, 5, and 6
according to the results of the first survey. The results for these churches on the second
survey also included giving. This outcome was indicative of awareness in the people of
the importance of giving for an effective church. Since I coached giving in these
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churches, the awareness was strengthened because it appeared again in the second survey
in the same three churches. In the case of Churches 2 through 6, the respondents selected
prayer as a factor for coaching in the pre-coaching survey. The same held true in the
post-coaching survey with the exception of Church 5. Since I coached prayer in these
churches, these results suggest that respondents’ awareness of the importance of prayer
for a church to be effective strengthened. Every other result in the post-coaching survey
that was not a result in the pre-coaching survey (prayer in Church 1, giving in Church 2,
giving in Church 3, sending out evangelism teams in Church 4, and good praise and
worship in Church 5), however, was not coached. Factors such as what the pastor
preached on (giving, for example in Churches 2 and 3), or what activities the pastor
engaged the church in as a result of new perspectives or ideas caused by the coaching
(sending out evangelism teams, for example, in Church 4), or a new awareness of the
impact poor praise and worship has on the church due to coaching for excellence in other
areas of ministry (Church 5), account for the changes between the pre- and post-coaching
surveys. Having different people take the post-coaching survey is probably a less
impacting factor for causing the changes from the first survey than the coaching.
Comparison of Page 3 between the Pre- and Post-Coaching Surveys
Page 3 of both surveys asked the respondents to rate the pastor and church in
nineteen areas. These nineteen areas correspond to the factors for church growth that
were either coached, or were potential for coaching. Asking them to rate the pastor and
church in these areas and then comparing the results between the first and second survey
yields data that shows how respondents perceived the pastor and/or church improved in
the nineteen factors because of the coaching.
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I composed the questions in the form of statements, to which the respondent could
choose to respond Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree. I assigned a
value of 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively, to each response category, beginning with 4 being
given to Strongly Agree, counted the number of responses in each category for each
question, multiplied by the number assigned to each category, then divided by the
number of respondents (ten) for each church. This computation yielded a mean (M) for
each question. I added the mean from each question for each church and divided by the
number of questions (nineteen) to reach the mean in Table 4.7 for each church. I repeated
this step for both surveys. The composite score is the total of the means added together
for each of the nineteen questions for each church. Changes in the mean and composite
scores between the pre- and post-coaching surveys indicate a change in the level of
perception in the survey respondents of the impact on the church and pastor of the overall
coaching process. Table 4.7 shows the pre- and post-coaching means and composite
scores for each church. The Total row indicates the average mean for all churches and the
average composite score from the pre- and post-coaching surveys.
Examination of Table 4.7 shows that Churches 1 and 2 decreased in their mean
and composite scores, while Churches 3, 4, 5, and 6 increased their mean and composite
scores between the pre- and post-coaching surveys. For Churches 1 and 2, therefore, a
negative perception occurred in survey respondents of the effectiveness of the church and
pastor in the nineteen areas listed in the survey. For Churches 3, 4, 5, and 6, a positive
perception occurred in the survey respondents of the effectiveness of the church and
pastor in the nineteen areas listed in the survey. Noting that the mean occurs in the range
of high two and low three shows a predominant correspondence to the Agree category on
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the surveys. Therefore, though the trend is negative in two of the churches, the starting
point is still positive and reflects a good perception about the church overall. Comparing
the total Mean scores between the pre- and post-coaching surveys shows a 10 percent
increase overall in perceptions of the effectiveness of the churches and pastors
attributable to the coaching (3.15 to 3.18 = .3 or 10 percent). This result suggests overall
that the coaching had a positive impact on the pastor and church as perceived by the
survey respondents in the second survey.

Table 4.7. Comparison of Means and Composite Scores between Pre- and PostCoaching Surveys
Pre-Coaching

Post Coaching

Church
M

Composite

M

Composite

1

3.38

64.40

3.07

58.50

2

3.18

60.60

2.78

53.00

3

3.02

57.40

3.24

61.70

4

3.44

65.40

3.45

65.60

5

3.18

60.50

3.40

64.70

6

2.75

52.40

3.17

60.40

Total

3.15

60.11

3.18

60.65

Research Question #3
How does the Situational Leadership model contribute to the effectiveness of the
coaching process?
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Using Situational Leadership in the Coaching Process
I used the form in Appendix F after each coaching session with a coachee to
determine the coachee’s Situational Leadership readiness level to implement the changes
we talked about in the session. During the session, I took notes on my laptop regarding
how the coachee responded to the discussion, plans, and actions needed to improve or
accomplish his goals in the factor coached. After the session, I reviewed my notes and
made a check mark indicating the coachee’s readiness level on the form for each of the
five factors coached. After determining the readiness level for each of the five factors
discussed during the session, I then wrote the coaching plan for the next session based on
that response. For example, if the coachee scored Unable but Insecure in the preaching
area, according to the Situational Leadership model, I planned a directive approach for
the next session. Being directive meant giving very clear instructions to the pastor on
what to do, how to do it, etc. However, if a coachee scored Able but Unwilling in the
preaching area, I used a coaching approach, offering ideas in preaching for him to
practice, new perspectives for him to think about, and suggesting other possibilities for
implementation in his preaching. I followed this up in succeeding coaching sessions.
After every coaching session, I again assigned a Situational Leadership readiness level to
the coachee and appropriately adapted my coaching plan and style for the next meeting.
Parenthetically, I found that I did not like the word unwilling as a readiness level.
Unwilling has negative connotations. Most times when I discussed changes the pastor
needed to make in his preaching, he was not unwilling in this negative sense to try
anything, but he was hesitant or uncertain that it would work or make a difference. I
preferred to think of this readiness level as uncertain or unconfident rather than unwilling.
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Over the course of the six-month preaching time, the Situational Leadership
readiness levels the pastor exhibited changed frequently for each of the factors. During
one session, a pastor may have scored Unable and Insecure in the small group
multiplication area. During the next session two weeks later, however, he may have
scored Unable and Willing. The pastor’s response level depended on many factors such
as his experience level in the area, his emotional state, his reaction to the statistics of the
church that we reviewed in the session, or on his belief that what I was coaching him in
was necessary or would be helpful to the him or the church. Generally, my goal as a
coach was to help the pastor move toward the Able and Willing readiness level in all
factors by the end of the coaching time.
At the final coaching session, most of the pastors had made significant progress
toward the Able and Willing readiness levels for every factor. One of the pastors scored
Able and Willing for every factor. Others still showed hesitancy in some areas, such as
the journaling, and therefore needed additional coaching so they would continue moving
forward in their leadership progress of the church. The differences in scoring of the
Situational Leadership readiness levels, even after six months of coaching, demonstrates
that coaching results were still dependent upon the response of the coachee to the issues
coached. This finding suggests that factors coached that the coachee has personal interest
in or vision for, rather than being coached in areas someone else thinks are important,
have a greater chance of impacting the church.
The Final Interview as a Determinant of Situational Leadership Effectiveness
After completion of the coaching process and post-coaching survey, I interviewed
each pastor to see how they felt about the coaching process. I did not ask them
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specifically what they thought about the Situational Leadership model for coaching since
I did not tell them that I was using it. I used the Situational Leadership model as a tool to
help in planning coaching meetings, and to guide the coaching sessions. Their knowing
about the use of Situational Leadership was not necessary, although if they asked I told
them about the method. I did not ask about Situational Leadership in their final interview.
Instead, I asked them questions on how they felt about the impact of the coaching upon
them and upon their church (see Appendix H). Questioning this way, in effect,
determines the effectiveness of Situational Leadership: If the coaching was effective, then
Situational Leadership was effective.
I used the open-source computer program called Weft QDA to help me evaluate
the data from the final interviews. I had transcribed the interviews onto my laptop as I
gave them. Using Weft QDA, I categorized the responses of each pastor to each question
to find themes and locate similar and multiple responses. I evaluated the impact of the
coaching, and thus Situational Leadership, from that data.
The ten final interview questions asked in various ways how the coaching
impacted the pastor and the church. I grouped the responses of the coachees into similar
categories. The responses and the corresponding number of similar responses are shown
in the two columns above. Combined and tabulated, the columns indicate where the
coaching had the most impact. Table 4.8 tabulates these results. Responses with similar
meanings are grouped and totaled together. The number in parentheses beside the
response category shows the question from which the response came. After totaling the
number of similar responses and tabulating them in the right hand column, I assigned a
new name to create a new response grouping.
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In the Focus row, I grouped all responses in which the coachee said the coaching
helped bring better focus to what he was presently doing in the church, or brought new
awareness of what needed to be addressed in the church. In the final coachee interview,
twenty-eight responses dealt in some way with focus. This category has the largest
number of responses and indicates the primary impact of the coaching. Often, pastors do
activities and ministry because that is what has always been done, the exercises are
expected, and they do not evaluate what the impact is to the church. Responses in this
category showed that the coaching helped bring those activities into better focus, or made
the pastor aware of needs in the church to address. Through the coaching, the pastor
learned why the church does what it does, what it needs to do, and how the particular
activity or ministry impacts or does not impact the church.
Twelve responses in the interviews suggested the coaching helped them be more
organized and prepared. I named the responses in this category Organize and Prepare.
Being organized and prepared as a leader brings structure, efficiency, and effectiveness. I
included aspects such as administration and decision-making in this category because
they impact organization and preparation. The coaching helped the pastors in these areas
and impacted the church positively.
The coachees reported fourteen times in the interviews how the coaching helped
them to learn and to apply what they learn. I named this category Learn and Apply. They
reported that they found many helpful things to implement in their churches because of
what they learned in the coaching process. They did not just learn them but applied what
they learned.
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The category of responses with the second largest number was the category of
Discipleship. Twenty-five responses had something do with how the coaching impacted
the coachees’ spiritual growth, or how the coachee began to disciple and delegate to
others. The coachees experienced a relationship where personal and ministry issues were
discussed in confidence. They learned to value that relationship and saw a difference in
their lives. Seeing the value of this impact in their own lives encouraged them to begin to
replicate the fellowship with the leaders in their church. They did not implement a
coaching program per se but began to invest in the lives of others, especially leaders,
because of what they experienced in the coaching. They realized this kind of relationship
was the key to growth in their church, if not numerically, then spiritually.
The other categories of responses indicated how the coachees felt the coaching
enhanced their preaching, made them better leaders, helped the church give more, and
helped the church grow. The declining numbers of responses in these categories showed
that the coaching made a difference in them, but not at major levels. Two other categories
of responses indicate that the coachees wanted the coaching to continue for a longer time,
and that they enjoyed the fellowship of the other coachees.
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Table 4.8. Impact of Coaching from Final Interview
Response Categories
(1) Focus
(1) Share Vision
(2) Awareness
(3) Brought Focus
(3) New Awareness
(4) Focus
(5) Focus on Goals
(5) More Ministry Opportunities
(6) Focus on Visitation
(6) Become More Aware
(8) Brought Focus
(1) Organized
(1) Preparation
(4) Preparation
(7) Administration
(7) Decision Making
(7) Attendance and Ushering
(1) New Methods
(3) Learned Value of Study
(4) Apply what I Learned
(8) Helpful
(10) Learned a Lot
(1) Discipled
(1) Disciple Others
(3) More Accountability
(4) Disciple Others
(4) Priorities
(5) More Discipleship
(6) Need to Preach on Xtn. Growth
(6) Delegate More
(8) Accountability
(10) Need More Coaching
(10) Want to Imitate You

Total Number of Similar Responses

28
Focus and Awareness

12
Organize and Prepare

14
Learn and Apply

25
Discipleship and Accountability

(1) Better Preaching
(1) Improved Preaching
(10) Videoing Sermon Helped

12
Better Preaching

(1) Better Leadership
(1) More Humble
(6) I need to Improve
(6) Leadership

7
Better Leadership

(3) Coach Visits
(3) More Frequent Coaching
(8) More Meetings
(9) About right
(9) Too Short
(2) More Groups
(2) Youth More Involved
(2) More Involvement
(5) Church Will Grow
(7) Evangelism

11
Wanted More Coaching

13
Growth

(2) Improved Giving
(5) Improved Giving

6
Giving

(10) Enjoyed Meeting Other Coachees

2
Fellowship
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Using Situational Leadership as a coaching model had a direct impact on these
responses because of the way I coached the factors. The adaptability and responsiveness
of Situational Leadership as a coaching model seemed to enhance focus and awareness in
the pastor of the needs and circumstances existing in the church that, if addressed, would
help the church grow. The model also enhanced personal discipleship of the pastor and
caused him to begin to disciple others.
Summary of Major Findings
Coaching of pastors in FECPI churches has had an impact on the pastors and on
the churches, but not in expected ways. The data gathered from the FECPI church
statistics, from the pre- and post-coaching surveys, from the notes and data gathered in
the coach’s notebook during the coaching process, and the post-coaching interview with
the coachees revealed the following major findings:
1. FECPI monthly report data and the pre- and post-survey responses indicate
that coaching generally impacts growth in the area specifically coached, and not
necessarily in the overall growth of the church.
2. Observations gained during the coaching process suggest that the coachee
should be more involved in deciding factors to be coached. Already having a vision for a
particular factor enhanced the impact of the coaching in that factor on the coachee.
3. Data from the comparison of the pre- and post-coaching surveys indicate that
in most of the churches an increase in the positive perception of the effectiveness of the
church and pastor over the six months of the coaching can be attributed to the coaching.
4. Post-coaching interviews with the coachees suggest that using Situational
Leadership as a coaching strategy contributed to increased focus and awareness in the
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coachee of current realities in the church, and highlighted the need to address these
realities to strengthen the church.
5. Post-coaching interviews with the coachees also suggest that using Situational
Leadership as a coaching strategy created in the coachee a value of being discipled and of
discipling others.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
A desire to find ways to assist FECPI churches in overcoming their weak record
of growth and becoming a viable force for spiritual transformation in their respective
communities stimulated this research. With the exception of Faith Fellowship Aurora,
most FECPI churches rarely reach more than one hundred average attendance, struggle to
meet financial obligations, and rarely multiply small groups. Training models and
leadership methods taught to FECPI leaders in the past seemed to have no corresponding
impact on FECPI churches in terms of growth. Since research has shown that coaching is
effective in helping leaders and organizations grow, and since Paul’s model of coaching
and mentoring Timothy had an impact on the churches they planted, coaching pastors of
FECPI churches in key areas seemed plausible as a means to stimulate growth in FECPI
churches. Additionally, Situational Leadership as a coaching model gave promise of
effectiveness when applied to coaching FECPI pastors because of its adaptability to the
personalities, situations, and needs of the pastors and their churches.
The major findings of this study reveal that coaching the five key areas had an
impact on the pastor and on the church, but not necessarily in terms of numerical growth.
Generally, however, the areas specifically coached showed some movement toward
growth. The findings also show that Situational Leadership as a coaching model is
effective in creating awareness and focus in the pastor of what needs to be done in the
church. Using Situational Leadership also stimulated new values in the pastor, which may
eventually lead to church growth. The following paragraphs evaluate and discuss these
findings in detail.
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Coaching Affects Area Coached
FECPI monthly report data and the pre- and post-survey responses indicated that
coaching generally impacts growth in the area specifically coached, and not necessarily
in the overall growth of the church. Collins (15), Tinnon (85), and Knight (3), however,
observe the effectiveness of coaching on overall organizational growth and development.
This finding differs slightly from their postulations. I observed that coaching more
specifically produced growth in the area coached and not necessarily in the whole church.
The reason for this difference may be because of the length of time I coached the FECPI
pastors, which may not have been long enough to show the impact on the church
statistically.
The data in Table 4.4 (p. 131) shows the impact of the coaching on specific areas
coached. The totals for all churches in average attendance and average giving between
pre-coaching and post-coaching both declined. However, in the area of small group
multiplication, the total for all churches increased between pre- and post-coaching.
Notably, all pastors had coaching in small group multiplication. A few of the pastors had
coaching in giving because that is what their church’s pre-coaching survey indicated as a
factor important to their church’s effectiveness. Coaching the pastors in how to increase
attendance did not take place. The one factor coached to all pastors was the only one that
increased in the data. Coaching all factors to all the pastors, therefore, may have
produced the desired results.
Coaching all the factors was not the intent of this study, however. The three
statistical areas tracked indicate the overall coaching impact on the growth of the church
and coaching those areas specifically was not part of the plan, with the exception of small
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group multiplication. As noted in Chapter 1, spiritual growth is difficult to track.
Tracking the measurements of average attendance and average giving served as spiritual
thermometers gauging what God was doing in the leader and the church, partly because
of the coaching. Meeting regularly with the coachees and hearing their stories of how
giving was affected by agricultural seasons, by building projects, or by the
socioeconomic realities of the people in the community developed the realization that
often, no matter what a coach or pastor does, things do not always turn out as hoped.
Another factor contributing to lack of growth in the churches may be that the
coaching process had flaws. Insufficient planning, setting unrealistic goals, not enough
time together as coach and coachee, coaching too many factors, or too short of a coaching
time for the coaching relationship could all have contributed to the lack of growth. Still,
the fact that movement took place in the number of small groups as an area coached is
encouraging. The percentage of increase in the number of groups due to coaching in that
area suggests that if other coaching occurred in attendance and giving for all churches a
corresponding increase in those areas would have appeared as well.
Other factors may be involved in why the coaching did not produce the desired
effect on the churches. The discussion of the second finding below suggests that the
coachee should be involved in deciding the factors for coaching, which will create more
interest and involvement on the part of the coachee and may result in a greater impact.
Coachee Participation in Selection of Factors Coached
Observations gained during the coaching process suggest that the coachee should
be more involved in deciding upon factors for coaching. Already having a vision for a
particular factor enhances the impact of the coaching in that factor on the coachee. My
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examination of the literature focused more on models for coaches to apply in coaching
settings. I did not explore coaching literature that examines the perspective and role of
the coachee in the coaching process. Additional insights may have been gained if I had
done so.
This study presented the coachee with three preselected factors in which he would
receive coaching. The pre-coaching survey respondents selected two additional factors
for coaching. The coachee had no choice in the selection of the five areas coached. Upon
reflection, coachee involvement in the selection process of some of the factors coached
may have created a greater impact. Collins notes that people generally get a coach
because they need help (70). Rarely does a coach present a person with the need for
coaching. Usually, the person with the need approaches the coach and asks for help. The
FECPI pastors were probably not aware that obtaining a coach was an option.
In this study, however, I approached the coachee and asked them if they were
willing. All agreed because they wanted their ministries strengthened and their churches
to grow. They accepted the factors in which coaching would take place because they
signed the coaching agreement. Asking them in what area they would like to receive
coaching may have strengthened the impact of the coaching because of a pre-existing
vision in them. Burt Nanus observes, ―There is no more powerful engine driving an
organization toward excellence and long-range success than an attractive, worthwhile,
and achievable vision of the future, widely shared‖ (qtd. in Collins 118). A coachee’s
awareness of and commitment to a need in his own life or ministry—that is, having a
vision—creates a desire to work harder and find success in that area of need. Future
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coaching projects sensitive to coachee vision should give the coachee an opportunity to
suggest coaching factors.
Considering the example of Paul and Timothy, and even that of Jesus and the
twelve disciples, both Paul and Jesus initiated the relationship with their protégés.
Timothy and the twelve left everything to follow their leaders. They submitted to their
leaders’ agenda totally until it became their own. When they fully internalized the
leaders’ agenda, they were free to live it out on their own in the context of their
ministries. For a coach to provide strong direction to a coachee is valuable, especially in
early stages. Coachees do not always know what is best for them. In light of this evidence
and the findings of this research, a combined coaching effort in which the coach initially
directs the relationship, and then gradually allows vision casting and development by the
coachee would prove most profitable to accomplishing the objectives of the coaching.
Coaching Affects Perceptions in the Church
Data from the comparison of the pre- and post-coaching surveys indicate that in
most of the churches an increase in the positive perception of the effectiveness of the
church and pastor over the six months of the coaching is attributable to the coaching (see
Table 4.7, p. 150).
During the six months of the coaching process, I tried to be as unobtrusive as
possible in the church. I attended every church once every six weeks for the sermon
evaluation and video. The people saw me in attendance, and knew I was coaching their
pastors, but they did not know in what I was coaching them. Not knowing the area in
which I was coaching their pastor helped elicit a more accurate perception of the
coaching impact in the second survey.
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The different groups that took the pre-coaching and post-coaching survey in each
church may also account for the effect upon perception of the coaching. A review of
Table 4.3 (p. 125), however, together with a comparison to Table 4.7 (p. 150) shows that
the changes in the demographics of the respondents have no correlation to whether or not
the perception increased or decreased. In Table 4.7, for example, Churches 1 and 2 show
a decrease in the overall perception of coaching impact. Conversely, Table 4.3 shows that
the average age for respondents between the pre- and post-coaching surveys decreased on
average by 8.5 years. In Church 2, the average age increased by 5.7 years among the
respondents taking the second survey. Additional contradictory changes took place
between Churches 1 and 2 in the other categories on Table 4.3. Evidently then, not
having the exact same people take the pre- and post-coaching surveys had no impact on
the outcome of the perceptions of the coaching.
The area where I expected perceptions to change the most was preaching. People
easily notice changes in preaching style, especially if the change was for the better. I
noted during the preaching evaluations early in the coaching process that several of the
congregations seemed restless and inattentive during the pastor’s sermon. As time went
on and the pastor became more experienced in preaching in the Stanley method, I noticed
more attentiveness in the people during the messages, indicating that they were more
interested in listening to the pastor. The pastors also shared that the people gave them
positive comments after a message given in the Stanley method. The mean and composite
scores from Table 4.7 (p. 150) reflect this anecdotal change in perception of coaching
impact in a general, though not specific sense.
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The overall increase in mean and composite scores between the pre- and postcoaching surveys in all churches indicates that people were generally pleased with the
results of the coaching in the life of the pastors. A greater level of improvement occurring
between the two surveys would have been better, but the life of a church and the things
that impact attendance and giving cannot be controlled. I noted in the last chapter what
some of these factors were in the case of the churches coached and how in spite of them
growth still occurred, even in negatively scoring churches. Though I have no way to
verify feelings, I am confident that the people in each church were pleased that their
pastor received coaching. From now on, they will expect more of their pastor. The
coaching created awareness in the people that things can be better in their church. Maybe
that is why their responses in the second survey did not show as much of a positive
increase. They sent a message to both coach and coachee that they expected more
improvement in the future.
Increased Focus and Awareness
Post-coaching interviews with the coachees suggest that using Situational
Leadership as a coaching strategy contributed to increased focus and awareness in the
coachee of current realities in the church, and highlighted the need to address these
realities to strengthen the church.
None of the coachees had experienced prior coaching. The coaching, even if done
in factors not selected by the coachees, still had an impact on the coachee. The coaching
created awareness in the coachee of things that need addressed in his life and leadership,
and things that need attention in the church. The final interview with the coachees
reflected the new awareness they gained. The pastors reported that the coaching helped
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them focus more on matters that they previously had been unaware of, or had not
attended to before.
The prayer ministry in some of the churches, for example, previously involved
gathering the church together on a weeknight and praying for needs the people called out
or wrote down like physical needs. Coaching in the prayer ministry brought the
awareness that a church prayer ministry could address the needs in the community, such
as economic or social issues, and not just the needs of the members of the church.
Coaching preaching helped the pastor take preaching more seriously and focus
his preaching for a purpose, rather than randomly preaching on whatever came to mind.
Having a plan and a well thought out direction in preaching contributes to spiritual
growth and transformation of the congregation more powerfully than simply preaching
on a last minute basis, which some of the coachees reported they did prior to the
coaching.
Coaching giving also contributed to awareness and focus on what to do to
improve giving in the churches. Typically in a service the pastors simply announced the
time for the offering, called the ushers forward and prayed, and then the offering was
collected. The coaching of giving, however, led to new ways of challenging the members
to give by sharing stories or illustrations prior to taking up the offering, which enabled
the pastors to touch hearts before people reached for their wallets. Coaching giving also
led to formation of giving plans or projects in the churches. Focusing on a particular need
such as a building or an LCD projector and planning the giving challenge around that
project stimulated giving in the churches. This awareness contributed to better giving in
most of the churches.
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Situational Leadership as a coaching strategy contributed to the effectiveness of
the coaching process. The method was instrumental in forming a plan for each session
based on how the pastor responded in the previous coaching session. The tracking forms
placed in the coach’s notebook followed the coachee’s progress from week to week. I
adapted the next sessions’ coaching plan based on how the coachee responded to the
changes and challenges presented in the coaching session on the various factors coached.
For example, when presented with the challenge to begin multiplying small
groups, some of the coachees were hesitant. They had tried small groups before and were
not so sure that doing small groups again guaranteed success the second time. They gave
excuses that leading small groups would take too much training, or that the people were
too busy to lead groups. These coachees received a check mark in the unwilling and
unable box on the Situational Leadership form. I did not inform them of this mark.
Instead, I used the mark as the basis for planning the next session to address their
reluctance. The corresponding coaching response to this level is directive, so I wrote
down specific instructions for them to implement and discussed them with the pastor at
the next coaching session. In the next session, I clearly addressed their concerns, and told
them specifically what to do in order to overcome their reticence. Typically, due to the
use of Situational Leadership, in the second session the pastor would score willing but
unable. They still were not confident that the small groups would work, but they were
willing to try. This score prompted a supporting coaching plan for the next session, which
is the proper coach response to willing but unable. I followed this pattern for all the
coachees in all of the factors over the six months of coaching time. Using this pattern is
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what created the coachees’ awareness of their own needs and those of the church and
helped them adapt their leadership to more effective levels.
Creating Values for Discipleship
Post-coaching interviews with the coachees also suggested that using Situational
Leadership as a coaching strategy created in the coachee a value of being discipled and of
discipling others.
Biblically, gaining this value is seen in Timothy as he was discipled by Paul.
Timothy passed on this value to others who, in turn, passed it on. Aside from this biblical
example, the literature does not reflect that the value of coaching or being discipled
would be passed on by coachees to future coaches. Coaching is generally task specific
and, while values may be coached, the emphasis is on gaining the value or skill and not
on passing it on. This observation strengthens the importance of this finding, for when a
value is passed on to future disciples or coachees rather than remaining with the coachee,
the impact on the church is multiplied.
Table 4.8 (p. 156) records that aspects of discipling or being discipled scored the
second highest number of responses in the post-coaching interview with the coachees.
Six months of coaching meetings every other week, of observing their preaching, of
discussing their personal spiritual life, of evaluating the ministries in their church, and of
talking about leadership, prayer, and church growth opened new areas of coachees
understanding the importance of not only being discipled themselves, but of discipling
others. They saw the impact it had on them personally. They received a challenge to work
harder at their spiritual lives. They did not always meet my goals as a coach, but the fact
that they were involved in trying something new and stretched in journaling or having
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regular devotions did change them. They did grow spiritually and realized their need to
stay close to the Lord. Because of their own experience in receiving coaching, they
realized the need to disciple the leaders in their church.
Too often, pastors assume that lay leaders in a church do not need discipleship.
Pastors figure that lay people would not be leaders if they had not been properly
discipled. However, because the Filipino pastors benefitted from the coaching and saw
the value of one-on-one discussion of life, leadership, family, and church issues, they
realized how much more a lay leader who had not been to Bible college might need the
same. The use of Situational Leadership as a discipleship pattern contributed to the
pastors obtaining the new value of discipling and being discipled because it presents a
user-friendly matrix for responding to the emotional and spiritual vicissitudes found in a
discipleship relationship.
Situational Leadership provides a discipleship model that is flexible yet lovingly
responsive enough to times when commitment wanes or interest is lost in the disciple. It
adapts to situations in which a disciple needs encouragement, or when a disciple needs
guidelines. It even adapts to the discipleship context when the disciple is ready for
freedom and trusted to delegate, while still maintaining the discipleship relationship. I
found this adaptability to be true in my coaching relationship with the pastors, and I know
they would find it true in their discipleship relationships.
I did not specifically coach the coachees in the Situational Leadership model,
however. If the coachee asked about it, I told them and gave them a copy of Hersey’s
article on ―Situational Leadership‖. The effectiveness of Situational Leadership as a
discipleship and coaching method contributed to the coachee’s new awareness of the
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importance of them always being discipled and of them finding disciplers for key lay
leaders in their church. Nearly all of the pastors remarked in their final interviews that
they were committed from now on to finding someone to meet with regularly for their
own discipleship and encouragement and to find ways to disciple the leaders in their
churches. They realized they could no longer leave discipleship to chance or assumption.
If this goal is accomplished, Situational Leadership in this coaching study will have
ultimately contributed to the spiritual and, I believe, numerical growth of their churches
in the future.
Implications of the Findings
The findings of this study suggested much about the implementation of a
coaching program for church leaders. Churches in the Philippines and around the world
would benefit from implementation of a coaching program as presented in this study. If
the goal is church growth, coaches must be prepared to coach the specific areas where
growth is desired. A generalized coaching program may have some impact but may lead
to disappointment in key statistical indicators of church growth. Coaching should focus
on agreed upon needs and goals of the church, organization, and coachees for optimum
impact.
Coaching is not primarily for churches or organizations, but for individual leaders
within the church or organization. Certainly, organizations can implement coaching
programs across the board to become more successful or reach goals, but the coaching
generally occurs at the individual level. Individual improvements in skills and spirituality
eventually impact organizational change and effectiveness. Coaching, therefore, is a valid
form of discipleship. Churches and Christian organizations that use the coaching of
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individuals to reach goals and improve effectiveness provide a source of spiritual growth
and maturity for their leaders, which will ultimately improve the organization.
Effectiveness gained by coaching individuals is the premise of observations by Collins
(15), Knight (3), Goldsmith (xviii), and Eims (20).
The literature did not deal with implementation of a coaching program in religious
organizations. Coaching literature generally addresses how to coach individuals, and
when it discusses how to coach in an organizational context, it addresses business and
corporate applications. Though the literature examines the impact on the organization of
coaching individuals, and the applications to organizations are transferrable, how to
coach at an organizational level for faith communities is not. The findings and
implications of this study should encourage more research on how to implement
organizational-wide coaching programs for churches and religious institutions. FECPI
would benefit from such research.
Because coaching occurs primarily on the individual level, coach adaptability and
flexibility is important. As much as possible, I tailored each coachee’s plan to his own
needs, circumstances, and church within the general structure of the pre-planned
coaching process. Rick Lewis warns against using a one-size-fits-all mentoring model
because it creates the temptation to see everyone as the same, eliminating the need for
unique attention and encouragement for the struggles and concerns of the individual
coachee (26). Coaching and mentoring can use programmed patterns and guidelines early
on, but, according to Lewis, ultimately the Holy Spirit working with and through the
coach or mentor is what accomplishes the most in the life of the coachee (30). The
implication is that a coaching program should, above all, be responsive to the individual
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needs of each person coached through the guidance of the Holy Spirit and not be bound
to a particular pattern or program of coaching. As previously noted, Blackaby and
Blackaby also affirm the emphasis on the individual’s relationship with God as a priority
for leaders (127).
This study yields implications for FECPI as well. If FECPI intends to continue
growing and impacting communities, it must help its pastors become aware of their need
for coaching. FECPI must provide coaches who can help pastors in key areas of need.
This decision would take a commitment by FECPI leaders to find qualified coaches and
connect them to FECPI pastors in the field. If those kinds of people or resources are not
available, FECPI may wish to train pastors to coach one another, using a similar set-up to
this study. I suggest incorporating coaching of key leadership and church growth factors
into FECPI’s ordination process to help qualify and equip pastors for effective ministry in
order to produce growing churches.
Limitations of the Study
The discussion of the major findings above already revealed one of the limitations
of this study, which is to give the coachee an opportunity to choose what areas are
important to him for coaching. I believed that coaching preaching, personal spiritual
growth, and small group multiplication was important, and I also perceived the members
of the church needed to have an opportunity to contribute their perspective on what the
church needed to do to grow. Pastors are often not aware of their congregation’s
perceptions. The coaching should have also included at least one of the coachee’s
preferences for inclusion in the coaching. Asking his preferences first might have yielded
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some of the same results as what I and the surveys chose for coaching, but a connection
to the pastor’s vision may have yielded a stronger response to the coaching in the pastor.
Obtaining and coaching the pastors’ desired coaching factors, however, would
have resulted in coaching six or more factors to each coachee. Considering the amount of
time available for coaching, the number of coachees in this study, and the number of
factors already chosen for coaching, to coach more than five factors would not have been
feasible. Coaching five factors for each church was a challenge in itself. Because I
coached each church’s survey responses individually for each church, and each church
had different factor results, the total number of factors that I prepared to coach was nine.
Preparing to coach possibly up to six more factors, one for each coachee would have been
prohibitive and limited the effectiveness of the entire coaching program. One possible
solution would be to have coached fewer pastors. Coaching a smaller number, however,
would have lessened the impact on growth in FECPI overall, for which I was hoping.
Impacting fewer coachees at a greater level, however, may be more effective in the long
run in growth in those churches individually, and, if those coachees passed on their
knowledge through coaching others, in FECPI as a whole.
Related to the discussion of the number of factors coached is the length of time of
the coaching process. Nearly all of the coachees expressed a desire in the post-coaching
interview that the coaching continue for at least another one to two years. Six months is
too short for a coaching relationship. They said they needed more time to accomplish
goals, develop leaders in the church, allow resources to develop, and gain experience and
confidence in the areas coached. Considering the lack of expected growth in the statistics,
insufficient coaching time may be part of the reason. Drawing out the coaching for
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another year or two may produce the desired results in church growth. The results of a
two-year coaching program with the goal of church growth would be interesting to track.
As noted by Biehl (27), and Hendricks and Hendricks (40), mentoring generally
continues for a lifetime. The coaching literature reviewed, however, suggests shorter time
limits be placed on a coaching relationship because it is skill and goal focused. This study
reveals the need for further examination of a long-term coaching relationship for
accomplishing goals and gaining skills at the personal and organizational level.
Another factor, which the statistics examined do not uphold, but which I sense
would yield different results if done, is to use the same people to take the second survey
as those who took the first. I point out earlier that the comparison between Tables 4.3 (p.
125) and 4.7 (p. 150) do not yield different results because different groups took the
surveys. I wonder if the survey respondents had been the same for both the pre- and postcoaching survey, if the results would have been different. Though I discuss the reasons
why I allowed different groups to take the survey in Chapter 3, I am intrigued to know if
using the same groups of people both times would have yielded results that make more
sense. If an opportunity to do the surveys again presented itself, I would use the same
groups to take the survey. Using the same group of people in pre- and post-coaching
surveys would give me more confidence that the perceptions recorded on the impact of
the coaching were more accurate.
Additionally, to provide more certainty to the results of the comparison between
the surveys, and shed more light on why and how the perceptions of the coachee changed
and what the impact of the coaching on the church was, I would perform an interview
with the survey respondents to discern more qualitatively the effect of the coaching. An
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interview, while increasing the workload and time constraints of both the researcher and
the respondents, would yield data not otherwise shown in the comparison of statistics
alone. Knowing this information would provide more evidence on how the people
perceived the coaching impact on the pastor, and thus give more clues to the
effectiveness of the coaching.
One thing I did about halfway through the coaching process was to gather all six
of the coachees at my house for an all-day time of food, fellowship, sharing, and
comparison of what they were learning. We watched a video of Stanley and talked about
his preaching method. We discussed aspects of journaling and spiritual growth. The
pastors shared what they were learning through the coaching process, compared notes,
and discussed how they were doing on meeting their goals. In the post-coaching
interview, some of the coachees expressed a desire to do this more frequently. Gathering
the coachees together for such an activity actually came from a recommendation by my
dissertation committee member, Dr. Eunice Irwin, who had been a missionary to the
Philippines and knew that Filipinos learn best when they get together as a group.
Gathering once was obviously not enough. Such a gathering every two months during the
coaching process may have strengthened relational bonds for future impact on FECPI
churches, strengthened the lessons learned in the coaching process, and impacted the
overall growth in their churches. Doing this for a two year coaching process would
produce lifelong friendships and ministry encouragement for the coachees, and produce
more effective leaders and churches.
Again, coaching literature generally examines coaching on the individual level,
and not at the group level. With the exception of sports teams, the literature on coaching
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several people at a time for similar goals in separate contexts is not plentiful. In coaching
athletic teams, the difference is that the context is the same; all the people being coached
simultaneously are on the same team. Coaching several individuals in different churches
at the same time is different from coaching a team because each of the ministry contexts
is different. This observation suggests the need for more research on coaching groups of
individuals in varying ministry contexts simultaneously. Next time, I would incorporate
regular gatherings of all the coachees into the planning and scheduling of the coaching
process.
Coaching a number of factors such as the three I chose, and those selected by the
survey respondents assumes the coach has a body of knowledge in each of those areas
and is capable of passing the knowledge and information on to the coachee. I did the
research in preparation for coaching preaching, small group multiplication, and personal
spiritual maturity. However, since the pre-coaching surveys revealed the additional two
coached factors just prior to the onset of the coaching, the research time on the resulting
factors was limited. Subtracting the three preselected factors, the possible number of
additional factors for coaching was sixteen—a large amount to prepare for. The better
way would have been either to give more time to prepare the pre-coaching survey factors
selected after the survey, or lessen the number of possibilities listed in the survey and
prepare for coaching them all prior to giving the survey.
I was satisfied with the performance of the instruments used and designed for the
project. The DiSC and DYMI tools were helpful to the coachees in understanding their
leadership preferences and personalities, but not helpful as a coaching instrument. Once
they completed these inventories prior to the coaching, I reviewed them with each
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coachee, but never referred back to them. I had planned to do the Servant-Shepherd
Leadership Indicator with the coachees, but the tool was too expensive. Not doing the
SSLI did not affect the coachees.
The pre- and post-coaching surveys performed as expected. They were easy to
score. The survey respondents seemed to appreciate having the surveys in English and
Tagalog. Most of the respondents misunderstood one question on both surveys, however.
The question was on page 3 of the survey form, number 6. The question, ―I like to come
to this church to be with my friends,‖ to which the respondents chose among Strongly
Agree, Agree, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree, should have been worded, ―I like to come
to this church because my friends go here.‖ The respondents misinterpreted this question
to mean that the only reason to come to the church is to be with friends, not to worship
God. The responses to this question on both surveys were overwhelmingly in the
Disagree and Strongly Disagree categories. Neither I nor the expert reviewers caught the
problem with the wording, but we did not know the question would be interpreted this
way. This problem was the only anomaly noticed on the survey. I do not believe it greatly
affected the outcome of the survey results.
Finally, because I did this study as an American missionary with Filipino
participants, my cultural bias or blindness may have affected the outcome of the research.
For example, the literature on Situational Leadership does not refer to the cross-cultural
applicability of the model. I assumed that the model was applicable in the Philippines
since leaders the world over have similar qualities. After further review of additional
literature that examines Situational Leadership (see Blanchard, Leading at a Higher
Level; Antonakis; Northouse) I cannot confirm the cross-cultural transference and
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effectiveness of the model. The Philippines are a collectively-oriented society, meaning
that the group is more important than the individual. Western societies are structured on
the individual. Situational Leadership appears to be focused on individual rather than
group change. Therefore, not attaining expected results in this study may have been
caused partly by the cultural bias of Situational Leadership, as well as my own. Further
research into the cross-cultural applicability of Situational Leadership as a coaching
model for church growth and organizational effectiveness would be valuable for other
coaches in cross-cultural settings.
Unexpected Observations
One of the most unexpected observations that came out of this study was that so
many of the pre- and post-coaching survey respondents chose prayer as a factor important
to the success of the church. Prayer was the top performing factor in the scores of both
the pre- and post-coaching surveys. Prayer is obviously important to the growth of any
church. Growth is a spiritual matter. Often, growth can be accounted for no other way
other than by the moving of God’s Holy Spirit prompted by prayer. The question is why
so many of the groups chose prayer as a factor for coaching.
A number of factors predispose Filipino Christians to understand the importance
of prayer for church effectiveness. Korean missionaries in the Philippines have promoted
the Korean style of dawn prayer meetings, praying aloud all together, and prayer
mountains. These activities and styles of prayer are now common in the Philippines.
Additionally, the advent of the cell group church in the mid-90s brought with it all-night
prayer, and cell-based prayer sessions that contributed to an awareness of the need for
prayer in church effectiveness in the Philippines. Though I was aware that the Philippine
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church considered prayer as a key value, I did not think that people would perceive it as
such a key factor for church growth. The impact and influence that Korean prayer styles
and cell-church based prayer patterns have had on the Filipino church was not something
I fully realized, but now I see because of this study that prayer is very important to the
growth of the church in the Philippines, and in FECPI. This observation leads to
awareness that further research on how to coach prayer would be beneficial to many
churches.
One other unexpected observation in this study was how in several of the
churches the prayer and small group ministries combined into one. Small groups often
compete with prayer meetings in smaller churches that are trying to grow. Competition
among ministries makes the whole church suffer. When a church chose prayer as a
coaching factor, and received coaching in small group multiplication, I decided to find a
way to coach the two as one so that they would not conflict. While doing research on this,
I came across Coleman’s pamphlet ―Introducing the Prayer Cell.‖ Coleman describes
how to start small multiplying praying groups in the church. This pamphlet written in
1960, although small and little known, was amazingly ahead of its time. No longer in
print, I made copies for the coachees and gave it to them to use as a basis for combining
the prayer and small group ministries. The pamphlet addressed this need very well. Using
Coleman’s pamphlet as a basis, I helped several of the coachees build their small group
ministry on multiplying prayer groups, rather than a cell group structure per se.
Combining small groups and prayer groups into prayer cells eliminated competition
among the ministries in the church, and helped accomplish the coaching goals.
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Recommendations
After nearly twenty years of ministry in the Philippines, observing all the training
in the past to prepare and equip leaders, this study solidified the perspective that FECPI
needs to implement a long-term coaching program among its pastors. This program
would begin with the selection of several potential coaches to train. The best place to start
for future coaches is the coachees who participated in this study. Their experience as a
coachee equipped them to coach, and helped them see the need for coaching in other
FECPI leaders. This study serves as a model for the coachees to equip other pastors in
preaching, small group multiplication, spiritual growth and maturity, prayer, giving, and
needs of which the future coachees are aware. Each coach should commit to a two-year
period of coaching with one or two other nearby pastors in FECPI once every other week.
The forms presented here are free for use in tracking, planning, and implementation. I
also recommend employing Situational Leadership as part of the coaching process.
Groups of coaches and coachees meeting regularly to discuss insights, pray, and share
concerns would be a culturally relevant way of enhancing and encouraging both coach
and coachee. Once the two-year coaching is complete, the coach would find a new
coachee, and the coachee would become a new coach, finding a new coachee in FECPI as
well. The coach and coachee that have finished the two year coaching could continue the
relationship as peer mentors, much as Paul and Barnabas did in the book of Acts, or Paul
and Timothy did later in the New Testament. I believe instituting a coaching program in
FECPI as part of the ordination process, and as part of the life cycle of FECPI ministries
would ultimately help FECPI churches grow strong spiritually and numerically. I
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recommend that FECPI leadership assign a team to ensure that coaching is valued,
taught, and implemented on a permanent basis.
Faith Bible College could also benefit from implementation of a four-year
coaching program for its students. Faculty serving as coaches, men for male students and
women for female students, over the life of a spiritual and academic education could
address key needs in students as they prepare to serve in ministry. Faith Bible College
leadership tried a faculty mentoring program for a number of years, but interest
eventually waned. This study may serve as a model and offer suggestions and guidelines
for reimplementation in FBC. Since most FBC students work for FECPI churches after
graduation, the new ministers would have developed a value for coaching once they
started full-time ministry. An internalized value for coaching in graduating FBC students
may establish growth habits and patterns in FECPI for years to come.
Other organizations and denominations both in the Philippines and around the
world may wish to form their own coaching program based on the research and findings
presented here. Additionally, as noted earlier in this chapter, further research done on
coaching groups of individuals with different ministry contexts in the same religious
organization, on coaching prayer ministries, on long-term coaching programs, and on
creating a value in coachees of passing on coaching to others would add strength and
greater effectiveness to the coaching of pastors overall.
Finally, because this coaching project did not produce the expected results in the
growth of FECPI churches, the implication is that the coaching is not an effective
strategy for churches desiring to grow. The findings of this study suggest, however, that
an extended coaching process, together with coaching the specific factors in which
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growth is desired, may produce better results. Before dismissing coaching as a viable
church growth option, exploration of these possibilities is recommended.
Postscript
Completion of this research project yields many benefits to my ministry.
Coaching is now a lifestyle with which I otherwise may not have become familiar. My
experiences during this project challenge me to find ways to coach others in whatever
role I find myself in the future. I will continue to learn about, research, and explore
coaching models for application to future ministry.
I am interested to follow the progress and careers of the men I coached. They and
other key leaders in FECPI have been impacted by the coaching. Through coaching in
leadership and the other factors in this study, they began to believe that they can take
their church and FECPI as an organization to the next level, and not the missionary. I
trust the Lord will enable them to grow in the things they learned and pass them on to
others. I hope and pray that because of their experience in being coached, and then
coaching others, that FECPI will truly grow spiritually and numerically, ultimately
having a powerful impact on the communities they serve, and on the Philippines as a
nation.
The Situational Leadership model provides an effective knowledge and skill base
from which to coach and lead. The frequency of use during my research caused it to
become second nature to me. Asking people questions, helping them identify needs,
establishing a ministry relationship, empowering them to grow, and tracking their
progress facilitated ministry habits enhancing their life and mine.
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I am especially looking forward to applying coaching insights to mission contexts.
The gospel of the kingdom must be preached before the Lord returns (Matt. 24:14). My
prayer is that coaching pastors and leaders around the world so their churches,
organizations, and ministries are more effective will contribute to kingdom expansion,
changed lives, and the soon return of our Lord.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER OF INVITATION
Date________________
Dear Pastor _______________________,
Greetings in Jesus’ name!
I am involved in a Doctor of Ministry program at Asbury Theological Seminary. One of
the requirements to complete the program is to do a research project. My project is on
coaching FECPI pastors to observe the impact on the church’s weekly attendance, total
giving, and number of small groups. I would like to invite you to participate in this
program.
If you agree to participate in this program, it will involve a time commitment of about six
months. During this time, you and I will meet twice per month for about an hour each
time. Each meeting will involve your being coached by me in several key areas of church
leadership. We will set a schedule of meetings alternating between my office and your
church at times convenient to your schedule. As part of the coaching process, I will also
be visiting your church’s Sunday service from time to time to evaluate you and aspects of
your ministry.
Prior to beginning the coaching program, I will administer three leadership profiles to
you so I can learn more about your leadership style. In addition, I or my assistant will
also be administering a survey to ten people in your church after a Sunday morning
service. This survey will be totally confidential. No names will be asked. The survey will
help determine some areas to be coached, give perspectives on your leadership, and will
establish a baseline on how the coaching helps improve your leadership and impacts your
church. After the coaching time is over, the same survey will be administered again to ten
of the same or different people in your church. This survey will help evaluate the impact
the coaching had on you and your church.
There will be no charge to you or your church for any of the profiles or surveys I
administer. All materials, supplies, books I ask you to read, and any travel expenses
incurred will be covered by me. I will have you keep a journal of your experiences during
the coaching process. This journal will be provided to you. All other data and information
collected will be put into a coach’s journal I keep so that I can summarize, evaluate, and
report on the project. The data in this journal will be kept confidential. In addition, I will
be collecting your church’s attendance, giving, and number of small groups’ data from
the FECPI statistical reports for the twelve months prior to beginning the project. This is
to establish trends and baseline averages for comparison after the coaching project.
During the project, the same FECPI data will be collected. You will also be asked to fill
out a personal testimony and ministry calling form, and to fill out a brief history form of
your church for inclusion in the coach’s journal.
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Finally, if you agree to participate in this project, I will ask you to sign a Coaching
Agreement. This agreement will outline all the expectations, requirements, schedules and
so on of the project that you will be responsible for as a participant in the project.
If you are willing to participate, please indicate your decision below, sign, then tear it off
and send it back to me. I look forward to hearing back from you soon. The deadline for
returning the slip below is April 16, 2010. If I do not hear back from you by then I will
assume you are unable to participate. Once I receive your agreement, I will send you the
Coaching Agreement and then will set a date to begin administering the leadership
profiles and to survey the ten people in your church. I hope the coaching program will
start sometime in May.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely in Christ,

Rev. Brent Burdick

(tear here)

Please check only one.
_____ Yes, I agree to participate in the coaching program.
_____ No, I am unable to participate in the program.

Signed _______________________________________ Date ______________________
Signature over printed name
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APPENDIX B
COACHING AGREEMENT
This agreement is between Brent Burdick, Coach, and ______________________,
Coachee. This agreement establishes a six month coaching relationship which includes
the following:
A. An initial introductory and leadership inventory session of about 90 minutes at the
office of the coach in which the DISC leadership style inventory, Discovering Your
Ministry Identity spiritual gifts and leadership style inventory.
B. Completing a personal testimony and life calling form prior to beginning the
coaching sessions. This form will be provided by the coach.
C. Completing a church history form prior to beginning the coaching sessions. This
form will be provided by the coach.
D. Facilitating a survey to be administered by the coach or his assistant at the
coachee’s church following a morning service prior to the beginning of the coaching
process. The coach will provide the survey form.
E. Coaching sessions of about an hour every two weeks for six months. The coaching
sessions will alternate between the office of the coach and the church of the coachee.
At the coaching sessions goals will be set, progress noted and evaluated, and
guidance provided in five key leadership areas that will be coached. The coach may
address specific personal, ministry or general conditions in the coachee’s life as he
chooses.
F. Filling out a personal spiritual journal during the coaching process. This journal
will include writing down thoughts, reflections, observations, insights, prayers, etc.,
of the coachee. The journal should be written in at least three times per week. The
coach will provide the journal.
G. Facilitating a survey to be administered by the coach or his assistant at the
coachee’s church following a morning service after the completion of the coaching
process. The coach will provide the survey form.
H. Final interview with the Coach.
I, as Coach, promise the following:
1. To keep all information discussed or provided during sessions strictly confidential.
2. To communicate honestly and ask straightforward questions.
3. To partner with and champion for your success as coachee.
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4. To notify you in advance if an unavoidable conflict arises so we can reschedule the
coaching session.
5. To cover all expenses relating to the coaching process, including travel, materials,
books, etc.
You, as Coachee, agree to the following:
1. To be honest and share openly your thoughts, feelings, and perspectives in the
sessions. This will help the coaching be more effective.
2. To follow the instructions and guidance of the coach to the best of your ability.
3. To be on time to all appointments, and call or email at least the day before to
reschedule if an unavoidable conflict arises and you can’t make an appointment.
4. To keep a journal and write in it at least three times per week.
5. To turn in receipts for expenses incurred.
6. To complete all requested assignments, books, etc., in the time agreed upon.
7. To finish the coaching process to the end of the agreed upon time of six months.
The signatures below indicate agreement and acceptance of the conditions, limitations,
and expectations of the coaching relationship between the coach and coachee outlined
above.
________________________________________________________________________
Coachee
Date
_______________________________________________________________________
Coach
Date
Coachee Contact Information:
Cell Phone #: __________________________ E-mail: ___________________________
Mailing address: __________________________________________________________
Church Address: __________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX C
SURVEY ON FECPI CHURCHES
The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect information on FECPI churches in
order to help them. It is totally anonymous. No one will know who fills out the
information below. Please fill out all questions completely and honestly.
(Ang layunin ng survey na ito ay upang tipunin ang iba’t ibang impormasyon
tungkol sa mga church ng FECPI upang sila’y matulungan. Walang makaka-alam ng
mga kasagutan mo dahil hindi kailangan isulat ang iyong pangalan. Paki-sagot ng
kumpleto ang bawat katanungan ukol sa iyo ng may katapatan.)
Section I: Personal Information. (Impormasyong Personal.)
1. Age (Edad): __________
2. Sex (Kasarian): __________ (M or F) (Babae o Lalaki)
3. Marital Status: __________ (M = married, S = single, W = widowed, MS =
married but separated)
4. Number of children (Bilang ng mga anak):_______________________________
5. How long have you been a Christian? (Kailan ka naging Kristiano?)___________
6. How long have you been attending this church? (Gaano katagal ka nang umaattend sa church na ito?)_____________________________________________
7. How many times per month do you attend the Sunday service? (Ilang beses sa
isang buwan ka uma-attend sa pananambahan ng church na ito?)_____________
8. What ministries are you actively involved in at the church? (Ano ang mga
ministries na ginagampanan mo sa church na ito?)_________________________
__________________________________________________________________
9. Do you regularly attend a small group? (Mayroon ka bang small group o cell
group?)_____ How many times per month? (Ilang beses sa isang buwan ka umaattend?) __________________________________________________________
10. Income (Suweldo): (please check the one that accurately describes you) (Paki-tsek
mo ang bilang sa baba na patungkol sa iyo).
_____ P1000 – P3000 per month (sa isang buwan)
_____ P3000 – P6000 per month (sa isang buwan)
_____ P6000 – P10,000 per month (sa isang buwan)
_____ P10,000 – P15,000 per month (sa isang buwan)
_____ P15,000 – P25,000 per month (sa isang buwan)
_____ P25,000 – P50,000 per month (sa isang buwan)
_____ P50,000 per month and above. (pataas sa isang buwan)
Church Code: _______
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Section II. Please rate the following list of things that you feel are important to the effectiveness
of your church. Check the box for each area of effectiveness that you feel most accurately
describes the impact on the church. Put no more than five checks in the Very Important box.
(Ang nakatala dito ay ang mga iba’t-ibang bagay na mahalaga para sa kahusayan ng
iyong church. Paki-rate o markahan ng tsek ayon sa kahusayan ang mga nakatalang bagay
bagay. Iwasan ang pagkakaroon ng higit sa limang tsek sa hanay ng “napakahalaga”.)

Area of Effectiveness
(Bahagi ng kahusayan)

1 Preaching (Pag-sesermon.)
2 Small groups (Mga cell group.)
3 Sending out evangelism teams (Pagpapalaganap ng
evangelism teams.)
4 One-on-one discipleship (Pag-didisipulo sa isa’t isa.)
5 Giving (Pagbibigay ng mga ikapu’t handog.)
6 Visiting people in their homes (Pagbisita sa mga tao sa
kanilang tahanan.)
7 Having good praise and worship in the services (Maganda at
maayos na pananambahan sa service.)
8 Prayer (Panalangin.)
9 Teaching the Bible (Pagtuturo ng Biblia.)
10 Friendliness of church leaders (Pakikipagkaibigan ng mga
lider sa church.)
11 Friendliness of the people in the church (Pakikipagkaibigan
ng mga tao sa church.)
12 A comfortable place to worship (Maginhawang lugar para
pagsamba.)
13The location of the building (Ang kinalalagyan ng gusali.)
14 Community outreaches (such as medical missions, film
showings, or concerts)
15 Helping the poor (Pagtulong sa mahirap.)
16 Vision (Pangitain.)
17 Everyone being involved in ministry (Ang lahat ay
tumutulong sa ministry.)
18 Leadership (Pamumuno ng lider.)
19. Spiritual maturity (Paglagong espirituwal.)
20 What other factors do you feel are important to the
effectiveness of your church that are not listed here? Please
specify.
(Anu pang ibang mahalagang bagay tungo sa kahusayan ng
iyong church ang hindi nabanggit dito? Paki-sulat ang mga ito.)

Very
Important
Napakahalaga

Important
Mahalaga

Less
Important
Hindi
gaanong
mahalaga

Not
Important
Hindi
mahalaga
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Section III. Check one box per statement below to indicate your level of agreement. (Sagutin
ang mga pangugnusap sa ibaba sa pamamagitan ng isang tsek.)
Area of Agreement
Lugar ng Pagtanggap
1 I like the preaching in this church. (Gusto ko ang
pagsesermon sa church na ito.)
2 The small groups of my church are meaningful
to me. (Mahalaga ang mga cell group ng church
na ito sa akin.)
3 I learn about the Bible at this church. (Natututo
ako tungkol sa Biblia sa church na ito.)
4 I feel like I grow in my faith when I participate
in this church’s activities. (Lumalago ako sa aking
pananampalataya dahil sa gawain ng church na
ito.)
5 I feel the leadership of this church makes good
decisions. (Mainam at mabuti ang mga desisyon
ng mga namumuno sa church na ito.)
6 I like to come to this church to be with my
friends. (Gusto kong umattend sa church na ito
dahil nandito ang aking mga kaibigan.)
7 The praise and worship in the services is
inspiring. (Masigla ang musika sa church na ito.)
8 I feel my prayer life is growing because of
attending this church. (Lumalago ang aking buhay
panalangin dahil umattend ako dito.)
9 The pastor of this church is spiritually mature
and growing. (Lumalago at matatag ang buhay
espirituwal ng pastor ng church na ito.)
10 Attending this church makes me feel like I am
part of something that is bigger than I am. (Dahil
uma-attend ako dito, nararamdaman ko na ako ay
bahagi ng isang malaking gawain.)
11 The leaders of this church are friendly. (Palakaibigan ang mga lider ng church na ito.)
12 The building is comfortable. (Maginhawa at
maganda ang gusali ng church.)
13 I like to help with outreaches (such as medical
missions, film showings, or concerts). (Gusto kong
tumolong sa mga outreach ng church na ito.)
14 I am provided opportunities to disciple others
and be discipled in this church. (May mga
pagkakataon dito sa church para ako ay magdisipolo ng iba, at ako’y magdisipolo din.)
15 This church encourages me to share my faith.
(Hinihikayat ako ng church na ito upang
magbahagi ng aking pananampalataya.)
16 I like to give my offerings to this church.
(Gusto kong magbigay ng aking ikapu at handog
sa church na ito.)

Strongly Agree
Matinding
Pagsangayon

Agree
Pagsangayon

Disagree
Di
Pagsangayon

Strongly
Disagree
Matinding di
Pagsangayon
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17 This church is easy to find. (Madaling
matagpuan ang church na ito.)
18 This church has a heart for the poor. (Ang
church na ito ay may puso para sa mahihirap.)
19 I like to visit people in their homes and talk
about God. (Gusto kong bumisita sa mga tao sa
kanilang tahanan at magbahagi tungkol sa Diyos.)
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APPENDIX D
PERSONAL HISTORY FORM
Name:___________________________ Church: _______________________________
Age: __________ Years in ministry: ____________ Marital status: ___________
Please tell how and when you became a Christian: _______________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Explain how, when, and why you felt the call to the ministry:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX E
CHURCH HISTORY FORM
Church Name:
Pastor’s name:
How many years have you been at this church?
What year did the church begin?
How many pastors has the church had over that time?
What facility does the church meet in?
Briefly describe the community in which the church meets:

How did the church begin?

Describe any key events in the church’s past that affect the church spiritually:
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APPENDIX F
SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP READINESS LEVELS WORKSHEET
Mark an ―X‖ on the square where the Coachee Readiness Level is determined for each Leadership Factor to
determine Coach Response for that Factor. This form will be done at every coaching session. Note actions,
plans, and goals determined for the coachee in each area on the lines below the table.
Name of Coachee:____________________________________ Date: _______________
Coachee
Readiness
Level

Leadership Factors to Be Coached

Small Group
Multiplication
Unable and
Insecure
Unable and
Willing
Able but
Unwilling
Able and
Willing
Notes, Action plans, and Goals:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Preaching

Spiritual
Maturity

AA

Coach
Response to
Coachee
Behavior
BB
Directive
Supporting
Coaching
Delegating

Small Group Multiplication
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Preaching
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Spiritual Maturity
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
AA
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
BB
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX G
FECPI MONTHLY STATISTICS REPORT FORM
Page 1
FECPI ORGANIZED CHURCH MONTHLY REPORT
Please submit to the FECPI office by the 10th of each month.
Month/Year:____________________________________________
Church Name:___________________________________________
1. Weekly Sunday Attendance –

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

(if 5 Sundays in the month)

Week 5

Average Monthly Attendance:
2. Weekly Offerings -

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

(if 5 Sundays in the month)

Week 5

Total Monthly Offering:
3. Total baptisms for the month:
4. Total conversions for the month:
5. Total members received for the month:
6. Total infant dedications for the month:
7. Total marriages performed for the month:
List names:

8. Total new small groups or house churches started during the month:
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FECPI Monthly Statistics Report Form
Page 2
9. Total small groups or house churches to date:
10. Please summarize other church events and activities for the
month. Comment on how these went and the results.

11. Date Board of Elders met:

Comment on any

significant decisions or discussion that transpired.

12. What are your greatest needs or concerns personally and as a
church? How can FECPI help you?

13. Please list upcoming dates, events or plans that FECPI should be
aware of:

Pastor’s signature over printed name:
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APPENDIX H
FINAL COACHEE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Coachee

Date:

1. What are some of the biggest differences in you because of the coaching?
2. What are some of the biggest differences in your church because of the coaching?
3. What did you like and dislike about the coaching? What would you have had the
coach do differently during the coaching process?
4. What plans have you made, goals have you set, things will you do differently as a
leader and pastor because of the coaching?
5. What long-term impact do you feel will happen in your church because of the
coaching?
6. What did you learn from the surveys of your members?
7. What other areas would you like to have been coached in and why?
8. How did you feel about the coaching format used? What changes would you
make?
9. How do you feel about the number of meetings between coach and coachee, and
the length of the coaching process?
10. What other comments or observations do you have about the coaching
experience?
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APPENDIX I
SERMON EVALUATION FORM
Pastor ______________________Church ___________________________________Date _______________________
Sermon Title____________________________________Scripture passage(s) _________________________________
Ratings: 1=Excellent 2=Very Good 3=Good 4=Average 5=Poor
• The sermon content was derived from Scripture: 1 2 3 4 5
• The sermon helped you understand the text better: 1 2 3 4 5
• The sermon revealed how God is at work in the text: 1 2 3 4 5
• The sermon displayed the grace of God in Scripture: 1 2 3 4 5
• Please state the main point of the specific biblical text as this sermon presented it:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
• The preacher displayed passion and enthusiasm for the message: 1 2 3 4 5
• The preacher’s demeanor showed conviction: 1 2 3 4 5
• The preacher displayed honesty/integrity in applying the message: 1 2 3 4 5
• The preacher showed pastoral sensitivity in the sermon: 1 2 3 4 5
• Please comment briefly on anything the preacher did that revealed his/her passion for the text/sermon or anything that detracted from
your sense that the preacher was committed to the message of the sermon:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
• The sermon made a connection between the biblical world and our current situation: 1 2 3 4 5
• The sermon showed an awareness of contemporary issues: 1 2 3 4 5
• The sermon was delivered in language that fits our contemporary world and that was communicationally effective: 1 2 3 4 5
• The sermon revealed God’s active presence and grace in our world today and in the situations people face today: 1 2 3 4 5
• The sermon was communicated effectively through compelling use of illustrations and examples: 1 2 3 4 5
• Please state briefly an example or two of how this sermon demonstrated that it was given for this current time and place. If the
sermon failed to be relevant, state briefly why:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
• Through the sermon God reminded you of grace: 1 2 3 4 5
• Through this sermon, the hope was strengthened that God is actively at work in our lives every day: 1 2 3 4 5
• The sermon suggested specific ways to look for and see God’s work in our world and in our struggles: 1 2 3 4 5
• The sermon provided practical examples/advice: 1 2 3 4 5
• The sermon communicated God’s grace in a way that could reach out to unbelievers or those unfamiliar with the Christian faith:
12345
• Please state briefly how this sermon showed the preacher’s desire that the message would affect people’s real lives by giving hope
and direction. By listening to the sermon, could you sense God’s Spirit challenging you to new obedience, strengthening your
commitment to serve Jesus as your Lord? If the sermon seemed weak in this regard, please state why:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
• The preacher led the service confidently and pastorally: 1 2 3 4 5
• The preacher was organized and helped the service to flow smoothly and without distractions: 1 2 3 4 5
• The worship service was unified with appropriate selection of songs/hymns, readings, etc: 1 2 3 4 5
• The prayers demonstrated pastoral sensitivity and a good balance among thanksgiving, petition, lament, and praise: 1 2 3 4 5
• The preacher made good eye contact throughout the service and made use of appropriate facial expressions and gestures: 1 2 3 4 5
• The preacher used a variety of voice tones and varied the speed of his/her speech in the sermon: 1 2 3 4 5
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• The sermon displayed a structure that was easy to follow (that is, it had a recognizable beginning, middle, and end): 1 2 3 4 5
• Please comment on the strengths and weaknesses of the preacher’s leading of the overall service. What was done particularly well?
What could be done differently to improve the service’s unity and flow?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Total Score: ____________________ (Lower is better). Evaluator: __________________________________________________

Source: Adapted from Calvin Theological Seminary.
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APPENDIX J
PERSONAL SPIRITUAL GROWTH AND ACCOUNTABILITY FORM
Name: ________________________ Date:___________________________
I.

Bible Reading and study:
a. What chapters in the Bible did you read this week?
b. How many days did you read the Bible this week?
c. What passages did you study?
d. What did you preach on

II.

Journaling:
a. How many days did you journal this week?
b. What were the hindrances to your journaling?

III.

Family devotions:
a. How many times did you have devotions/prayer time with your family this
week?
b. What key events happened in your family?

IV.

Prayer life:
a. What significant prayers did you pray this week?
b. How often did you pray?
c. How much time did you pray?
d. What struggles to pray did you experience?

V.

Purity:
a. What struggles in purity have you had this week?
b. What victories have you had?

VI.

VII.

Personal Finances:
a. What is the status of your personal finances?
b. Have you tithed this week?
c. Are you up-to-date on all bills?
d. Did you live according to your budget this week?
Time:
a. Did you adhere to your schedule this week?
b. What interruptions or unexpected adjustments to your schedule did you
have?
c. Did you have a Sabbath rest?
d. What did you not accomplish this week that you should have?
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VIII. Personal Growth and Development:
a. What did you do this week to develop your mind?
b. What did you do to strengthen your body?
c. What physical or emotional challenges did you face?
d. How can I pray for you?
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